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MECHANICAL VIBRATION AND
SHOCK MEASUREMENTS

INTRODUCTION

Mechanicalvibrations and shocksare dynamic phenomena, - i.e, their
intensity varieswith time, Both the maximum intensity, however,and the
rate of changein intensity with time, spreadover wide measurementranges
and often require highly specializedequipment for their precisedetermine-
tion. Ground motions causedby far-off earthquakes(or explosions)may,
for instance, be barely detectable while vibrations caused by large com.
bustionenginescan causeseveremechanicalfatiguedamage.

Although in most casesmechanicalshocksand vibrationsare undesired
byproductsof otherwise useful processes,and great efforts are spent to
reduce their effects, somevibrations are produced on purpose. Typical
examplesare the vibrationsproducedbyconveyingand screeningmachines,
mechanicalhammers,ultrasoniccleaningbaths,etc., white desirable shock-
effects arebuilt into rivetinghammersandpilc*drivers,

As the same methodsof description and measurementapply, in general,
whether the vibrations or shocksbeing characterizedare want0d or un-
Wanted no clear distinction has been made throughout this book. The
variouschapters have been laid out with a view main]yto des_;Ibemeasure-
ment data and techniquesnecessaryto characterizevibrationsand shocks
and to evaluatetheir effectson a respondingmedium. For morecomprehen-
sive treatments of theoretical aspects the reader is referred to standard
textbooks and to literature cited in the bibliography.



1. PRECIS

In this pr_cls it is intended to give a brief extract of the main subjects
dealt with in tile succeedingchapters. This should allow the more
experiencedvibrationmeasurementengineer to rapidly find the chartsand
data that he might need, and help the lessexperiencedengineerto easily
find the text that hewould want to study a little closer.

Chapter 2 reviewsbriefly the basic characterislicsof mechanicalvibra.
lions and shocks,andvariousquantitiescharacterizingtheir magnitudesare
defined. With regardto stationary vibrations, periodicaswellas random, the
most important singlequantity to determine isthe RMS (root meansquare)
value, becauseof its relation to the energycontent of the vibrations:

XRMs = _J'_-oJTx2 {t) dt

For the characterizationof shocks there seemsto be no single quantity
of similarimportance althoughquantities suchas thepeak accelerationand
the total velocity change(accelerationvs. time integral) representuseful and
descriptivedata. However, it ispracticalJyimpossiblefrom any of the single
quantities mentioned above to predict with reasonableaccuracy all the
various effects that vibrations andshocks may causein mechanicalsystems.
To do soadditional descriptivemeansmust beutilized, and oneof the most
powerful methods in use today is the technique of frequency ana/ysis
(Fourier transformation).

Frequency analysisof periodic signa/s is bri0fly outlined in section2.1.
and in section 2,2 is shownhow the techniquecanbe usedto alsodescribe
random vibrations. While the frequencyspectrumof a periodic signalcon-
sists of discrete harmonicalJyrelated vibration componentswhich may be
characterized by their individual RMS.valu0s, the frequency spectra of
random vibrations arecontinuousanda descriptionisbest made in termsof
mean squarespectraldensity (powerspectraldensity):

lira Jim 1 tT
w(f)

Z_f-_0 T--*oo Af T JoX2_f(t) dt

Section 2.3 describeshow the Fourier transform technique can be
applied also to rransie/it phenomena andshocks, and someexamplesof this
kind of analysisare shownin Figs.2.13and 2.14.
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In section 2.4 the description of nonstationary random vibrations is
briefly dl_ussod and certain typos of nonstationarity are exemplified in
Fig.2.16. Chapter 3 deals with the responseof mechanicalsystemsto vibra-
tions and shocks, and in section 3.1 the responseof linear systems to
deterministic vibrations is discussed.Use is made of the generalprincipl0of

[ superpos[tlon and the phenomenon of resonance is d0scrlbeg(Figs.3.3 and
3A).

Section 3.2 outlines some responseproperties of nonlinear systems and
some nonlinearspringcharacteristicsare shown in Fig,3.6. Fig.3.7 illustrates
how these kinds of nonlinear springsaffect resonancesof which they may
be part. Typical nonlinear phenomena such as Instabgltlesand the produc-
tion of subharmonicsare also mentioned, and a physical explanation for
their occurrenceis given.

A brief outline of the theory of rotational and torsional vibrations in
lumped parameter systems ts presented in section 3.3, stating that while
rectilinear motions are governedby force equations rotational motions are
governedby torqueequations.

In section 3.4 the responseof mechanic,el systemsto stationary random
vibrations Is derived, while section 3.5 deals with shock responsesand
introduces the concept of st/ock response spectra. This is a rather specific
type of "spectrum" and should not be confusedwith the Fourierspectrum
of the forcing shock pulse. Various quantit(es connectedwith the shock
responsespectrumare defined, anda mathematical relationshipbetween the
undamped residual shock spectrumand the Fourier spectrumof the shock
pulseIs given.

Section 3.6 discussesbriefly the responseof structures to mechanical
vibrations. It is shownthat the responseis here no longera function of time
only, but also of space, and a description may best be rn_fe in terms of
natural modes. While "simpl_'* eomprosslonal vibrations (waves)in linear
structures can be mathematically treated by means of a secondorder
differential equation, transverse vibrations needa fourth order differential
equation for theirproper description.

Some examples of typical mode shapesare giv0n in Figs.3.19 (beams)
and 3.20 (squareplates).

Chapter 4 describessomeeffects of vilxation and shockon mechanical
systemsand man, In section 4.1 the damagingeffectsof vibrationsin terms
of mechanical fatigue are discussedto some length, both with respectto
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periodI_ vibrationsand with respectto randomvibrations,while section4.2
dealswith balancequality of rotatingmachines.In Fig.4.9 curvesindicating
the maximum residualunbalancecorrespondingto variousbalancinggrades
aregiven.

The last sectionof Chapter 4. section4.3, summarisessomeeffectsof
vibrationand shock onman. Vibration exposurecriteria curvesareshownin
Fi0,4.14 and curvesindicating the tolerance of human subjectsto impact
pulsesare indicatedin Fig.4.15.

Chapter 5 discussessome practfeal and theoretical aspectsof vibration
measurementinstrumentation and techniques+In section5.1 somegeneral
measurementconsiderationsare madeand section5,2 introducessomebasic
measurementsystems.It is shown how the Br[Jel& Kja_r Impulse Precision
Sound Level Meter Type 2204 can be usedasa direct reading, battery
operated vibration meter and that the addition of an external Filter Set
enablesthe vibrationspectrum to alsobe frequencyanalyzed. Furthertypes
of frequency ana/ysls, using constant bandwidth, as well as constant
percentagebandwidth, analyzing equipment are also outlined. Whenvery
low frequencyvibrationsare to beanalyzedthe useof frequency transform-
ations by meansof the FM (frequencymodulated) magneticTape Recorder
Type 7001 isrecommended.

Section 5,3 describessome of the most important properties of modern
aeeelerometers,and typical frequency characteristicsfor Br_iel_ Klaer
Aecelerometersare shown in Fig.5.20. Furthermore. asthe selectionof the
most suitable accelerometer in somecasesmay be a little complicatedthe
chart given in Fig.5+21has beenprepared.Apart from Indicating the main
fields of application for the variousaecelerometors,other pertinent data
reJattngto their overall performance arealsostated in the chart. Finally the
interconnectionbetween the re/rage sensitivity and the chargesensitivity of
anacceletometeris mentioned.

The use of the two "types" of sensitivity is further discussedin _ection
5.4 In conjunction with the selection of the appropriate aceeleromoter
preamplifier. Again a chart has beenprepared in an attempt to assistthe
reader In hisselection,andthe chart is presentedin Fig.5.29.

In section 5.5 the useof varioustypesof analyzersand read-outsismore
thoroughly described,and the importanceof thephase characteristic of the
measurementsystemmentioned. Examplesof phasedistortionare shownin
Fig.5.30 while Fig,5.31 indicatesthe rangeof "ideal" operationof a wpical
vibration measurementsystem. Even though the phasedistortion of the
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measuringequipment is important, if measurementsare to bemadedirectly
on the vibration signalwaveform, it may be neglectcdwhen the problem
consists Ina determirlation of RMS-valuesandfrequencyspectraonly. Here,
on the other band, the problem of statistical errors becomessignificant in
conjunctionwith the analysisof random vibrations.The statistical error in
an RMS,measurementis thengivenby the expression:

1
=_

whereZ_f is the measurementbandwidth(or the resonantbandwidth) in Hz
and T is the effective averaging time of the detecting equipment. This
relationshipisdemonstrated in Figs.5.38,5.39 and5.40,

Section 5,6 deals with the calibration and performance checksof the
measuring arrangement. While the "simple" calibrator built Into the
Preamplifier Type 4292 may be used for a quick performancecheck, con-
siderablymore accuratecalibration canbemadeby meansof the Calibrators
Type 4291 and 4801+4515. Furthermore, a specialCalibrator, Type 4290,
isavailablemainly for frequencyresponsecalibration.

In section 5.7 some practical acce/emmeter mounting methods are
discussed,and six methods of mounting are shown in Pig.5,45. The
influence of the mounting method upon the frequencycharacteristicof the
accolerorneterIs demonstratedin Fig.5.48, Also other practicalaccelerome-
tar app6cation problems,suchas the formation of undesiredgroundloops
(FI9.5.50), and the problem of cable noise and mlcrophonics, are
mentioned.

The Chapter concludes with the suggestionof a general measurement
schemein section5,8, This schemeIs meantasa help to rememberthe most
important factors In the setting up and use of a vibration measurement
system, and it is recommendedthat thissectionIs readin full.

In Chapter6 the practicalmeasuremen¢and analysis of shock pulses are
treated, and Fnsection 6.1 some generalmeasurementconsiderationsare
outlined. The importance of linear frequency and phase responsesof the
measuringequipment Is emphasized.Typical eff0cts of limitations in the
frequency responseare shown in Figs.6.1, 6,2, 6.3, 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6, while
the chart, Fig.6.7, allows an estimate to bemadeof the frequencyresponse
required in particularshockmeasurementsituations,

Section 6.2 describesbriefly some typical shock m_asurernentsystems
and po_nts out the advantagesobtained by recording the shock pulse on
magnetic tape.
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In section6.3 the practicalfrequency (Fourier) analysis of tape recorded
sl/ock pulses is discus_d in somedetail. There are, generallyspeaking,two
different w_ysof performing suchanalysisin practice. One way consistsin
applying the pulse to the analyzingfilters onceper filter, whge the second
way consfstsfn repeatingthe pulse periodically by the use of a very short.
closed, tape loop contafningthe pulse.Variouspractical aspectsinvolved are
outlined, and results obtainedaccording to both methods of analysis are
exemplified in Fig.6.12.

Chapter 7 deals with somemethods of shock and vfbration control. As
one of the most important methodsof control is the isolation of vibration
and 5hocks this is discussedto someextent in section7.1. Even though the
principles involvedin the isolation of both vibrations andshocksare slinger.
certain distinctdlfferenccsexist. It has,therefore, been found convenient to
split the sccdon into a) Vibration isolation, and b) Shock isolation. The
basicprine[pl0of vibration isolation consfstsin selectinga spring mounting
for the equipment(machine) to be isolatedso that the natural frequency of
the springmasssystemisconsfderablylower than (say lessthan three times)
thu lowest frequency component to be isolated. Typfcal resonancecurves
for spring.masssystemswith variousdamping ratios are shown in Fig.7.2,
and Figs.7.g. 7.7 and 7.9 illustrat0 the measurementsnecessaryto solve a
practical vibration isolationcase.

With regardto shock isolation this is treated on the basisof the shock
responsespectrumandthe chofceof properdamping fnthe isolation system
is emphasized,It is shownthat aneffectiveshock force isofatlon can only be
obtained by transformingthe force into motion.

In section 7.2 the theory and application of the dynamic vibration
absorber and the use of vibration damping treatments are outlined. The
results of applying a dynamic vibratfon absorberto a resonantsystemare
sketched in Figs.7.21, 7.22 and 7.23, while useful designcurves are thown
in Ffgs.7.24and 7.25.

When it comesto the application of vibration damping treatments this
may be done fn severalways. the simplestof which is to spray a layer of
viscoelastic material with high internal Io_es over the surface of the
v_bratingstructure, Fig.7.30. Other methods consistin the designof various
types of sandwich stru;tures as illustrated in Fig,7.31. The section con-
eludes with a description of different methods of measuring the internal
lossesfn damping materials, the most important one seeming to be one
suggestedby Dr. H. Oberst el. el. which utgizes the 9r_ol & Kj0_rComplex
Modulus ApparatusType 3930.

] 10
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Section 7,3 describes several methods of vibration testing of mechanical
equipmel'_t. This kind of testing and investigating the effects of internal

equipment resonances has become quite popular and powerful over the past
years and brief descriptions are given of the frequency sweep test as well as

the wide band random and the sweep random vibra tion tests.

In section 7.4 another klnd of mechanical testing, the shock test, is

discussed to some extent. Even though most of the shock testing performed
today is made on specially designed shock m_chines, the techniques of

utilizing electrodynamle vibration machines in shock spectrum testing seems
to attain increasing popularity in shock and vibration laboratories, Both

kinds of shock testing are briefly outlined,

Section 7.5 describes the basic aspects of the L_/ancin9 of rotating
machin-_s. Both static and dynamic balancing are discussed and some simple

balancing methods are pointed out.

In the last Chapter of the book, Chapter 5, an outline is given on the
concept of mechanicQ] impedance and mobility, correlation and cross.

spectra/density measurements as well as on the determination ofprobabil.
ity density data for random vibrations.

While section 9.1 (mechanical impedance and mobility) and section 8.2
(cross.correlation and cross.spectral density measurements) describe the use

of two channel type measurements, the final section, 8,3, (probability
density measurements) is based, primarily, on the use of single channel

measurements. The applicability as well as the llmittaions of the various

methods are pointed out and examples of their practical use given.
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2. CHARACTERISTICS OF VIBRATION AND SHOCK

2,1. PeriodicVibration

Periodic vibration may be _ookeq upon as an oscillating motion of a
particle, or body. about a referenceposition, the motion repeatingitself
exactly after certain periodsof time. The simplest form of periodic v]bra.
tions Is the socalledharmonicmotion which when plotted as a function of
time. is representedby a slnusoidalcurve, Fig.2.1. Here T is the period of
vibration, i.e. the time elapsedbetweentwo successive,exactly equal condi.
tlons of motion.

T _'rl_Jr

Fig.2.1. Example of a pure harmonic (sinusoid_l) vibration signa/

Th0 frequency of the vibrationis

1
f =--

T

Turning to th0 magnitudeof the vibration this may be characterizedby
different quantities,all of which havedefinite mathematical relationshipsto
each otheraslong asharmonic motion is considered.

if the vibration has the form of a pure translationaloscillationalongone
axis (x) only, the instantaneousdisp/acement of the particle {or body) from

14



the reference position can be mathematically described by moansof the
equation:

• t .
x = Xpoaksin (2 _T_) = Xpe_k sin (2 7Tft) =Xpeok sin (wt)

where _ = 2 _Tf= angularfrequency

Xpeak = Maximumdisplacementfromtbereferenceposition

t = time

As the velocity of a moving particle(or body) is the time rate of change
of the displacementsthemotion can also be describedin termsof velocity
(v):

dx =
v = -_-= _ Xpook cos(_t) Vpeak cos(_t) = Vpeak sin (oJt+ -_)

Finally, the acceleration (a) of the motion is the time rate of changeof
thevelocity:

dv d2x
a = _'= dt-_ = -°_2 XPoak sin(_t) = -Apeek sin (c_t)=Apeaksin (_t +/i')

From the above equations it can be seen that the form and period of
vibration remain the samewhether it is the displacement,thevelocity or the
accelerationthat is beingstudied. However,the velocity leadsthe displace.
ment by a phase angle of 90° _) and the accelerationagain leadstheo
velocity by a phaseangleof g0 (_. As characterizingvaluesfor the magni-
tude the peak valueshave been used, i e X oak, Vpeak and Apeo)¢ The
magmude descnp ion In terms of peakvalues=squite usefulas longaspure

_ harmonic vibration is consideredbecauseit appliesdirectly in the equations
_= given above. If, on the other hand, more comptex vibrations are being
,: studied other descriptivequatltiesmay be preferred.One of the reasonsfor

'i this is that the peak value describesthe vibrat(on in termsof a quantity
whlch dependsonly upon an instantaneousvibration magnitude regardless

i_ of the time historyproducing it.

A further descriptivequantity, which does take the time history into
account, istheaverageabsolutevalue, defined as(see alsoFig.2.2):

×,Aver°.,-- 7 dt
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Fig.2.2. Example of a harmonic vt_ration signal with indication of thn
peak, the RMS and gm averageabsolute value

Even though this quantity takes into account the time history of the
vibration over one period (T) it has beenfound to be of limited practical
interest. A much more usefuldescriptivequantity which atsotakes the time
history into account, is the RMS (root mean square) value (Fig.2.2):

XRMS = I'd.of x2(t'dt
The major reasonfor the importance of the RMS-valuoas a descriptive

quantity isIts direct relationshipto the energycontent of the vibrations.

For a pz/re harmonic motion the rorationshipbetweenthe variousvalues
is:

Tr I
XRMS = _ XlAveragel=_Xpoak

A more generalform of the_erelationshipsmay hegivenby:

XRM $ = FfXlAvoragel ='_'Xpeak

or: Ff = XRMS ; Fc= --Xpepk
XlAvoragel XRMS

The factors Ff and Fc are called "form-factor" and "crest-factor",
respectively,and give some indication of the waveshapeof the vibrations
beingstudied.

16



Fig.2,3, Example of a non.harmonic periodic morion (piSton acceleration
of a combustion engine)

For pure harmonic motion:

= _ =l.11(,-_1dB) andFc=_=l.414(=3dB)Ff

Most of the vibrations encountered in daily life are not pure harmonic
motions even though many of them may be characterized as periodic, A

typical non,harmonic periodic motion is shown in Fig.2.3 (piston accelera-
t/on of a combustion engineJ. By determining the peak, average absolute
and RM$-value of this vibration as well as the form.factor and crest.factor u

lot of useful information Is obtained, and it can be clearly concluded that
the motion is not harmonic, However, it will be practically impossible, on

the basis of this information, to predict all the various effects that the
vibration might produce in connected structural elements, Other methods of

description must therefore be used.

On_ of the most powerful descriptive methods is the method of frequen-
cy analysis. Thfs is based on a mathematical theorem, first formuJated by

FOURIER, which states that any periodic curve, no matter how complex,

may be looked upon as acombination of a number of pure sinusoidaJ curves
with harmonically related frequencies=

F(t)=X o+X sin (cut+sO)+X 2sin(2_ut+_o2j

+ X 3 sin (3 cut +¢p3 + .......... + X n sin n_ut + _0n

As the number of elements in the series increase it becomes an Increasing-

ly better approximation to the original curve, The various elements con,
stJtuto the vibration frequency spectrum. In Fig.2.4 the nonharmonic

periodic motion of Plg.2,3 is redrawn together with the two most Important
harmonic curves representing its frequency spectrum. A somewhat more

17



Fig.2.4. Illustration of hew the waveform shown in Fig.2.3 can be "broken
up" into a sum of harmonically related dnewaves

convenient method of representing this spectrum is shown in Fig,2.Sb. while

Fig.2.6 shows some further exarnpfes of periodic time functions and their
frequency spectra. A specific feature of periodic vibrations, which becomes

clear by Iook[n_ at Fig.2.5 and 2.6 Is that their spectra consists of discrete
lines when presented in the so-called frequency domain {Figs.2.Sb and
2.6b). This is In contrast to random vibrations which show continuous

frequency spectra (s_ction 2.2. Fig.2.12J.

/-x I =

I
t -! !- Ffm_er_cy._
i (°Ttl _f= 2)

a) b)

F/9.2.5. Illustration of how the signal, Fig.2.3 can be described in terrns of

a frequency spectrum
a) Description in the time domain

bJ Description in the frequency domain

18
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b) Descriptions in the frequency domain
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2.2, Stationary Random Vibration

Random vibrations are met rather frequently in nature and may be

characterized as vibratory processes in which the vibrating particles undergo
b'rogular motion cycles that never repeat themselves exactly, see Fig.2.7. To

obtain a complete description of the vibrations, an infinRely long time

record is thus theoretically necessary. This is of course an impossible
requirement, and finite time records would have to be used in practice• Even
so, if the time record becomes too long it will also become a very incon-

veniont means of description and other methods have therefore boon devised
and are commonly used. These methods have their origin in statistical

mechanics and communication theory and involve concepts such as ampli-
rude probability distributions in terms of probability densities and con.

tinuous vibration frequency spectra in terms of mean square spectral
densities *),

Fig.2. 7. Exarnp/e of a random vibration signal

Without going into too much mathematical detail tile meaning of the

above concepts should be briefly reviewed because of their importance in
relation to practical vibration measurements.

The concept of probability is of a mathematical origin and denotes the

chance of a particular event happening. If the event in question is absolutely
certain to happen the probability of occurrence of the event is said to be 1.

On the other hand. if the event in question is certain not to happen the
probability of occurrence is said to be O. Thus probabilities are, in the sense
used here, positive real numbers between 1 and O.

1] Mean square spectral density is also alton termed "Power Spectral Density"
{P,S.D.)becausethe meansquareis aquantity ploportJorlol to power,
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In the studyof continuousprocessessuchasstationary*') randomvibra-
tions it is oftenconvenientto use the conceptof probability density instead
of probobiilty. Physicallythe probability density can be defined as the
probability of finding ]llstantaneousamplitudevalueswithin a certainampli-
tude Interval, A-X, dividedby the size of that interval (thus: density},see
Fig.2.8. This meansthat while probabilitiesaredimensionlessquantitiesthe
probability densityisa quantity having a certain dimension.

X'X o

t ......... T ...... _

--I,.

Fig.2.& Sketch illustrating the concepts of probability and probability
density

MathomaticaJJyformulated the probability density at some specified
amplitude level,x, Is:

lira P(x) - P {x + L_x)
p(x) = _x.+ 0 L_x

Here p(x) designatesthe probability densitywhile P(x) isthe probability
that any instantaneousamplitudevalue exceedsthe level x andP (x +_x) is
the probability of occurrenceof Instantaneousamplitude valuesoxceedin9
the level x +Z_x. By pJottlngthevalue of pIx) for all valuesof x a probabifi-
ty density cgrvo is obtainedwhich hasthe feature that an integration of the
curve from a value xr to a value x2 immediately toils the probability of
occurrenceof instantaneousamplitude valueswithin theinterval (x2 - xt ),
independent of the actual magnitude of x1 and x2, The presentation of

}
; *°lStal_onaryr_ndomvibrationsoredefinedasrandomvibrallonswhose=rat[stical

characteristicsdonotcharl0ewithtjrilo.
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experimental probability data in termsof probability density cuP.'osbears
someadvantagesbecauseit allows for a direct comparison of databetween
experiments(and between experimenters)independentof the width of the
amplitude interval,Ax. usedin the experiment. Finally. theoreticalprobabil.
Ity data are commonly presentedin the form of probability densitycurves
and this method of presentationmust therefore be considered the most
generagyacceptableone.

From the definition of probability density it follows that by integrating
tbe probability densitycurve over all possibleamplitudevaluesthe magni-
tude of the integral will be 1 (becausethe probability of finding a certain
amplitude value within all pQsslbleamplitude valuesis I). The practical
procedureinvolvedin convertingexperimental and/or theoretical data Into
probability densitydata ensuringthat the areaunderthe probability density
curve is 1. is called normalization,and the mostcommonly knownnormal-
Ized probability density curve, the normal (Gausdan) curve, is shownin
Fig.2.9.

q4
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Fig.2,9, Thenorma/izedGaussianprobabi/itydensitvcurve

Even though probability densitydata are very useful signaldescriptions
and give excellent information on how. on the average,the instantaneous
amplitudes in a vibratory signalare distributed, theygive little or no inform-
ation as to th0 time history or frequency contentof the processbeing
studied. To try and remedy this, and to obtain further descriptivedata.
statisticalphysicistsintroduceda function called thea=ltocorre/atlon func-
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tion, ¢(T). This function describes(on the average)how a particuJarinstan-
; taneous amplitude value dependsupon previously occurring instantaneous

amplitudevaluesIn that _ (T) isdefined as:

lira 1 jT f(tlflt+r) dt_(7")= T..+=o T o

where f {t) is the ma0nitude of the vibratory processatan arbitrary instant
of time. t, and f (t+_) designates the ma0nitude of the sameprocess
observedat a time, T, later, seeFig.2.10.

Amplgudo
f(t)

_rt,+¢)t...... A
l '.-Tim.

1
/I tll+ '_ _a9o34

Fig.2. I_ Basic concepts involved in deriving the autocorrelation function

In the caseof an "(deal" stationary randomprocessthe autocorrelation
function would consistof an infinitely narrow impulse.functionaround zero
(_ = O). see Fig,2.f la), as in sucha processeach instantaneousamplitude
value should be completely independent of all other instantaneousampli-
tude values.

However, in practice the autocorrelation functions associatedwith
stationary random vibrationscluster around T= 0. but are never"infinitely
narrow" impulse-functions,Fig.2.1lb) and c). The reasonfor this spreading
out of the curve around zero is that all practical random processesare
frequency limited, and the narrower the frequency limits are the more
spread-outare the correspondingautocorrelationfunctions.

From the autocorrelation function another, very important function in
practice, can be deduced, which has a certain resemblanceto the Fourier
frequency spectradescribedin section2.1 for periodicvibrations.This func-
tion has been termed the mean square spectra dendty function (power
spectral density function) and canbederived from theautocorrelationfunc.
tlon as follows: Assuming that the integral of t_ (/') from -dote + eels finite
(seeFig.2.11) one canwrite:
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a) b) c)

Fig.2,11, Examp/e of autocorrelation functions
a) Autocorrelation function for an idea/ stationary random
process containing frequencies from 0 to OO(constant spectral
density)
b) Autocorrelation function for a "practical" wide band
stationary random process
c) Autocorrelation hmction for a narrow band stationary
random process

w(_) = T ¢(_') e-J_°t dT

where_o = 2 Trfand f is frequency,

From the theory of Fourier integralsit is furthermore known that t_ (T)
canalso be found from theabove integralby inversion:

1 "
(_): =,,._-::-fw¢_)_=Td_ =_=_w(_)eJ2"t,df

The Fourier integral relations between _ (_) and w (co)are often called
the Wienor-KintchinereJationsand play a very important role in the theory
of random processes.

In physically realizable stationary processesone operateswfth positive
frequenciesonly and _ (_')= t_ (--T) wherebythe integralfor t_ (T) becomes:

o

or, if a function w (f) is definedso that

w(f) = 2w(_)
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then ¢(/') = _ w(f) eos(2ttfT)df
o

To interpret the function w (f) considerthe casewhere1"= 0=

+0 t m ] _f2(l) dtlira 1 _f(t) f( )d --T_oo_-_/(O)= T_OO T o

and _(0) = 7 w(f) df
o

7
thus T f2 (t) dt = _ W If) df

Both of these integralsare measuresof the power involvedin the process,
one in terms of the processtime function,F (t), and tJ_eother in terms of a
frequency function, w (f). Becauseof the squaring involved in the above
time function description, w (f) hasbeen designatedas the mean square
spectral density function (or powerspectraldensity funotion).

Analytically, it issometFmesmore convenientto start an investigationby
studying the autocerrelation function associatedwith theproblem andthen,
by meansof the above rotation, calculatethe moan squarespectral density
function. On the otherhand, experimentallyit is generaflyeasierto measure
the mean square spectral density function directly by means of analog
frequencyanalyzersasexplained in the following.

An ideal analog frequencyanalyzerwill allow only that part of the signal
to be measuredwhich hasfrequencycomponentswithin a narrow frequency
band, Af, see Fig.2.12. Assuming that no attenuation or ampJifieationof

Fig.2.12. Determination of the mean squarespectral density by means of
Idea/filters
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these frequencycomponentstakes place in the analyzer the signalwhich is
passedonto its indicatingarrangementis:

f + _t lira 1 2
w (f)df= f./" w (f)dr= T -->oo_" _f_,, ,t)dt

Here f_f (t) is th0 above mef_tlonad part of the complete signal, f(t),
which has frequency components within Z_f. if now_ f is made so small
that w(f) canbeconsideredconstant within this frequencyrangethen

f+P,f

w(f) df = w if) Z, f

thus, in the limiting casewhen Z_f "* O,one obtalns:

lira Jim 1 o7w(fJ = Af._p0 T._>oo Z_fT f2 f (t) dt

This equation forms the basisof most analog exp0rimental techniques
usedIn the meansquarespectraldensityanalysisof randomsignals.

Beforo closing the dlscusdon on methods used to describeand analyse
random vibration phenomen_some important "practlca]" facts should be
pointed out:

Returningto the equadon

lira !./T f2(=_dt=7 w(f_df
T "*°° To o

it canbe seenthat the expressionon the loft hand side of thisequation hasa
certain resemblanceto the square of the expressionpreviously used to
define the RMS.value of a periodic vibration signal(section2.1). Actually if
th0 rlmiting operationis carriedout the expressionswould be rdenticaf.This
means that the description of a complex signal in terms of its overall
RMS-value is equally meaningful whether the _ignal has a periodic or a
mndorn character. (A furthor discussionof this statement In terms of
statisticalquantities is carriedout In Appendix A).

When it comesto spectral description, however, a periodic signal may
well be describedin terms of the RMS-valuesof its various frequency com-
ponents (its frequency spectrum), while random vibration aignalsare best
describedIn terms of mean square spectra/density functlon_ This is due to
the fact that random signals producecontinuous frequencyspectraandthe
RMS-voluemeasuredwithin a certain frequency band will therefore depend
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upon the width of the band, The detaged measurement evaluation

tochnfques w[ll. in view of the above normally also differ, a fact which is
more specially discussed in Chapter 4 of this book and in a separate
publication*}.

2.3. Transient Ph0nomena end Shocks

Tr0nslent phenomena and machanic_l shocks are, like random vibrations
encountered rotative}y often in daily life. They may originate from such
w)dely different releases of energy as rough handling of equipment,

explosions and supersonic motion. However, common for this type of
energy release is its short duration and sudden occurrence.

A simple shock/nay be defined as a transmi_ion of ki/Tetic energy to a

system which takes p/ace in a relatively short time compared with the
natural period of oscillation of tile system, while transient pbenomena (also

termed complex shocksJ may lost for several periods of vibration of the

system.

i Shocks and transient vibrations may be described in terms of force,

acceleration, velocFty or displacement and for a complete description it is

necessary to obtain an exact time history rooord of the quantity in question.

in many cases the ultimate goal i5 not the waveform itself, but rather a
means to estimate the effect that the corresponding shock or transient

vibration would have on a certain mechanical system. A more useful method

of descrfptlon might then again be found in the form of Fourier analysis. Jf
the time function for a shock is F (t) then its Fourier transform is given by:

F(f) = T F( t) e-j_tdt

The analogy between this expression and tbe mean square spectral
density ftmction for stationary random vibrations (section 2.2) is readily

soon. There is. however, a very distinct difference in that the mean square

spectral density function for stationary random vibrations ts the Fourier
transform of an already time.averaged, even function, the autocorre[ation
function, in the above Fourier integral for shock (impulse) fun(;t]on no

*l "Appllcanon of the B& K Equlpmenl ¢o Frequency Analysisand Power Speczral
Densny Meosuromerlt_"_t]rael _ Klaer, Na6rum. Doflm0ra,
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Fig,2.13. Example of sh_ck time functions and their Eel/riot transform
(spectra)
a) A rectangular shockpulse
b) A final peak sawtoeth shock pulse
c) A half.sine shock pulse

time-averagingIs involved, which, to a certain extent, complicatesthe moas-
urement technique necessary to evaluate the integral, This (s further
discussedin Chapter 5 of this book. Mathematically, on the other hand,
thesedifficulties do not exist and in Fig.2.13 variousshocktime functions
and their Fourier spectraare given, It iss0enfrom the figure that in general
a shock pulse contains energy spreadover all frequenciesfrom zeta to
infinity, and that the spectra are continuous with no discrete frequency
components,

In the expressionsfor F (f) given in the figurealJthe expressionswithin
the parallel brackets approachunity asf goesto zero, so that at very low
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Fig.2.14* Example of an oscillating transient and its Fourier spectrum
function

frequencies th0 magnitude of the spectrum component fs equal to the area

(amplitude*time Integral) of the shock pulse, irrespective of the pulse shape.
This fundamental relationship [s of considerable practical importance, for

example in shock testing. It means that so long as the shock pulse is short
compared w{th the natural period of the mechanical system on which it

acts, the severity of the shock is determined by the area of the shock pulse
a=one [see also Fig.3.12.b II).

In the case of transient phenomena the situation ts somewhat thfferent.
Such phenomena, in the sense used in this book may consist either of a

single period "_hock-wave". or of an oscillating transient. The Fourier

spectrum function of an oscillating transient is shown in Fig.2.14 above and
it Is seen that the magnitude of the spectrum components in this special case

tends towards zero as tile frequency f =_-goes to zero. Also, a maximum
w

magnitud0 of the spectrum is r_ached around fo =_where fo corresponds

roughly to the frequency of oscillation of the transient. This maximum is

broader the quicker the transient phenomenon ceases.

If the "transient" does not cease at all, i.e. when the "transient" is no
=anger a transient but a periodic phenomenon (in this case an harmonic

vibration), the frequency spectrum degenerates into a discr0te spectral line
(._

(infinitely narrow m0xlmum at fo =_'_).

2.4, Non-Stationary Random Vibration

Theoretically all kinds of random vibrations encountered in practice are

nonostatlonary because their statistical properties vary with time. However,
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Fig.2,15. I/lustration of an ensemble of random functions

from an eng[neering point of view this variation in statistical properties may

be so slow, or of such a characler, that many of the phenomena studied can
be constd0red stationary in a practical sense.

Non.stationary random vibrations may therefore, in practice, be defined

as random vibrations whose statistical properties vary witb time within time
intervals considered essentia/ for their proper description. To analyze and
describe such vibration data it ts thus necessary to take their variation tn

statistical properties with time into account. A typical example of seriousJy
non.stationary random vibrations is the vibrations induced _n space vehicles

during launch and rG-entry.

To theoretlcaIJy analyze non,stationary random vibrations properly it is
necessary to introduce the concept of ensemble averaging. An ensemble
averag0 is an average taken over a larg_ number (an ensemble) of repeated

experiments, see Fig.2.15. As can be seen from the figure an ensemble

average can b0 taken at any particular instant of time tl, t2, t3 etc., and
when the average values are plotted against time a more or loss complete

description of the vibration is obtained. There are, on the other hand,
several reasons why this method of description is not very useful fn practice.

Firstly, it requires that tile non.stationary pracess can be repeated a very
Jarge number of times, in the case of space vehicle ]aunch and re-entry for

Instance this is not possible due to the cost of such experiments, Secondly,
the amount of data necessary for a thorough description is so large that

their proper measurement will pose serious problems,
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Fig..?.tE Examples of some basic tvpes of nonstationar F random vibra,
tions
_1 Time.va/3/ingmean value
b) Tima-varyln9 mean square value
c) Time-varyingmean and mean square value

it is therefore normally necessaryto seekother methods of description,
and in general some sort of time averagingis used. There are, however,

rl certain flmitatlons Imposed upon this kind of time averagingin that the
_ response and averaging time of the measurement equipment employed!
!; should preferably be small relative to important time trends in the non-

stationary data. Tlds againmay Jendto considerablestatistical uncertainties
; in the measurements,seealso Chapter 4, section4.4.

Fig.2,16 illustratessome basic and important types of non-stationary
random vibrations.
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3, RESPONSE OF MECHANICAL SYSTEMS TO
VIBRATIONS AND SHOCKS

3.1. Re=p0nsoof Linear Mecbe_ico/System=to Vibrations. Resonance

The motion of a mechanical systemsubjectedto external forces iscom-
manly termed the response of the system to the particular forces in
question. Similarly, the external forcesacting uponthe systemare termed
the exciting forces, or simply the excitation. Thesetermsare generaland
have to be specified closer when the behaviour of a particular systemIs
beinginvestigated.

To aid such specifications It is normally necessaryto construct a some.
what simplified mechanical model and. on the basis of the model to
formulate the equations of motion for the system.This mode) can thenbe
usedas a basisfor a further analysis,

u_, I i ill

t

a) bl "'_

Fig,_ k Modell of a singledegree.of-freedom syslem
a) System in free vibrations
b) System in forced vibrations

One of the simplestmodels of a vibrating system is shown in Fig3.1a),
andconsists of a mass.a springand a damper. If thesystembehavesHnearly
(and tlmcHnvarlant) the equation of motion of the massis (no external
forceapplledJ:

d2x c -_--+ kx = 0ma'_-÷
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This system is ealred a single degree.of-freedom system in that it consists

of one mass only, which moves along one axis only and its motion can thus
be described by a single second order differential equation.

By applying an external force f (t) to the system as ind[catod in Fig.3.1b)
the equation of motion becomes:

d2x dx

m d_+c--_t-+kx= fit)

The solution of this equation gives directly the displacement response,

x it), of the mass, m, produc0d by the excitation, f {t). Other response

quantities suGh as the velocity response or the acceleration response can be
found from the well known relationships between the displacement,

velocity and acceleration (see also Appendix B):

dx d2x

v(t) = d-_- and a{t) = d-_t

where v (t) = velocity and _ (t) = acceleration of the mass, m, Fig.3.1b).

The force f (t), can have any dependency on time, and as fang as the

motion of the mass can be described by a linear differential equation of die
• type giv0n above_ it is, in principle, possible to obtain exact solutions for

x (t), v {t) and a (t). A very powerful tool in obtaining the required solutions
is the superposit/on princip/e, which is applicable to linear differential

oquatJont. It states that the effect of simultaneously super.itnposed actions
Is equal to the sum of the effects of each individual action.

Utilization of this principle can be made for instance by con_[d0ring the
function f (t) as consisting of an infinite number of Imputsas, each wi[h an
Infinitesimal width, Z_T, and a height f (T) and superimposing the responses

produced by the action of each of these impulses, sac Fig.3.2.

Mathematically this apptication of f:he superposltion principle can be
written:

x(t) = f f(T) h{t--7)dT

where h (t - T) is the response of the system, (Fig.3.1,} at the time t to a

unit impulse excitation acting at time T. A unit impulse excitation is
cbaracterlz0d by a force which is zero except at t = _"where It is infinite and
eRCIOSQSunit area:

Jim f _(T) dr=l
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Fig.3,2, I/lustration of the concepts Invo/_d in time domain superposition

Another methodof utilizing the superposhionprinciple is to determine
the Fourier transform f (_) of f (t) and studythe responseof the syst0mto
each Fourier componentseparately,The impulseresponsefunction h (t - T)
defined above,then transformsinto a complexfrequency responsefunction,
H (_) andx (t) isobtained In termsof its Fourier transform,X (_u):

t

X (_) = 7 x (t) e -jwt dt = _ e -jet dt f f h') h (t - T) dT'

t

" = f dt f e-jw(t-T) h (t - T) e-jw_ f (T) dr

By setting t -- "r = _ and expandingthe regions of integration remember-
ingthat h (t -/') = 0 when T_>t X (_,) canbewritten:

X{oJ) = _drJ_ e-iW= h(_)a -]=T f(T) d_

= _ h (_)a-j_= d_ f f('r)e-I_,dr

Thus:
X(_) = H(r_)f(_)
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The complex frequency response function H (_J) of the system shown in

Fig.3.1 is found simply by solving the equation of motion for an arbitrary

Fourier component, Fo e)wT:

d_x + d.C..x+ - oJ_t
m dt2 c dt kx - Fo

= 27rf = angular frequency.

At this point the physical meaning of thocomplex frequency response
function should be stated. A complex frequency response function means a

response function which gives information on barb the absolute value of the
response quantity and the phase lag between the respon_ and the
excitation, The general solution to the above equation is:

X(_) = H(_)F oe ]WT
Hare

1/m

: _o = _the angular resonant frequency of the mechanical system and
l

Q=_-_-'mJs a measure of the system's damping. C) is normally called the

_.lfJ

Fi0.13, Example of a resonance curve witb indication of the ha/f power

points 2
[tH (c_)J = _o)l = 0.707 IH (_o) lJ
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quality factor of the system and the larger the value of Q the smaller is the

damping. For a completely undamped system Q = on while for a critically

damped system Q= 1/2. An approximate measure of O is obtained in
practice by measuring the width of the response curve, tH (_)l, ar the half

power points, see Fig,3.3.

The half power points are the points on the curve where

IH (_)12 =21--IH(_o)l2

If this wtdth is Z_ then

Q = _Jn

For Q.values larger than 5, the error inherent in the approximation is
smaller than some 3% (actua]Jy, even when Q is as low as 2 the error is of

the order of 10%, see also Fig,3.4. Because of its direct relationship to the
damping the factor Q has become a YeW important quantity in the descdp.
iron of single degree-of-freedom linear systems.

The phase lag between the response and the excitation is given by the
expression:

1

_o = tan -t [Q(_o- w_'9")]

and this function is plotted in Fig.3.4b) for various values of Q.

•'t !°j"J_-

°l 'l/lt) ii'
...... . ,_.... r

t 6n=_ =1 I

I 2 I 2

Fig.3.4. Examples of complex frequency response functions
a) Modulus (absolute value of the response)
b) Phase lag between response and excitation corresponding to a)
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A number of interest)nofacts canbe seenfrom thesecurves.

Firstly, in the caseof no damping(Q =o_ the responseand the excita-
tion are in phase (0 = O) below resonance,whileabove resonancethey are
180° out of phase.BecauseQ = gothe changetn phas0 takes place in the
form of a discontinuousJump.

Second/y, when Q =hoo, i.e. dampingis introduced in the system, the
change In phase between responseand excitation tends to take place
gradu011y,and the largerthe damping(the sr_lallerQ) the slower is thuphase
changewith frequencyaround resonance.

Thirdly, independentof the rnagnitudoof the damping, the phaselag
between the responseandthe excitationat m_onanceis90 °,

If the systembeingstudiedconsistsof severalmassesinterconnectedwith
spring and damper elements the approximatemeasureof Q stated above
cannot be utilized unlessthe coupling between the different massesis so
small that o unidirectional motion of one massdoes not influence the
motion of any of the others(or viceversa).

In general,however,some couplingalways exists,eventhough It might,
under certain circumstancesbe neglectedin practice. Systems in which a
single massmovesin more than one direction or systemswhich conslst of
_averal, eJastlcallyinterconnected masses,are commonly termed multi.
degrePof.freedom systems. A linearmufti.degree-of.freedomsystemcanbe
mathematically describedby a setof coupled second-orderlinear differen-
tial equations and when the frequency responsecuwe of the system is
plotted it will normally show one resonance"peak" per degree-of-freedom.
Thus a two degre_of.freedom systemshows two resonancepeaks, a three

degree.of-freedom syste/nshows three resonancepeaks,etc., seeFig.3,5.

)1111

F#J.3.5. Example of a multi degree-of-freedom system (three degrees.of.
freedom) and its frequency response function
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3.2. Some ResponsePropertiesof Non-linear Systems

in the previous section (and in Appendix B) someimportant response
characteristicsof linearsystemshaveboondiscussed,in particular their so.
caged frequency response functions, These functions can be derived
mathematically from the linear different(el equation of motion for the
system. In the caseof a singledegreeof freedom systemthis equation was
givenas

d2x + c_-+ kx _ f (t)

where m, c and k wore consideredconstants, independent of x and t, This
requirement is not always fulfilled in practice and the above equationmay
take the form:

d2x dx
m'_- + _ 1-_'1 +F(x)=f (t)

where
m = massof the vibrating system

d×
(_-) = velocity dependent"damping" term

F(x) = d[sp]acementdependent stiffness term
f (t) = forcing function (see Fig.3.1).

Because this differential equation is no longer linear the principle of
superposition cannot be applied and the derivations outlined in section 3.1
are therefore no longervalid. In principle each particular non.linear vibra-
tion problem has to besolvedon its own. However, certaingeneral proper-
ties which are of considerablepractical interestmay hediscussedwithout
actuallysolving the equation.

Consider for instance the casewhere only the "st(ffness"-term is non-
linear.The motion of themassm is then governedby theequation:

d2x dx
re-'d-_ +c-_-+ F (x) = f It)

By comparing this equation with the one governing linear motion it is
seenthat the stiffnessconstant k in the linear equation isno longer constant
but dependsupon the vibration amplitudex in that k x hasbeen substituted
by F (x). As the angularresonant frequencyof the linearsystem tsgivenby
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an obvious conclusion would be that the resonant frequency of the non.
linear system will now depend upon the vibration amplitude (x). That this
really is the casecan be confirmed both theoretically and experimentally.
On the other hand, to obtain the exact relationship the non-lineardifferen-
tial equation hasto be rigorouslysolved.

Fig.3,6 showssome examplesof the possibledependency of F (xJ upon
x. If the spring becomes "stiffer" by deflection it is normaqy termed a
"hardening" spdng while if it becomesless stiff by deflection it istermed a
"softenlng" spring.

Fi_.3.G. Force vs. disp/acernetTfchzlratEof]stl_ for $ornosymmotrica/sprl_g
arrongB[noflfs:
a) Horden{ng type spgin#
b) Softening type spring

In the caseof a "hardening" springk will Inctease with vibrationampli-
tude thus causing the resonanceto movetowards higherfrequencies.Con-
versely, if k decreaseswith increasingvibration amplitude the resonancewill
move towards bowerfrequencies,Fig,3.7 illustrateshow theresonarlC0curve
dependsupon the springcharacteristicsand the vibratlort amplitude.

It is seen from the figure that resonancesystemscontaining non,linear
stlffnuss show a b_ndin their resonancecurves.This bend ls_of course,only
theoretical as the vibrating system cannot "force" the frequency of the
driving force. In actual physical systems the bend therefore producesa
region of instability as indicated in Fig.3.8. When the frequency response
curve of sucha system ismeasuredby slowly sweepingthe frequencyof the
driving force past resonance,certainjumps in the responseamplitude occur.
the frequency location of the jump beingdep0ndent both upon the magnl.
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a) b) cl _.,,

Fig,3,7. Typicalresonancecurvesforvariouslevelsofexcitationfor:
a) A hardening spring type tesonant system
bJ A linear resonant system

c) A softening spring type Posonanr system

/

Fig._& Theoretic# frequency response curve for a hardoning sprlng type
resonant system. The hatched areas indicate the region of in*
stability

tude of the driving force and upon the direction of the frequency sweep.
Actual curves obtained from analog model studies are shown in FIg.3,9.

A further property of non.linear systems is that they distort the wave.

shape of the response signal, i,e. even if the force driving the system Is
purely sinusoldal the wave-shape of the response will not be slnusoidal, see

also Appendix C. Normally the response wavc-shape will conta[n a number

of frequency components harmonically related to the frequency of the
driving force. Th(s can be confirmed mathematically for instance, by

approximating the solution to the non-linear differential equation by means
of a series expansion, and experimentally by analyzing the response wave-

shape by means of an analog frequency analyzer.

Under certain circumstances (very low damping) a very special
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Fig,3.9. Frequency responsecurws for a hardening _ring type resonant
system. The cur_s were measured for various levels of excitation
of an analog model system

phenomenon occurs in nonlinear resonancesystemsof the type described
above. This Is the phenomenon of subharmenics.A subharmonic is a
responmvibrationoccurringat 1/2, 1/3, 1/4. 1/5 etc,af the frequencyof the
driving force, A physical expJanatlon for the occurrenceof subharmonies
may be given in th;_t the driving force supplies energy to one of the
harmonicsof the non,linearsystemand when energyis suppliedit will start
to oscillate.The higherharmonic then pulls all the otherharmonicswith it,
as the specificallyexcitedharmonic isan integralpart of the whole motion.

While the occurrenceof subharmonics in practice is relatively rare,
"ordinary" harmonics (somgt[mescalled superharmonlcs)are presentto a
greater or lesserextent in all non.linear systems.Even if their amplitude
valuesare rather smallthey may play an important role when thevibration
of complex (multi-degree-of.freedom)mechanical systemsare considered.
An example readilyillustratesthisstatement:

Consider for instancethe casewhere a non-linear springelement in a
multi.degree.of-freedomsystem producesa third harmonicof the order of
1%. If the frequencyof thisharmonicby chancecoincideswith the resonant
frequency of another resonancein the systemwhich happensto have a
resonanceamplification factor Q = 1Q0 this specificresonancewill r0spond
with the sameamp{Itudeas the actually excited resananceeven though its
frequencydid not exist inthe wavoshapeof the drivingforcel
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Finally*), if the non.finearity is veJocity.dependent only, i.e. the i
equationof motion for the systemcan be written:

d2x
+{_ (_t) +kx=f(t)r._--7

a somewhatdifferent situation exists.

Also in this case the production of harmonicsvarieswith frequencyand
exc[tatio_ level, but the resonantfrequency itself remainspracdcaiJycon-
stant. A specialcaseoccurswhen the dampingis negative,in that in this case
the system oscillates. Examples of systems where these kinds of self-
gustainedosc[Jlationsmay take place are the frutter of aeroplanewings,
oscibetlonsin electrical transmissionlinesduoto tbe actionof thewind and
_ome casesof Coulomb friction. One of the mostdisastrouseasesof damage
causedby self-sustainedosciJJaHonsis the failure of theTacoma Bridge in
1940.

3.3. RotationalandTorsionalVibrations

Ir_ tbe previous sections of this Chapter the vibration responsescon.
slderedhaveb_enof the so.cagedtranslational type, i.e, thevibratingmasses
have beenoscillating rectilinearly alongone (or more) axisonly.

Another type of motion occurswhen a body is forced to vibrato around
one (or more) axis, such as is often the case for instance in rotating
machinery or unsymmetr[calJyloaded machine foundations. The simprest
form of rotational vibrations may be that of torsionalvibrations in a shaft,
see FIg.3.10a). Assuming that the inertia of the shaft beaJf is neg[igtbJe
comparedwith the inertia of the mass,m, and that the elasticbehaviourof
the masscanbe neglectedin comparisonwith the Jars]analelasticityof the
shaft, the equation of free rotational motion for the system canbewritten:

[._t2 +c'--_-t ÷k" _=0

Here I is themoment of inertia of the massaround Its center of rotation,
J.e. (around the shaft), _ is the angleof motion, c' is a damping constant
and k' is the anguJarstiffness of the shaft, which dependsupon the
modulusof elasticity in shearand of the physicalshaft configuration.

") The case of non,linear rnassos in resonating systems hove, ¢o the aulhors knowJodgo,
not s_omod Io be of any greal interest in practice one Istherefore not treatedin this
tOxt,
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a) b} s,,.,,

Fig._10. Examplesoftorsionalvibradon
a) Free vibration
bJ Forced vibration

It canbaseenthat the differential equationgoverningthe angularmotion
of the ma_sin Fig.3.10 hasa completely analogousform to that governing
rectirinear motion end which was given In section 3.1. This meansthat
exactly the same rnathematieaJtreatment as discussedin section3.1 canbe
applfod to the rotational vlbratfons of the kind described above.The only
differences are that the mass In section 3.1 must be substituted by the
moment of in0rtlo,and the (rectilinear) displacement, x, by the angle_. If
external forces are applied to the system their 0ffects on the rotational
motion are measuredby the torque, M, that they produce Fig.3.1Ob).The
correspondingequationof motion is:

d2
_['-_'-t +c 'dd'_-t+k ''_p_M=F.r

• ofgr_izy m_ • .k y _.Fv

Fig._ f l. Model of an unsymmettically loaded foundation, and the cot.
responding equatlons of motion
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Thux, rotational motions are governed by to/flue equations, while recti.
/(nearmotions are gover_:d by force equation_

A secondexample of rotational motion is, as mentionedabove, that of
an unsymmetrically loadedfoundation. This caseis illustratedin Fig.3,11,
and playsan importantrole in the vibration and shockisolationof machines
and equipment,seaalsoChapter7. section7,1,

• 3,4. Responseof MechanicalSystemsto Stationary RandomVilxatIons

In section3.1 it was shown that the responseof any linear system to a
proscribedexcitation canbe determined from a knowledgeof the system's
impulse responsefunction or its complex frequency responsefunction. If
now the excitation consistsof a Gauszianrandomprocesscharacterizedby
meansof its auto-correlationfunction (or, what may be more common in
practice,by moansof its meansquarespectraldensityfunction}what would
the relationshipbetweenthe excitation and the responsethenbe?

Starting with the auto*eorrelatian function representation of the
responsethis can be formulated in termsof the system'sImpulse response
function:

x(t) x (t+T) =__f (t-71) h(r 1) tiT1__ f(t+7--/'2 )h (72) dT2

= _f(t--r t) f (t+r--r 2) h(r 1)h (_2) dt I dr 2

(The formulation of tile impulse response function is hero slightly
different from the one utilized previously, However. by studying Fig,3,2
and the connectedmathematicsit is _.0sliyseenthat the two formulations
areequivalent).As theauto.corre]atlonfunction isby definition:

_x(7.) = lira .__1 7x(t) x(t+7.)d tT "*°° T o

lira 1

T_= T o7[_ f (t- "_t) f (t+_--_-=)hI,'t)h('2)dr_tiT21dt
than

_x (_r) = __ _f (r + )'t - T2) h (71) h (_'2)dr1 d1"2

which can be seen by settingf (t + r - r 2) = f (t - _'1+ 1"- "r2 + Tt )
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where 7 - r 2 + r 1 represents time lag in the multiplication process used to
obtain thQ auto.corrMation function for the excitation. The response moan
squ_ro spectral density function Is fotmd by t_king the Fourier transform of

¢_ iT):

e-]wT dT

or what i_ the same:

(_J) "= _ _x (7) e-jW I't+_'l -T2) eJ_rl e-Jut2w x d_

and inserting the formula given above for ._x (T) into this expression:

as Wf (_) = ._f (T+T 1 --/'2) o--J_(T+Tt--T2)dT_==

ttlUS: wx (_) = H* (¢a) H (_a) wI (_a) = IH (¢o)12 wf (_a)

whore H" ((_) Is the complex conjugate ot H (_). This result is one of the
most important ones in the theory of random processes and states that the

response mean square spectral density of a linear system at any frequency is
equal to the excitation mean square spectral density times the square of the

complex frequency response functlol_ at that frequerlcy. That a r_latlonshlp
of this kind was to be expected is also intuitively felt by considering the

m_anillg of the mean square spectral density function and the relationship
•, found in section 3.1 between the excitation and the response in terms of the

complex frequency response function, H (_J).

The response mean square spectral density function may, from a meas-

ursn%8_lt point of view. be considered either as a frequency spectrum or as a
syst0m response function depending upon the problem at hand.

Jf the system being c_nslderc<l is non-linear the relationships stated above
. do. of course, no longer hold as thosQrelationships w_re built on the g_nor_l

superpos[tion principle which is only valid for linear systernswhose motion

is governed by linear differential equations. The mean square spectral
density function for the response is therefore no longer a unique function

but changes with excitation level. Also the probability density function for
instantaneous response arnplltudes i¢ no longer Gausdan and in generaJ a
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vast amount of data, is necessaryto characterizethe response of such
systemsto Gaussianrandomexcitations.

If the non-finearity is situated in the stiffnesselement of the system
considered, it is possiblein some important casesto formulate and soJve
exactly thestochasticequationsdescribingtheprobability densityfunctions
of the response,In general,however, somesortof linoarizadon technique
has to be used in a theoretical treatment. A considerableamount of
theoreticaland experimentalwork has been laiddown in this areain the
pastdecadeor so and _nterestedreadersare referredto the literaturelisted
at the endof thischapterfor further studies,

3.5. Shock ResponseendShock Spectra

fn section2.3 a shockwas defined asa transmissionof kineticenergyto
a system, the transition taking place in a relatively short time compared
with the natural period of oscillationof the system. A rectangularshock
pulse may therefore constitute one of two shocksdepending upon the
natural period of oscillationof the systeminflu0ncedby it andthe duration
of the pulse.This is illustrated in Fig.3.12 I andl l), and it shouldbe noted
that the maximum systemresponsemay In th_ caseof Fig,3.12 I roacha
valuewhlch istwice themagnitudeof the shockpulse.

A concept which hasprovedto be of consid0rablevalue with respectto
the comparisonof shockmotions, to the designof equipment to withstand
shocks,and to the formulation of laboratory testsas a meansto simulate

/M_llon offfl_=tl
/.Motionof_'_

De,mPer Mm" _] 'J -- -- --

a) b)
Fi#.3.12. Responseof a single degrader.freedom system to shock excite.

t/on
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environmental conditions is the shock response spectrum, or briefly the

shock spectrum (Note: This is not to be confused with the Fourier spectrum
of the forcing shock pulsel ). The shock spectrum is obtained by letting the

shock pulse in question be applied to a linear, undamped single degree.of-
freedom system and plotting for example the maximum response of the

system as a function of the system's natural frequency.

Various types of shock spectra are used depending upon the intended

application of the information obtained. These may be the initial shock
spectrum which is obtained from the maximum response whlJe the shock
pulse is still acting, or the residual shock spectrum which is obtained from

the maximum response after the pulse has occurred.

Other definitions may be the overall or maximax spectrum which is

plotted on the basis of the maximum response without regard to time, and
the overall negative maximum shock spectrum which is obtained by con-

sidering the maximum responso of the single degree.of.freedom system in
the negative direction.

In practical measurement systems the requirement of zero damping in

the responding single degree.of.freedom system may be difficult to achieve.
However, for relatively small amounts of damping the shock spectra will not
be essentially different from the spectra obtained with no damping, since

the response for the first few cycles will be virtually identical. The response
of an undamped single degree-of.freedom system to a shock pu[sa can be

caJculated relatively easily for simple shock wave forms, using for example

Q _ _ 3

:!
Fig.3. 13, Shock spectra for a rectangular shock pulse
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Laprace transform methods. Figs.3,13, 3.14 and 3.15 illustrate shock
spectraobtained for a rectangular,sawtooth and haJfsineshockpulse of
duration T, The maximax shock spectraare found simply by taking the
highestof the two spectrumvaluesat any frequency,

It may beworth while in connectionwith the discussionof shockspectra
to point out an interesting fact, namelythat the Fourier spectrum of the
shock pulseand the undamped residualshock spectrum are related by the
formula:

S(f) = 2_fJF(f)r

whereS (f) designatesth6 residualshock spectrumand F (f) is the Fourier
spectrumof the shock (seealsoAppendix D),

set

lm
R,*,=.p

T 7 T ',,,,,,

Fig,_14, Shock spectra for a final peak sawtooth #_ock pulse

Fig.3,15. Shock spectra for a halfsine shock pulse
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3,6. Vibrations in Structures•MechanicalWaves

The mechanicalsystemsconsideredin the precedingtext have beenof
the so.called idealized lumped parameter type, i.e. masseshave been
assumedto be rigidbodieswhereall polnts within the body move in phase,
and elastic elements have been assumedto have no mass. fn practic_ all
masseshave a certatn elasticity and all springelements have masses.For
Instance a beam or a plate Is a contrnuouscombination of massesand
springs.

As the number of degrees.of-freedomof a mechanicalsystemwasdefined
as the number of elasticmovementsof masses(resonances,see_ection3.1)
tt follows that structureslike beamsandplateshave an infinite number of
degrees.of.freedom. The InflnFtenumber of "resonances"resulting from the
Infinite number of degrees.of.freedomar8 in the caseof structures normally
termed "naturalmodes°; or simply "modes".

While in lumpedparametersystemsall palms within a massaresupposed
to move in phase, this is no longer true for structures.A simpleexample
illustrates this clearly; In Fig.3.f6 the vibration of a beamclamped at one
end and acted upon by an oscglatlm] force in the other isshown,When the
frequency of the osc]gatlngforce coincideswith one of the beam'smodes,
the vibration pattern of the beamformsa "standingwave", asshownin the
figure. It is readily seenthat the pointswithin the beamat the placemarked
x t her_ m_ve In opposite phasewith respect to the points at the place
marked x2. One of the major differencesbetween the motion of a lumped
parameter systemand a structure Is thus that in the caseof structureseach
resonanceis associatedwith a mode _bape,

i //"Be_n tE, I, p)

J i ir

---'tr_ _ - An I_r r ue el I _ _74 _ El

s idNing WlvQ i1__9

Fig.3. I _ Illustration of the responseof a beam to an oscillating force the
frequency of which coincides wiUi one of the beam's natural
vibration modes
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To describefor instancethe morion of the beam in Fig.3.16 it is there-
fore not enough to describ8the instantaneousvibration amplitude, z. as a
function of ¢ (time) onEy.It must also be describedasa function of space
coordinates,in this casex, i.e. z = f (x; t).

In deriving the differential equation governingthismotion it is necessary
to apply partial differentials and the equationbecomesapartia/differential
equation. Similarly the equationof motion for a plate, Fig.3.17 will be of
the type:z = f (x; y; t).

/ /

, /

Fi_.3. 17. Shapes of a few of the normal modes of vibration of a circular
plate crampedat its edge. (After Morea)

The examplesshown In Fig.3.16 and 3,17 illustrate transversevibrations.
Also compressiortal end torsional vibrations may be excited in structures,
Fig.3.18, and a comblnntionof all three typesof vibrationsmay take place.
The vibrations In structuresmay therefore be exceedinglycomplex and
exact solutions to the differential equationsof motion exist only for a few
typesof simplestructuresand loadconfigurations.

A more comprehensivetheoretical treatment of structural vibrations is
outside th0 scope of this book, but canbe found in many excellent text.
books on the sublect (seealso the biblio0raphyat the endof the Chapter).
It has been deemed appropriate,however, to [IJustretosometypical mode
shapesfor transversevibrationsof simplebeamsand plates.
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a)

b)

Fig.3. 18. Illustration of compress/analand torsional vibrations of a beam
a) Compressional vibration
b) Torsional vibration

." From the theory of bending of beams and Newton's secondlaw of
motion the differential equationgoverningthe free transversevibrationsof a
beam can be found:

°-+x°2'g at 2 + (El ) = 0

where: p = Massdensity of th0 beammaterial
S = Cross-seetfonalareaof the beam
g = Acceleration ofgravity
E = Modulus of elasticity(Young's Modulus)
I = Moment of inertiaof tbecross-section

This is _ fourth.orderpartial dif[erential equation the solution of which
depends upon the boundary conditions,i.e. the way in which the beam is
fastened+Fig+3.f9 shows some examples of boundary conditions and cop
respondirigmodeshapesfor the first four natural vibration modes+

The infinite number _f degrees.of-freedommentioned above manifest
themselves by th0 fact that there is an infinite number of higher natural
vibration modes, fn general,however,only a few of the lower modesseem
to beof greatpractical interest.

In the caseof free transversevibrationsof plates the equationof motion
is again a fourth-order partial differential equation, still morecomplicated
to solve than the one governingthevibration of beams:

a4z - _)4z ___)4z 12p (1 - U2) agz+7+ °o
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FIg.3.19. Example_ of boundary conditions and mode.shapes for various
singleuniform beam conf/gurations

wherah Jsthe thicknessof the plate and # is Poisson'sratio (about 0.3 for
mostengineeringmaterials),

Fig.3.17 illustrates the shapes of some of th0 first normal modesof a
circular plateclamped at its edges,while examplesof modal lines of square
plates with various edge conditions are shown in Fig.3.20. Note from
Fig.3.19 and 3.20 that the frequencies of the normal modesin structural
membersare In generalnot harmonically related.

There are, however, other types of vibrationsin structureswhich are,at
leastto a first approximation,harmonically related.Thesearecompressional
(longitudinal)vibrations, and in certaincasesalsotorsionalvibrations.

In setting up the equation of motion for compresslonalvibrations in a
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Fi_._ 20. E_amptes of m_da/ line aonfi_umrian_ for square p/a_es under

varl_u_ edge conditions. (After D. Young)

beam, Fig.3.21, it Is noted that the result is a second order partial
differentialoquation of the type:

a, "3_-a

Fi_.3.21. Sketch showing the derivation of the equation of motion for
compress(ona/(/ongitudina/J vibrations in a beam
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This equation has the same form as the so-caPedwave.equationwhich I

governsvarious kinds of wave phenomena In theoretical physics. Com- I
ptessionalvibrationsare thereforealso often referred to asmechanical waves
with a wavevelocity iv) of: !

v2 E g

The main reason for the inclusion of this brief section on structural
vibrations in th0 book has been to illustrate that the actual vibratton_'moas.
uted on a complicated construct/on may be widely different from point to
point even If the measuring points col_sideredare situated a relatively short
distanceapart from each other. Also. the direction in spaceof the vibrations
may vary and for thorough investigations it is therefore necessaryto
measurethe vibrationsboth as a function of frequencyand asa function of
spacecoordinatesat each measuringpoint.
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4. EFFECTS OF VIBRATIONS AND SHOCK ON
MECHANICAL SYSTEMS AND MAN

4.1. D.magtng Effectsof Vibrations.MechanicalFatigue.

Eventhough mechanicalfailuredue to material fatigue isby far the most
commonly known deterioratingeffect of vibrations,a vibratingmechanical
constructionmay fail In practicefor other reasonsaswell. Failuremay, for
instance,becausedby the occurrenceof one, or a few, excessivevibration
amplitudes (brittle materials, contact.failures in relays and switches,
collisions between two vibrating systemsetc.), - or by the fact that a
certaln vibration amplitudevalueisexceededin too great a fractionof time.

However, the importanceof mechanicalfatiguing effectshas initiated a
considerableamount of researchand testingaroundthe world. It has there*
faro been doomedappropriateto include a section here whichdeals with
this particulartopic.

Tho fatigue phon0manonis todaydeemedto originate from local yield in
the material or, in other words, from aslidfngofatomic/avers. This sliding
is caused by a combination of so.called"dislocations" (irregularitiesin the
trysts(line structure of the material) and local stress concentrations. It is
now assumedthat _achslip, nomatter how small, isconnectedwith a small
deterioration of the material, Ind0pendentof the directTonof the slip. The
deterioration stopsonly when the slip stops.Some definite proof for this
hypothesis has, to the author's knowledge, not been establishedas yet
(1971). It gives, how0ver, a logical and reasonable explanation for the
formation of the microscopic"slip bands"which is the first visible signof
material f_tigue.

Whenslipbandshavebeen formed they are, undercontinuousvibration
loading, observedIQ progressandform minutecrackswhich eventuallyjoin
together and producemajor cracks.As soonas a crack has reacheda certain
size it will propagatethrough the material according to a matilematicallaw
of the form:

dx xn
dN = cer r_
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where x = crack length
N = number of stressreversals

c, m, n = constantsdependentuponthe material properties
(areasonableassumptionseemsin many casesto be
m=2, n-=l)

er = relative strain

Finally the crack will become so large that the stressin the remaining
material b0comestoo great, whereby the crack propagationbecomesun-
stable,andfatigue failure occurs.

Even though it is possible to describea certain part of the fatiguing
process by meansof a relatively simple mathematical expression (see
formula above) both the formation of "slip bands" and the final crack
[nstabil(tystagesare of a highly statisticalnature,Taken asa whole, there-
fore, fatigue failuresmust be regarded asstatistical phenomena,

The statistical nature of the phenomenonmanifestsitself as a consider-
ablespread[nthe resultsof fatigue experiments.As an exampleof theresult
of suchexperimentsFig,4.1 showsa histogrammade from investlgat(onson
the fatigue lifo of notched aluminium specimens.The resultsshownwere
obtained fromtestsat a singlevibration stresslevel.

By makingsim[lar testsat a number of vibration stressIQvels,a curve,
commonly termed the S-N curve (Wdhler.Kurve) can be obtained, which
shows the relationship between the averagenumber of stress rear.Is to
failure and tbe vibration _tre_ level.

Be _a 6_ n4 _a 7o _

Fig.4.1. Typical histogram obtained from fatigue experiments (after
Bloomer and Roy/once)
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Fig.4.2. Fatigue strength curves for notched 4340 steel (from Motals Hand.
book)

The actual S-N curve for a material doesno[ only depend upon the
vibrational effects, but is affected also by factors such as temperature,
atmospheric conditions (corrosionaJeffects), pro-treatment of thematerial,
eta. Fig.4.2 [llust='atea setof $-N curvesvalid for 4340 stoolundernormal
atmospheric conditions, The curvesshown are based on pure harmonic
vibration feedingonly. fn practice, however, a mechanicalpart, or material,
is very rarefy, if ever, subjectedto pure harmonFcvibrations of constant
maximum amplitude during Itscomplete "life".

To try and take varying ampJitudes into account in theoret[car estima-
tions of the averagefatigue life a "rule" of linear accumulation of damage
hasbeensuggested(Palmoron, Minor):

Here n{ is the actual number of stressreversalsat a vibration stresslevel
which requires a total number of _tress reversers, Ni, to faJrure.Fairure
should thus occur when D = 1. By using the above expression, and a
mathematical approximation to the S.N curveof the form

NSb = a

it is sometimes possihro to establisha closedmathematical formula for D.

6O
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Two conditions which have to ba fulfilled when useis to be made of the
formulae for D and the S.N curveare, however,that eachstressreversalhas
an approximately slnusoidal wavc-shapeand that the mean stress is zero.
Those conditions are fulfifled, for Instance, by the vibrational stresses
occurring [n a linear slngledegree-of.freedom systemexcited by random
vibrationsseeFig.4.3.

Fig.4.3. Illustration of the strespversus.time trace produced in a single
degmpof.freedom system excited by random vibrations

Furthermore, in such systems the statistical distribution of maximum
vibration amplitudes{peaks) can bemathematically describedby means of
timeso.calledRayle[gh.distribution. Fig.4.4:

p (x) dx = e-_u22 dx

where p (x) dx is the probability of occurrenceof peakswithinthe infinite-
ly smallamplitude "window" dx (Figs.4.3 and 4,4). As the total numberof
peaks occurring w]thin dx is n(x) = fo *T. p(x)dx, and the partial fatigue
damagecausedby thesestressreversalsaroundthe vibration levelx is

n(x) Tp X dx
Dx = N(x) = fo - _x-j"

the accumulateddamageover all vibration peak levelsduring the period of
tlrne_T, is:

>:n{x) _' p (x)dx
D = - Ig(x) = fat _ N(x)

Utllizlng now the mathematical approximationto the S.N curve as well
as the expression for the RayJeighdistribution of stressreversalsgiven
above, the total time to failure (D = 1) can be estimated by solving tile
integral inthe formulafor O:
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Fig.4.4. Typical peak probability density curve for narrow band random
vibrations (Rayleigh di_tributionJ

a_

T = fo(_J.o)b.p(l+b)

where r is the gamma.function tabulated in most reference books on
mathematical functions.

In the case of common engineeringmaterials b takesvaluesbetween 3
and 8 (Steel b = 3.5; Tinbronze _30%Cu- 16% Sn - 10% Pb, b = 7.5,)

Eventhough the formula for T givenabovehasbeenderivedon the basis
of stressvs. time historiesof the kind shownin Fig.4.3 It may alsobe used
to a first approximation in more complicatedcases,If, for instance, tbe
stresstime history on a critical point In a construction looks somewhat
like the trace shown In Fig,4.5 onecouldassignan"averaoefrequency", fe,
to the vibrations based on the averagenumber of zero.crossingsper unit
time. Using this frequency in the above formula together with the overall
RM_va/ue of the dynamic stress, the resulting averagetime to failure givesa
conservative estimate.

The problem of random load fatigue has been studiedquite extensively
over the past 15 to 20 years, and Interestedreadersare referred to the
selectedbibliography cited at the end of the Chapter, in particular to the
Br_el& Kja_rTechnical ReviewsNo, 1-1968 andNo. 4-1968.
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Fig.4.5, Typical stress-versuPtime trace at a "critical point" on a com-
plicated structure

4.2, Vibration of Rotating Bodies. BalanceQuality

Unbalance in rotatingmachinery maybe one of tile most frequentcauses
of vibration. However, in many casesthe vibrations causedby a small
amount of unbalance may not be too serious.

On the other hand, in oasesinvolving large machineW rotating at high
speedthe problemof unbalancebecomescritical.

There are basically two different "kinds" of unbalanceoccurring in
practice= Unbalance in one piano, so.called"stattc unbalance" and un-
balance in two or moreplanescommonly termed "dynamic unbalance".

To illustrate the phenomenonof staticunbalanceconsider Fig.4.6. The
rotor Is here assumedto consist of a rigid disc, for instancea fly-wheel. If
the center of gravity of the "disc" doesnot coincidewith the shaft center
(center of rotation) the disc will vibrate during rotation and cause
v[brational forcesto be transmitted to the bearings.Thesevibrations canbe
eliminated by adding mass to the light side of the disc opposite to the
mass-loadcausingthe unbalance,seeFig.4.6.As thecentrifugalforces acting
on the added mass must be exactly equal in magnitude and opposite in
direction to the centrifugal forcescausingthe originalunbalancethe follow.
Ing relationshipholds (Fig,4.6),

mxr=Mxe
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Fig.4.6. Example of static unbalance and how it can be rem_Jied

The reason why this kind of unbalance is termed "static unbalance" is

that the problem of determining the location of the balancing mass. m, Is
basically a problem of statics: When the disc is not rotating, and the axis of

rotation is horizontal, thu disc will place itself in a position where the center
of gravity lies on a vertical line through the center of rotation, (FigA.7a).

The correction mass (weight) can now be placed on top of the disc. the
amount of mass necessary to achieve the required balance being that which

brings the disc into indiff0rent equilibrium, Fig,4,7b),

_._tttet o g _vic_ etlgltldl £u_luf u( gr*lvity

Fig.4. 7, Igustration of the simplest method of static balancing

a) "Natural" position of the non.rotating unbalanced disc
bJ Sketch illustrating the result of static balancing of the disc. (The

center of gravity of the disc now coincides with the center of
rotation)

I f the rotor is no longer of the rigid disc type but rather a rigid elongated
body as shown in Plg.4.8, not only a center.of.gravity-displacement kind of
unbalance may be present, but also an unbalanced couple may affect th0

motion of the rotor, see FIg.4.Sb). It is then required to carry out balancing
in two planes, for instance the planes marked X and Y in the figure. This

kind of unbalance is commonly termed dynamic unbalance because it is
essential for its detection and correction that the rotor rotates.
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Fig.4.8. Example of dynamic unbalance
a) Sketch of o rotor whom an unbalanced couple affects its motion
b) Illustration of the effect causedby the unbalanced couple

Although the ideal balance situation would be one where the rotatinQ
body, after being properly balanced, shows no unbalance at alJ, this is

; neither an economically norpracticallyachievablesituation. Evenafter very
! careful balancingthe rotor wdl alwayspossessa cerZa'n es'du'alunDalance.
"i

il In view of these factsthe I.S.O. (International Standards Organisation)
has proposed certain recommendationsas to the "Balance Quatity of
Rotating Rigid Bodies". Theserecommendationsrelate all the permissible

i:! residual unbalance to tim maximum operating speed of the rotor, and
,, associatevarioustypes of representativerotors with rangesof recommended

quality grades.
'I

il The curves showing the propospdacceptable residual unbalance as a
! function of the speed of the rotor, and the quality grade, are given in
• Fig.4.9, while the following table ilJustratesthe connection between the
_" quality gradeandthe type of rotor.
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BalancingGradesfor Various Groupsof Rrzpresentat[veRigid Rotors

Quality _co(1) (2) Rotor types- G_neralexamples
grade mm/sec
G

G4000 4000 Crankshaft.drives (3) of rigidly mounted slow
marine dieselengineswith unev0nnumber of cygn-
ders (4),

G 1600 1600 Crankshaft.drivesof rigidly mountedlargetwo-cycle
engines.

G 630 630 Crankshaft-drives of rigidly mounted large four.
cycle engines.
Crankshaft-drives of elastically mounted marine
diesel engines.

i G 250 250 Crankshaft.drivesof rigidly mounted fast four.cylin-
der dieselengines(4).

G 100 100 Crankshaft-drivesof fastdiesel engineswith six and
morecylinders (4).
Completeengines(gasolineor diesel)for cars, trucks
and locomotives(5).

G 40 40 Car wheals,wheel rims,wheelsets,drive shafts.
Crankshaft-drivesof elasticallymounted fast four.
cycle engines(gasolineor diesel)wish six and more
cylinders (4L
Crankshaft-drives for engines of cars, trucks and
locomotives.

G 16 16 Drive shafts (propeller shafts, cardan shafts) with
! specialrequirements.
: Partsof crushingmachinery.

Partsof agriculturalmachinery.
individual components of engines (gasoline or
dieselfor cars,trucks and locomotives.
Crankshaft.drivesof engineswith six and more cyl-

! indersunderspecialrequirements.
G 6,3 6.3 Partsof processplant machines.

! Marinemain turbine gears(merchantservice).
Centrifugedrums,
Pans.
Assembledaircraft gas turbine rotors.
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Fly wheels.
Pump impellers.

Machine-tool and general machinery parts.
Normal electrical armatures.

Individual components of engines under special
requirements.

G 2.5 2.5 Gas and steam turbines, including marine main
turbines Imerchant service).

Rigid turbo-generator rotors.
Rotors.

Turbo.compressors.
Machine-tool drives,

Medium and large electrical armatures witb special

requirements.
Small electrical armatures.

Turbine-driven pumps.

G 1 1 Tape recorder and phonograph (gramophone)
drives.

Grinding-machine drives,

Small electrical armatures with spcc_al requirements.

G 0.4 0.4 Spindles, discs, and armatures of precision grinders.
Gyroscopes.

Notes:

1. co = 2 n n/60 _ n/10, if n is measured in revolutions per minute and ¢_

in radlans per second,

2. in general, for rigid rotors with two correction planes, one half of the
recommended resfdual unbalance Is to be taken for each plane; these

values apply usually for any two arbitrarily chosen planes, but the
state of unbafanc0 may be improved upon at the bearings. For disc.

shaped rotors the full recommended value holds for one plane.

3. A crankshaft-drive is an assembly which includes the eranksbaf_, a

flywheel, clutch, pugey, vibra¢ion damper, rotating portion of con.
necting rod, etc.

4. For the present purposes, slow diesel engines are those with a piston

velocity of less than 9 m/s; fast diesel engines are those with a piston
velocity of greater than 9 m/s.
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5. In complete engines the rotor mass comprises the sum of all masses

belonging to the crankshaft-drive described in footnote 3 above.

4.3. Effects of Vibration and Shock on Man

The human body is both physically and biologically a "system" of an

exceedingly complex nature. When looked upon as a mechanical system it
contains a number of linear as well as non-linear "elements", and the
mechanical properties are quite labile and different from person to person.

Biologically the situation Is by no means simpler, especially when

psychological effects are included. In considering the response of man to
vibrations and shocks it is necessary, ho_ver, to take into account both
mechanical and psychological effects.

Because experiments with human beings are difficult, time-consuming
and in extreme cases unesthetical, much of the knowledge pained to date

has been obtained from experiments on animals. It is, of course, not

always possible to "scale" results obtained from animal experiments to
reactions expected from man, but nevertheless such experiments often
result in valuable information.

As the purpose of this Chapter is more to review some af the present

knowledge than to discuss in detail particular experiments tile following
pages contain a brief de_eription of some major facts which are presentJy
known about man's response to vibrations and shocks. Most of tile data

presented have been obtained from a report by D.H. Goldman and H.E. van

Gierko') and interested readers are referred to this report, or to Chapter 44
in the "Shock and Vibration Handbook"" "), for more detailed information.

Considering first the human body as a mechanlcal "system" it may, at
low frequencies and low vibration levels, be roughly approximated by a

linear lumped parameter system of the type shown in Fig.4.10. One of the
most important "parts" of this system with respect to vibration and shock

effect seems to be the part marked "thorax-abdomen system". This is due

o] GoEdmen,D,E. and van Giorke. H.E._3"11oEffect of Shock and Vibration on Man.
No.60-3, Leclure and R0viow Series, Naval Medical ResearchInstitute. geth0sda.
MarYland, U.S.A. 1060.

*°) "Shock and Vibration Handbook". Edited by C.M. Harris and C,E. Cr0de.
McGraw.Hill Book Company. Inc. New York tg6t.
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Fig.4,10. Simplif/ed mechanical system representing the human body
standing on a vertically vibrating p/atform. (After Coerman et
al.)

to a distfnct resonanceeffect occurring in the 3 - 6 Hz rangeas indicated
on Figs.4.11 and 4,12 and which makesan efficient vibration isolation of a
sitting or standingpersonvery difficult. A further resonanceeffect is found
in the 20 to 30 Hz region and is causedby the head,neck,shouldersystem,
Fig.4.12.

Also inthe region 60 to 90 Hz disturbancesare f01twhfch suggesteyeball
resonances,and a resonanceeffect In the lower jaw.scullsystemhas been
found between 100 and200 Hz.

Above some 100 Hz simple lumped parameter modelslike that shownin
Fig.4.10 are not very useful. It is then necessaryto apply continuous
structure analysismethods which readily become very complex. By such
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Fig,4, 17. Transmissibi/ity of vertical vibration from table to various parts
of tile body of a standing human subject as a hmction of fro.

quency. (After Dieckmann; data for transmission to belt, after
Radke)

methods it has, however, been shown that for the scull itself the fundamen*

tal mode of vibration seems to be in the region of 300- 400 Hz with
resonances for higher modes around 600 and 900 Hz. At still higher fre-

quencies us0 must be made of wave-theory both in the form of shear waves
and of compressIonal waves (sound waves).

/ _
i

/
Fig.4.12. Transmissibility of vertical vibration from table to various parts

of a seated human subject as a function of freqllency, (After
Dieckmann)
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From a shock andvibration point of viewthe low frequency rangemay
be considered most important. Some very interesting measurementshave
here boon made by yon Bekesyand concernthe attenuation of vibration
alongthe human body. In Fig.4.13 the resultsobtainedat 50 Hz are repro-
duced and show that the attenuation from foot to head isof tile order of
30 dB. Similarly the attenuation from handto head isroughly 40 dB.

14H_l

jl _oVibr_on_lle_.uarloni_JB

,ip.'wt

Fig.4.13. Attenuation of vibration at 50Hz along h_man body. The
attenuation is expressedin decibelsbelow valuesat the point of
excitation. For excitation of (A) hand, and (B) platform on
which sub/oct stands. (Altar FenBekesy)

Apart from the m_ehanicalresponsesmentionedaboveboth physiologi.
cal and psychoJoglcaleffects are observed.Although theseeffects arerather
compJex and difficult to measure it s0ernsthat physiological results
obtaln0d from animal experiments to a certain extent also apply to man.
These experiments have been mostly concerned with changes In food
assimilation, muscglar activity, reproductiv0activity etc. as well as actual
InternaJInjury.

The psychological effects like perception, f¢oJingsof discomfort, and
pain have b0on studiedby severalinvestigatorsbut the data availableseem
to be rather lira ited. Somevibration exposure cr#eria curves have_however.
been proposed [n the LS.O.') for the vibration frequency r_nge 1 Hz to
lO0 Hz.

*) I.S,O,= Intorn_tiona_S_andard_O_'ganfzalion.
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Fig.4.14. Vibration Exposure criteria cur_s

Those are shownin F{g.4.14 and are valid for vibrationstransmitted to

the torsoof a standingor sittingperson.

_I Vibrations in th_frequencyrangebelow about1 Hz produceannoyances
which are individually very different, for instance cinotosls(air sickness).
For frequencies above lOOHz the vibrat{onal perceptions are mainly
effective on the skin, and depend greedy upon the influenced body point
and on the damping layers (e.g. shoes,clothes) at this point. It seems,
therefore, to be practically impossibleto state generaHy valid vibration
exposurecriteria for frequenciesoutside the above mentioned range(1 -
1O0 HzL

The vibration levelsindicatedby thecurvesIn Fig.4.14 aregiven interms
of RMS acceleration levels which produce equal fatigue.decreasedproficien-
cy. Exceedingthe exposure specifiedby the curveswill, in most situations
causenoticeable fatigueand decreasedjob proficiency In most tasks.The
degreeof task Interferencedependson the subjectand the complexity of
the task but the curvesindicate the general rangefor onset of suchinter.
ferenceandthe timedependencyobserved.
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Fig.4.15. Tolerance of human subjects in the standing or supine position

to repetitive vartica/ impact pulses represent,ltive of impacts

from pile drivom, heavy tools, heavy traffic, otc. Sub/ective

reaction i_ plotted as a function of die maximum displacement

of the initial pulse and its rise time. The numbers indicate the

following reactions for the areas between the lines; / a, zhres.

hold of perception; / b, of easy perception,. I c, of strong

perception, annoying;/I a, very unpleasant, potential danger for

long exposures,* II b, extremely unpleasant, definitely danger.

ous. The de_ V process of the impact pulses was found to be of

lits/e practical significance. (After Reitier and Meister)
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An upper bound to exposure consideredacceptable(hazard tohealth as
well as performance) is taken to be twice as hiEh as (6dB above} the
"fatigue-decreased proficiency" boundary shown in Fig.4.14, while the
"reduced comfort boundary" is assumedto be about one third of (10 dE
below) the stated levels.

These criteria are presentedas recommendedguidelinesor trend curves
rather than firm boudariesclassifying quantitative biologicalor psychologi-
col JImits. They are intendedonly for situations involvinghealthy, normal
people consideredfit for normal living routines andthe stressof an average
working day.

Finally, Fig.4.15 indicates the tolerance of human subjects to single
shockaccelerationpulsesof the type produced inthe floor neardrop forges
or similar equipment(resultsfrom a singlestudy).
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5. VIBRATION MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTATION
AND TECHNIQUES

5.1. GeneralMeasurementConsiderations

While in the preceding chapters some basic theoretical aspectsof
mechanicalvibrationsand shockshave been outlined, it is the intention in
this and the succeedingchaptersto discussthe morepractical aspectscon-
nectedwith aeIual vibration measurements.As indicated insection 2.3 there
are. in general, three quantities which are of great Interest in vibration
studies:The displacement,the velocity and the acceleration. Becausethe
quantities are interrelated by simple differentiating and Integratingopera.
dons It does not normallymatter which quantity is actually measured.In
the early days of vibration measurements it was common to measurethe
velocity of the vibrations by meansof, rather clumsy, velocby sensitive
devices. During the last decadeor so there has, however, been a distinct
tendency to prefer the use of acceleration sensitivetransducers,so-caged
accelorometers,for the measurementsinstead of velccitypick*ups.

Two of the reasonsfor thls"transfer" in preferencearethat accelorome.
ters can normally bemade mechanicallysmallerthan velocffy pick.ups,and
that their useful frequency rangeis wider. If the measuredresuff is wanted
in terms of velocity or displacement,rather than in terms of acceleration,
use can be made of electronic integratorsat the output of the accelerome.
tar, seealsoAppendixE

i The requirement of mechanically small vibration transducersoriginates
from the fact that the transducershould load the structural member on
which it is placed aslittle aspossible.Also, one often desiresto measuredie

!: vibration at apoint ona structure,not on an "ar_.a".

"! With regardto thefrequency rangeof interest in vibration measurements!!

this has been continuously increasingover the pastyears. Not so long agoa
common upper frequency limit was considered to be of the order of 50 Hz.
Today many vibration measurementsarecarried out up to 5000 Hz, or even
higher. The increasedinterest in higher frequencieshas beencausedmainly
by the rapiddevelopmentof fast moving vehicles,especiallyin the aircraft
and space vehicle fields. Also the vibrations encountered in aircraft and
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space vehicles are of a random rather than of a periodic nature. This again
often calls for the use of more complicated measurement techniques than

was common in earlier days. To be able to predict the effects of vibrations

on mechanical structures and man, it is for instance normally necessary to
frequency analyze the vibrations.

Various kinds of electronic frequency analyzers may be used for thls

purpose the main differences between them being their absolute bandwidth
and their variation in bandwidth with frequency. However, very often in
practical vlbration work. it is necessary to use analyzers with an exceedingly

narrow bandwidth as the structures excited by the vibrations may contain

mechanical resonators with large Q-values (lightly damped resonances).
What kind of instrumentation should be used in a particular measurement

situation must actually be decided upon, In view of the ultimate use of the
measured data and the measurement equipment available. In the following

sections of this book some typical vibration measurement equipment and

their uses are briefly discussed.

5.2. Some Basic Measurement Systems

As mentioned In the previous section it is almost inevitably necessary to

frequency analyze the measured vibrations if the data are going to he used
for predictive purposes. Nevertheless, use is sometimes still made of simple

frequency."lndependent" vibration measuring equipment to obtain an idea
of the overall vibration level at a certain place. Such equipment consists in
general of a vibration pick-up and an electronic amplifier with Indicating
meter calibrated In vibrational units (g, m/see 2, m/soc, inches/sec, mm,

pinches). The frequency response of the combined system (pick.up + ampli-

fier) Is then considered to be flat over a certain specified frequency ranoe.

Fig.5. f. Photograph of the Vibration Motor Type 2510
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Fig+5.1 showsan example of such an instrument, namely the Br_N &
K[aer Vibration Meter Type 251_

As can beseen from Fig,5.2 the frequency responseof this instrumentis
fiat from 10 Hz to 1000 Hz. it hasbeen developedmainly for measurements
on rotatingelectricalmachinery (600 - 00000 r.p,m,)+and measuresthe
RMS*valueof the vibration velocity*). A specialfeature of the instrument _s
that it can be powered either from the mains, or from selfcontalned,re-
chargeablebatteries,

o?

I _ 5 10 20 50 IC_ 2CO 5C_ ICC_ _ 5DgQ10000
FruquerlcyHa

Fig.5,2, Standardized frequency responseof the Vibration Meter

A secondexample of battery operatedeasilyportable instrument isgiven
In Fig.0,3.

Actually the instrument shown is an Impulse Pr_cidon Sound Level
Meter Type 2204 supplied with one of the Bl_el & Kjmr Accelerometers
(see also section 5,3), This Sound Level Meter has, however,the advantaue

*} The InstrumenlfulfiJsthe requirementsof the GermanStandardDIN45666for
mnasuromanlson rotatingmuchlnont(RichtlinioVDI 2056), Also,slmilarrecom-
mendationhavebeenproposedIntern_¢lonollyIISOi aswell as"locally" InGreat
BritainandtheU,S,A,
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of being delivered with interchangeable instrument meter scales which en-

ables a meter reading to be made directly in vibrational units.

It may therefore, within its specified limits be used as well as a Vibration

Meter as a Sound Level Meter. Also a specially designed integrator

• g.2, _

Fig.5.3. Photograph of a battery operated easily portable hlstrument
designed for simple measurement; of vibrations {and noise) in the
fie/d

Fig,5.4, Photographof the instrument,Fig,5.3,fitted withanOctaveFilter
Set Type 16t3 for coarse frequency analysis of the vibrations
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(ZR 0020) can be connected to the instrumentwhereby the vibrational
quantity measuredwill be either displacement,velocity or acceleration,
whicheveris desired.

By fitting an Octave Filter Set Type 1613 to the set-up, asshown in
Fig.5.4 a coarse frequencyanalysisof the measuredvibrationsis possible.
This arrangementmay not be the *'ideal" vibrationanalyzer; it does,on _he
other hand, furnish the practicing so_md and vibration engineer with an
extremely versatile and usefld general purpose instrument. To further
facilitate the use in the field of she Instrumentationsystema CarryingCase
Type 3503 {s available, containing the instruments (Type 2204 ÷
Type 1613) asweft asthe necessaryaccessories,Fig.5,5.

/

Fig,5.5. Carrying Case Type 3503 containing the instrumentation system
Fig.5.4, and various accessoriesfor specific measurementpurposes

if battery-operationof the instruments isnot requireda somewhatmore
elaboratebut also a more powerful, analysissystemisobtainedbymeansof

i the arrangement shown in Fig.5,6. It consistsof an Accelerometer, e.g,
Br_el& Kjaer Type 4339, a Preamplifier (for instance Type 2625), a Meas.

urine Amplifier Type2606, an Octave and Third Octave Filter Set
Type 1614 and a Level Recorder Type 2305.

In this caseit is possibleto frequencyanalyze thevibration in terms of
1/3 octave frequency bandsfrom 3 Hz to 150 kHz, and to record die result
of the analysisautomatically on pre.printed recording paper, seei:i0.5.7.
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Ac=el_om¢_=rP,_amplil_, 1614 Le_lllI_a_d_r23_5
4339 =_0_5 _p_d

Fig.5*6* Arrangoment suitable for the automatic fmq_,ncy analysis of

vibrations in terms of I/1 octave or 1/3 octave frequency L_nds

_02_ °_' i i_lt i_ _'t" "l J_ I I_1-_rr _l_°--t-II_: _ ! _ii_ ! _ _l'i]_i I'l_ _"'_ _ '_]'_[ _

--;

Fi_.g. Z Example of an automatica//y recorded spectrogram

A s_rnewhat similar measuring arrangement is sketched in Fig,5,8. Hero
the Measuring Amplifier Type 2606 and the Octave and Third Octave Filter

Set Type1614 have been substituted by Iho Frequency Analyzer
Type 2t07. Also in this case it is possible to record the result of ti_e analysis

automatically on pro.printed paper. Hawever, the lowest frequency com.
pononts which can be analyzed is here _f the order of 20 Hz. This m_ be a
disadvantage because In many cases vibration signals contain significant fre-

quency components much below 20 Hz,

To overcome this difficulty use can be made of frequency transformation
by means of magnetic _ape recording. _uch frequency transformations are

made simply by recording the vibration signal on a precision FM (frequency
modulated) tape recorder operating at low speed, and then playing back the
signal for _nalysis at a considerably higher speed, see Fig.5.9. in Fio.5.9a)

the vibration signal is recorded on the Br_Jol& Kj_r Tape Recorder

Type 700t at low spe_d, whilo FIg.5.gb) illuslrates th0 play-back of the
recorded signal for analysis at 40 times the speed used for recording, With a
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Fig.5.8. Automatic frequency analysis arrangement uti/izlng the frequency
Analyzer Type 2107

*or
,o

P _
Accl_l_tl)m_fer pr_lmnhler Ma_ell¢Tall_II_clfo_r_lFMI

_, 433,1 _6_6 7_1

b) _ - ] " .,

• • _J

Fig.5.9. Arrangements u_ed for frequency transformation and analysis by

means of magnetic tape recording
a[ Recording arrangement

b) Play-back and analysis arrangement

frecluency transformation ratio of 1:40 a 0.5 Hz signal component is thus
transformed uo to the required 20 Hz[ The result of a frequency analysis

carried out according to the above described principles is shown in Fig.5.10

Imsoonse of _ two degrees.of.freedom w;tem excited by Gaussian random
vibrations),

Actual['/, zne use of precision magnetic tape recorders in practical vibra-
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Fig,5.10. Result of a measurement l_de according to Fig,5,9

!!! !

Fig,5, l 1, Sketch illustrating tile difference in absolute resolution between

constant bandwidth type of analysis and constant percentage

bandwidth type analysis. Note: Use is hem made of linear

frequency scales
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tion work is not uncommon. In many cases an arrangement of the type
shown in Fig.5.9a) is taken out in the field and thevibrationsrecordedand
stored for later analysisin the laboratory. The useof tape speed(and thus
frequency) transformationsdoesnot furnish then any extra difficulties _nd
instrumentation investments.

The Frequency Analyzer (Type 2107) shown in FIg.5.8 is a so-caged
narrow band frequency analyzer with bandwidth as narrow as6% of the
frequency to whlcll it is tuned. Both the Filter Sets Type 1613 and
Type 1614 mentioned above, and the Analyzer Typed107. belong to a
category of frequency analyzers called constant percentage bandwidth
analyzers. This is due to the fact that their absolutebondwidthsaredirectly
proportional to the analysis frequency. A second type of commonly used
frequency analyzers is calledconstant bandwidth analyzers becausein this
case the absolute bandwidth is constant, independentof the analysisfre-
quency. F]0.5.11 illustrates the difference between the two types of
analysis,and a measuringarrangementutilizing constantbandwidthanalysis
isshown in Fig.5.12.

2.Z,_, " ................
i

, 1

1 ;_/_1/_///_/_pre=mpldier FrequencyA_IV==r LevelR_order_3052026 _010 _t_a

Fi0.5.12. Measuring arrangement utilizing narrow band constant band.
width analysis (Heterodyne Analyzer Type2010)

The analyzing part of the set-up, Fig.5.12. consistsof the Heterodyne
i_ Analyzer Type 2010. This instrument is a very versatilenarrow band fro.
i quency analyzer particularly well suitedfor vibrationanalysis,

J A second constant bandwidth type analysisarrangementIs shown in
Fig.5.14. and contains the Heterodyne Slave Filter Type2021, controlled
by the Automatic Vibration Exciter Control Type 7025. Actually. the
main advantagesobtained by using Heterodyne Slave Filters is thus not
obvious from Fig.5.14, but consists in the fact that several filters can be
controlled to exactly the _me frequency from a single Beat Frequency
Oscillator (which is often standardequipment in vibration laboratories). In
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Fig.5.13. Photograph of the Heterodyne Analyzer Type 2010

this w_y many measuringpoints canbe analyzed simultaneouslyand correct
t[mednterdependencybetween the data be maintained. This is of great
importance in advanced v(bration measurement technology, see also
ChapterB.

Hlle,01JyneSli_ Fdle, _021

Fig.5.14. Example of use of the Hotorodyne Slave Filter Type2021
(Narrow band analysis)

The frequency analysisequipment describedabove have all been of a
type where the output from frequencyselectivefiltersarepresented,one at
a time, to a singleRMS-rectifierand read-outdevice.Thiskind of analysis(s
commonly termed sequentla/analysis. Even though it may be performed
automatically it requiresa certain amount of analysis time, and only
relatively slow changes[n the frequency spectrumwith time can be easily
detected, Another method of frequency analysis,termedreal time analysis
(or parallel analysis), has therefore gainedconsidorabio interest in later
years. Here the output from a numbr.r of "parallel" fl]t0rs are fed
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simultaneously (or within fractions of a second) to the read.out, Fig.5.15. i

In this way the complete frequency spectrum can be presented Jnstantane- I

ously", and even very rapid changes in the spectrum with time can be !

detected. An instrument capable of performing this type of frequency I

analysis is shown in Fig.5.16. As can be seen from the figure the complete =r
1/3 Octave frequency spectrum of the vibrations is here presented on the

screen of a television type picture tube. Outputs are furthermore, also
provided for analogue Instrumentation, such,as X-Y or level recorders, and
for digital data receivers, such as tape punch0r, printer, or computer "on-

line". Connecting the Analyzer to a suitably programm0d computer thus
forms a flexible and very rapid system for automatic dala processing with
the advantages of real time analysis.

Common to all vibration analysis systems, whether sequential or parallel,

is that they consist of four basic "elements": a vibration pick-up (acceler-
greeter), a preamplifier (in some newer texts also termed signal con-
ditioner), an analyzer and a read.out recorder Fig.5.17.

I

I
II V/////.UY, i i

L ...... I I I

#ig.5.17, Basiccombination of "elements"ino vibrationanalysis_Fstem

In the following sections each of these "elements" are discussedseparate-
fy in order to facilitate the selection of "elements" best suited for a
particular measurement situation.

5.3. Selection of Aceelerometer

An accelerometer is an elactromechanical transducer which produces at
its output terminals a vo[tage proportional to the acceleration to which it is

subjected. The most commonly used accelerometers today are the so-called
compression type piezoelectric accelerometers whose construction is
Illustrated schematically in Fig,5.15.
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Fig.5.18. Sketch showing the basic construction of the Brdel & t_ja_rcom.
pres_ion type piezo.electric accelerometars (single-ended
version)

_n the 8r,'iel& Kja0r acceferometersthe transducingelementconsistsof
two piezoelectric discson which is restinga heavy mass,The massis pre-
loaded by a stiff spring and the whole assemblyis mounted in a metal
housingwith a thick base.Whenthe accelerometorissubjectedto vibration,
the masswifl exert a variable force on the piezoelcctricdiscs. This force _s
exactly proportional to the aceeIerotionof the mass. Due to thepiezoefec-
trlc effect a variablepoton_;ia](voltage) will be developedacross the two
discs, which jsproportional to the forceand thereforeto the accelerationof
the mass. For frequenciesmuch lower Chanthe resonant frequencyof the
massand the stiffnessof the wholeacceleromotorsystem the accelerationof
the mass wJJJhe virtuaJJythe sameasthe accoferatlonof the whole trans-
ducer and the voltageproduced wiJI therefore also be proportional to the
accelerationto which the transduceris suble_ted.

r _ Io ;o3 _ _ _ _ I_K _ b _o_

Fig.5. 19, Typical frequency characteristic of a piezo.elect[ic acce/eromc-
ter (low frequencies not condderedJ
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These relationshipscan be illustrated by means of the acuelerometer
frequency characteristic shown in Fig.5. f 9. Here the output voltagefrom an
accelerorneter is recorded as a furlction of frequency, the accelerometer
being exposedto a constant, frequency independent,accelerationlevel The
effect of the abovementioned resonanceis clearly noticed. Actually tbfs
resonanceeffect determines the upper limit of the accelerometer'suseful
frequene_ range, while the fewer limit normally dependsupon the proper-
tiesof theconnectedamplifiers {Figs.5.17and E.3f).

I The sensitivity of the aecelerometer,i.e. the magnitude of the voltage
; developed across its output terminals when subjectedto a certain acceler.
[ arian, dependspartly upon thepiezo-electrfcproperties of the material used

in the piezoelectricdiscs,and partly upon the weight of the mass,Fig.5.f8.
For a givenpiezo-oJeccricmaterial the mechanical sizeof the acceferemeter
is therefore important with respectto itssensitivity. The smallerthe acceler.
greeter is, the lower is the sensitivity. On the other hand, a decreasein
mechanicalsize is alsonormally accompaniedby an increasein frequencyof
tile accelerometer resonance,i.e. a wider useful frequency range. Fig.5.20
showssometypical frequencycharacteristicsfor variousBriJel& KIa_raccal-
erometers, and in the table Fig.5.2! their main fields of application are
Indicated. Even if the frequency response and _ensitiviq/may be tim two
most important properties to know for the selection of a suitable acceler.
greeter thereare manyother factors to eorlsider.One of those is theacce/er-

: greeter cress.axisor transverse sensitivity. The transveme sensitivi_ is the

J i_ i" t.,, i
i -,:!d

-]o ,,;,_

-a_ ;l't l'_i-"i_-i;!_il ";:' i ! i I' 4.,.I-.t--t@-!---_4

F_c.m_e_cv

F/g._.20. Typical frequency char_ct_rist/cs for varioll; typos of Brdel &
_iaer Acce/erometers. (Wei#ht of Type4338: 60grams. W_ight
of Type 4339:16 prams; Weight of Type 4344:2 grams}
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Fig,_,21. 7"ableindlca_in_ fho main fiolds of application of tho various
Br_e/ & Kjaor Acce/oromators _o#acherwith somepertinont d_ta
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sensitivity to accereratlonsin a plane perpendicularto the main accelerome.
ter axis.Fig.5.22. It is normally expressedin percent of tile reference(main
axis) sensitivityandshould beassmallaspossible.For a goodaccelerometer
the maximum transversesensitivity shouldbe lessthan 3% of the main ax{s
sensitivityat low frequencies.

"_n=lt_¥iIy

IOG'_

Trarl_rw
=_rl_,tly_ty

I M_rl_mbm_¢fl_lhv_ry
_. Ih_tdJr_rc_i_r_

Fig.5.22. Graphical illustration of transversesensitivity

Thetransversesensitivityis normally causedby irregularitiesIn the piezo.
electricmaterial, and limitations in the mechanical couplingbetween the
piezc.0lectrlc discsand the metalparts. Careful mechanical machininghelps
to minimize transverse sensitivity. Fig.5,23 shows a typical frequency
characteristicfor the transversesensitivityat frequenciesup to 10.000 Hz.

Another factor which should be consideredis the environment under
Whichtheacceleromoter issupposedto beoperating.

Accelerometersare often used to measurevibration in the field, or on
specimens,subjected to severeenvironmental conditions. It is therefore
important that their sensitivity to environmental changes Is as small as
possible. The factorsthat may influenceanaccelerometer'sperformanceare
primarily temperature, humidity and rapidly va/ying ambient pressure
(sound). The temp0ratureeffect causesa reduction in the voltagesensitivity
of the eec_lerometerat higher temperatures,but if the accelerometerhas
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F/g,S,23. Example of frequency re_onse data for tran_e_e sens/t/v/ty of
_ _ccD/el_?eto_

undergone a suitable temperaturecyciing processin the production stages,
the sensitivity will revert to its normal value when the temperature is
brought back to normal again.However,beyond a certaintemperature (the
Curie point) the piezoelectricelemontispermanently damaged.

The Br_ieJ& Kj_r accelerometersare designedto be used for temper-
atures up to 260°C (500°F) without cooling, The sensitivitywill be slightly
reduced at the higher temperatures,but the necessaryheat cycling process
hasbeen carried out, so that no permanentchangewilt take place. It should
be noted that greatcare has been taken to usematerials which wilt with-
stand high temperatures,The thermalcoefficient of expansionof insurating
material and metal parts are carefully matched in order to maintain
humidity sealing.

Tests have also been conducted in order to find the influence of Jew
temperatures on accelerometer performance. The voJtage sensitivity in-
creasessteadily down to some -1O0°C and then levelsout, white the
capacity undergoesa gradual decreasewith decreasillgtemperature.

Typical performancecharacteristicsaregiven in Fig.5,24 for the temper-
+ O Oature ra='_ge-100 to 250 C (-150 to + 500 F).

Effects due to acousticaloxcffatlon are unavoidablewith piezoelectric
accelerommers,but may be reduced by careful design.Typical acoustic
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sensitivities have been measured for the Br(iol & Kja_r accelerometers and

found to be lessthan 0.5 #V//_bar for the smallest aceelerometer.')

I_ f L i i L _ i _rl°f

Fig.5,24. Typical performance characteristics for a Brilel & Kjaer Acceler-

erector in the temperature range - tO0 to + 26COC

Also the long term stability, I.e, the calibration vs. time history, of the
accelerQmeters has been followed for a number of representative units taken

from production lots, The change in calibration data was found to be less
than 2% per year.

In concluding this brief discussion on the selection of accelerom_ters it

should be mentioned that very often two "types" of accelerometer
sensitivities are stated by the manufeoturer, They are the voltage sen;itivit V

and the c/_rge _ensitlvity.

The reason for this can be better understood by considering the

equivalent eleCtrical circuit of an accelerometer, Fig.5.25, At the frequen-
cies of interest the acce[erometer 'may be thought of as an electrical

generator with a high internal capacity. As the charge on a capacitor is
defined as

q = _xC

where q = electricalcharge

e = voltage acrossthe capacitor
C = capacitance of the capacitor

• ) An Dcoustic sensitivity of o,5/4Vh_bar correspollds to an e_eccticoutput of t mV
when the accelerometer is exposedto a soundpressurelevelof 140 riB.
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Fig.5.25. Equlva/ent e/ectrica/ circult of an accelerometar

it is clear that a certain acceleration,a, which producesa certain output
vaLtage,e, alsoproducesacharge,q, on the capacitor,C.

When the accolerometerIs used in conjunction with charge measuring
electronics it is thus of prime Importance to know its charge sensitivity,
while when it is usedin conjunctionwith voltagemeasuringelectronicsthe
valtage sensitlviWwill be the most important "type" of sensitivity. This is
further discussedin section5.4.

5.4. Selectionof Preamplifier

The preamp/ifler, Fig,5.17, is basically introduced in the measurement
circuit for tworeasons:

1. To ampll_ the relatively weak output signalfrom the accelerometar,
and

2. to transform the high output impedance of the accelerometar to a
lower value,

In F[g.5.2S the equivalentelectricalcircuit of anaccelerometerisshown.
By connectingthe accelerometerto a preamplifier the electricalcircuit of
the combination will beof the typeshownin Fig,5.26. Here qa isthe charge
developed on the total capacitanceCa + Cc ÷ CI (Ca = accelerometar inter-
n_l capacitance,Cc = connectingcable capacity, Ci = input capacitanceof
the preamplifier), Sqis the chargesensitivity of the accelerometerand a is
the accelerationto which the accelerometaris subjected.Ra is the leakage
resistance of the accelerometar (can normally be neglected) and RI is the
input resistanceof the preamplifier. The resistanceRi in combination with
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Fig,5,26. Equivalent el_,ctrical circuit fora combination of accelerometer,
cable andpreamplifier

the capacitancesCa + Cc + Ci determines the lower frequency limit of
operationfor the combinationacceletometer÷ preamplifier,

As mentioned in section5,3 two "typos" of accelerometersensitivities
are stated by the manufacturer,i.e. the chargesensitivity, Sq. and the volt-
agesensitivity,Sv. Thechargesensitivity is defined as:

Sq = _1

and the voltagesensitivityas:

Sv = _.-

where e_Isthe open circuit output voltage from tile acc_lerometer,

The sensitivities are furthermore interrelated via the aecelerometer

internal capacity, Ca, asthis capacity isphysically a part of the transducing
element=

Sv=_

It is now possible to design the preamplifier in two ways, one in which
the output voltage is directly proportional to the input voltage, and one in
which the output voltage is proportional to the input charge. In the first
case the preamplifier is celled a voltage amplifier, in the seconda charge
amplifier,

The meier operational difference between the two types of amplifiersIs
that when a voltage amplifier is used the overall $ystern is very sensitive to
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changes in cable capacitance, ].e. to changes in cable length between the
accolerometer and the preamplifier, while when a charge amplifier is used

the effect of changes in cable length is n_3/igible.

This can also be readily soen mathematically. Consider first the voltage

amplifier. The input voltage Isbore (neglecting the effects of R. and Ri);

el = q_ Sg a Sv Cn a Cn
Ca+Cc+C I Ca+Cc+C I = Ca+Cc+Ci = Ca+Cc+Cgea

Thus the input voltage oi is equal to the accelerometer open circuit

voltage ea multiplied by the factor Ca/(C a + Cc + Ci). By changing the cable
capacity. Co. the input voltage e i is also changed. Since the output voltage

from the preamplifiers eo = A el, where A is the amplification factor of the
amplifier, the output voltage from the system, Fig.5.26 will depend upon

the cable capacity.

Fig.5.27. Equivalent electrical circuit for an accelerometer +cable
+ charge amplifier

In the case of the charge amplifier, Flg.5.27 should be consuttad. Basical-

ly a charge amplifier consists of an high gain operational amplifier with a

feedback capacitor, Cf. and it can be dlown that tho output voltage from
the circuit is given by the expression:

qn A = eiA
e°= Ca+C=+C i-el(A-I)

Thus:

Sg a Ca

; el = C_+C c+C I-Cf(A- 1) = C_+C c+C i-cf (A-l) ea
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Fig.5,28. Chart which may be used to find the required input resistance,
R/, of a voltage preamplifier when the aecelerometer +cable
capacity, C, and the tolerable low frequency limit, f, of the
measuringsystem are known
Examples:

a) / f the - t d8 low frequency limit is f~ t then R "_'C'f ln_

, • 0_6 t
b)/f th_ -3 dB low frequency limit is f -3 then R _Cf--3

As A isvery lar_ this expressionbecomes;

which is independent of the cable capacity C¢.

Another differencein performance between thevoltageamplifier andthe
charge amplifier is that the input resistance of a voltageamplifier, Rj in
Fig.5.26, cannot oJwaysbe neglected,andwill affect the _ery low frequency
response of the system. This Is illustrated In Fig.5.2B where the relative
output volta_ from the systemis plotted vs. the expressionfR C if=ire.
quency). Voltageamplifiers, or ratherthe voltagepre.amplifiers, are normal-
ly simpler in construction and contain Jesscomponentsthan charge pro*
amplifiers. They are therefore often lessexpensiveandmore reliable.On the
other hand. cable length corrections andlow frequency responseconsider.
atlons can be avoidedby the use of chargepreamplifiers. In selectingthe
appropriate preamplifier for vibration work the above_r0umentsshouldbe
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duly considered.A number of preamplifiers are availablefrom gr_iel& Kja_r.
As all thepreamplifierscan beusedwith all the BriJel& Kjaeraccelerometers
the preamplifier may be selected purely _ccordingto its own merits. To
assist the reader in the selectionsome important features of the various
preamplifiershave beentabulatedin Fig.5.29,

5.5. Selectionof AnalyzerandRead-out. DataPresentation

Even though all the basic "elements" in a vibrationmeasuringarrange-
ment (Fig,5.17) are equally essential,the one marked "analyzer" may be
consideredthe "central" unit. It determines,in generalwhat signalproper-

: ties are beingmeasuredandwhat kind of data can beobtained in the form
i of numbersor curves,

i "Thesimplest "analyzer" consistsof a finear amplifier and a detection=
device which makes it possible to measuresomecharacteristicvibration
signal values, for instance the peak value, the RMS-valueor the average
absolute value of either the acceleration, the velocity or the displacement
(see alsoChapter2, section2, I). in thisconnection it shouldbepointed out
that if it Is desired to measuresignalpeak values,not only the frequency
responseof the measuringsystemshould be duly consideredbut itsphase
response must also be taken into _ccount.

Although the frequency response of the system may indicate that all
frequenciesof interestare beingpassedon to the detection devicewithout
atlenu_tion,considerable phasedistortion cantake place. If suchdistortion
occurs,therelative phasQshifts bezweenthe variousfrequency components
in a complex signalchange and the waveform of the signal reachingthe

o} _ c)

b)

Fig.5,30, Examples of waveform distortion due to phase non.lineadty in
the measurin9 system
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detection device may look totally different from the waveform of the
original vibration signal.Fig.5.30 exemplifies this with respectto a square-
shaped vibration signal.

In Fig.5,30a) the input signal to the detectiondeviceis shownfor the
easewhere the fundamentalfrequency of the vibration correspondsto the
low frequency limit of the measuringsystem, while FIg,5,30b) showsthe
undistorted signal. Finally, Fig.5.30c) indicatesthe signalwaveshapeat the
detection device when the fundamental frequency of the vibration cor-
respondsto the high frequency limit of the system.The changesin signal
waveshapefor the threecasesareclearly noticed.

As a practical "rule of thumb" it may be stated that serious wavethape
d_tortion of the _ignal may be avoided when the fundamental vibration
frequency is higher than fO times the low frequency limit of the measuring
system and the highest significant vibration frequency component has a

': frequency which is lower than O.! times the high frequency limit of the
_! _stern , Fig.5.31.

.i This "rule" shouldbe applied with care,but may s_rveas a guidelinein
the selection of measuringequipment. In critical casesit isoften advanta-

,! goousto Ionk at the signalwaveshapeat variouspoints in themeasurement
; systemby meansof anoscilloscope,

If, on the other hand,measurementsare not made directly on thesignal
waveshape but on some kind of signal averagevalue, for instance the
RMS-value, phase relationshipsare no longer so critical. In the case of

i i

1

Fig.g.31. Sketch indicating how frequency non.linearir_ affects the range
of 7deal operation of ameasurementsystem
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RMS.measurementsthe phaserelationshipsare actually of no importanceat
all, becauseof the squaringprocessinvolved.

Normally an "analyzer", or rather a detection device, of the type
describedabovedoes not givethe vibration engineer sufficient information
about the signalhe isstudying.In most practicalcasesit will benecessaryat
least to be able to determine the frequency composition of thevibration
signal.Use shouldthen bemadeof a frequency analyzer.

Some basic frequency analysisarrangementswere briefly describedin
section 5.2 and in the following somerelevant considerationsas to their
practicaluseareoutlined.

As mentioned in section 5.2 two types of frequency analyzers are
commo.ly available,namely the constant bandwidth type analyzerandtl_e
constant percentage bandwidth type analyzer.The questions nowarise. (1)
Whenshould the constantbandwidthanalyzerbeusedand whenshouldthe
constant percentage bandwidth analyzer be used? (2) Are there other
possibleand practicalmethodsof analogvibration frequencyanalysis?

There is no unique answer to the first question, while the secondone
may be answered with a "yes". However. the two questions are bast
discussedin conjunction with eachother.

When the measurementproblem consistsin analyzing a vibrationsignal
containing a number of completely stabe, discrete frequency components
the constant bandwidth type analyzermay bepreferredif the vibrationsare
of a periodic nature becausein this casethevariousfrequencycomponents

2l o,
L_,_J [ I I .

a) b)

Fig.5.32, Example of dJefrequency spectrum of a periodic signal (square
wave)
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areharmonically related, Fig,5.32. By comparingFig.5.32b) with Fig.5.11 it
is readily seen that if constant percentagebandwidth analys_swas usedit
might not be possibleto measurethe highestharmonic componentsof the
signal separately, becausemore than one component could then be inside
the analyzer bandwidth Fig,5.11b). On the other hand, if the percentage
bandwidth of the analyzer is verysmall,say6%, this phenomenon would in
practice not become serious until one tried to measure the fifteenth
harmonicl

Jf the (periodic) signal is not quite stable, and only the first few
harmonics are of interest,a constantpercentagebandwidth type analyzeris
equally wellsuited for the measurement.Suchcasesmay occurwhenvibra.
tlon measurementsare made on rotating machinery or internal combustion
enginesalldr becausethe "unstable" operationcausesa constant percenta0o
type of frequencyvariation, the constant percentagebandwidth analyzer
may evenbepreferablef

When the vibration signal to be analyzed is of a stochastic nature
(random vibrations] which producea continuous frequency spectrumthe
preferred type of analysis will depend not only upon the spectrum itself,
but also upon the ultimate use of the measureddata. If, for instance, the
data are to be used In the preparation of vibration test specificationsno
detailed spectrumanalysisis normally requited becausesuchspecifications
are, in general,derived by envelopinga numberof measurementsituations.
Analysis in the form of 113octave,or even 1]1 octave,frequency bandswill
therefore suffice.

On the other hand, if the data are to be usedfor the study of vibration
transmissioncharacteristics,or for possiblefailure predictions,very often an
extremely detailed frequency analysis is required. Whether the analysis
should be made in terms of constantbandwidth, constant percentagebend-
width, or someother bandwidth - versus- frequencytype of analysis, may
then often depend upon the amount of data to beanalyzedand the analysis
equipment availablein the laboratory.Eventhoughthe constantpercentage
bandwidth type of analysisseems,also in thiscase, to offer many advan-
tages,its resolvingpower may not besufficient inpractice. I n somepractical
casesa frequencyresolutionof 0.5%, or better, is required, and this require.
mont is difficult to meet with practical analogconstant percentageband.
width analyzers,it may, however, be met by the constant bandwidth type
analyzer, at leastover a certainportion of the vibration frequency range.

A further di_ussion on tile use of constant percentagebendwidth, con.
stant bandwidth, and other bandwidth - versus-- frequency types of
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analysis of random vibrations is carried out in a separatepublication*) and
interestedreadersarereferred to this for detailed information,

In conjunction with the frequencyanalysisof stationary random vibra.
tion_ it shouldon the other handbe mentioned that themost efficient (and
common) method of presentingthis kindof data is interms of mean square
(or power) spectra/density functions (seealso Chapter 2, section2.2). As
the mean squarespectraldensity function hasbeen d0finedas

T

w(f) = Iim lim 1 _ f2_,f m x 2L_f_0 T"*_ AfT (t) dt=/kf.__O_ f xt_f = RMS.value

thispresentation involvesthe division of the squared RMS.v_/ue, measured
in a nar/_w filter-band with bandwidth, L_f, by the bandwidth.

If a constant bandwidth type gnalyzet is used for _hemeasurementsthe
resulting frequency spectrum is therefore directly proportional to the mean
squarespectra/density bract/on. In caseswhere a constantpercentage batld.
width analyzer is used,however, a certain, frequency dependent correction
Ilas to be applied to the measured spectrumto obtain a measure for the
mean squarespectral density function. Becausehere A,f = const, x f, by
d0finltion, thiscorrection is verysimple in that

w (f) = x----E_Lt_) 2dcons, x f

The correction can be applied eithergraphically,Fig,5.33, or electrically
by means of a special filter, Fig,5.34 (it should benoted that the straight
line type of correction shown In Fig.5.33 is only valid when the frequency
spectraare plotted to logarithmic males).

From the above discussionon the subjectof frequencyanalysisit will be
clearthat the techniquesused,bothwith regardto themeasurementsthem,
selves, and to the presentation of the measureddata differ somewhat,
dependingupon whether the vibrationsareof a periodicor random nature.
If the vibrations are periodic (or contain discrete frequency components
only) the spectra dtould be presented in terms of measured RMS.vahle=
"independent" of the measurement bandwidth. On the other hand, if the
vibrations_r0 of the random vibration type the spectrashould be presented
in terms of mean squarespectral density functions whicb do depend upon
the measurement bandwidth. This is important to keep in mind because

*) '*The Applicationof B& K EquipmenttQFrequencyAnalvsisandPowerSpeclral
OellshyMoasuremonts".
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considerable confusion has been caused in the past due to misleading
presentationsand interpretations of frequencyanalysisdata.

In some cases in practice the vibrations consist of a combination of
random and periodic signals,if the machinery producingthis kind of v[bra-
tions contarns sharp(lightly damped) resonancesa "peak '_ in the vibration
frequency spectrummay Indicate eithera discretefrequencycomponentor
a lightly damped resonance.To be able to distinguishroughly betweenthe
two phenomena it is necessaryto consider,for a moment, the averaging
time of the read.out device,

Referring to Chapter2, sections2.1 and 2.2 the RMS-valueof a vibration
signalwas defined mathematically as:

XRM S = t_-foT X2 (t) dt

In this formula T is the averaging time, I,e, the time usedto physically
determine the RMg.value of the vibrations, Now, in casesof statistically
varying vibrations(random vibrations)the true RMS-value is only obtained
if T is infinitely great. BecauseT cannot inpracticebe madeinfinitely great,
and because the time of observation(reading of the meter) in practical
vibration measurementsIs normalty considerably greater than the instru-
ment averagingtime, T, the observedRMS valueof Ihe vibrationsfluctuates
during measurements.

Fig._.35, illustration of the dJTferencein character between a purely
barmonic (sinusoidaU vibration and a narrow band random
vibration signal
a) Harmonic vibration
bJ Narrow band random vibration. (Note the fluctuations in
maximum amplitudes}
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Implicit _nthe aboveformula is alsothe measurementbandwidthin that
tbe narro w_r the bandwidth thegreater are the fluctuations, prov/dad U1atT

Is kept constant. On the other hand by selectinga greaterT in the [nstru-
ment meter circuit the guctuations can be decreased. This relationshipcan
bestated mathematically by meansof the formula:

1
c = 2JZlf T-

wherec" is a measureof the RMS ftuctuatlons,*J/_ f the vlbrat/on frequency
bandwidth (or measurementbandwidth, - wbichever isthe smallest),andT
Is the averagingtime. Also, this relationship provides a "key" to determine
whether a "peak" in the measuredvibration frequencyspectrumis caused
by a d_scrotefrequencycomponent(pureJyperiodlc s_gnal)or by a random-
ly excited, Itghtly dampod resonance:If tbe "peak" is causedby a discrete
frequency component the RMS value should show only smog fluctuations
("instability" in the m0chlnory) and the fluctuations should not cbange
gready when T is decreased.If, oh the other hand, the "peak" iscausedbv a
randomly excited, lightly damped resonance a decreasein T will cause a
considerable increase in the RMS fluctuation_ Fig.5.35 illustrates the
difference in character between a purely periodic vibration signaland a
randomly excited, ffghtlydampedresonance,

The formuJa

1
¢ =' 2 vrA f T"

constitutes one of the essentWal"laws" in the field of frequencyanalysisof
random vibrations and sMtes that if, for a particular measurements_tuatlon,
It is desirable to increase the fretluency resolution (decreaseLlf}, _len T
must be correspondingly increa;ed to obtain the same measurement
accuracy.

Fig.5.36 shows a tableof the v_riou_types of frequency analyzerswhich
are available from BrfiolS¢ Kj_or. Most of theseanalyzers m_y be swept
automatWcally,the sweep being controlled from the B_el & Kj0er Level
RecorderType 2305, seealsosecUon5.2.

The Lever Recorderatsoconstitutesa convenient read.out device which
makes it possible to record the measured frequency spectrumdJrocUyon
preprInted frequencycalibrated recordingpaper, see for InstanceFtgs.5.10

*} Actuollvc Isthere_tl,,_standarddeviationof theRMSflu=tuetlorts.
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I_ndw_dlh Digiza_Compsttvrs

Fig.5.3G, Tablo of Br_iel& Kj_r fraquency analysis equ/pment



and 5,38. When it is usedas a read.out device in a vibrationmQasurement
the averagingtime is normally determined by the writing spQedof the
recordingpen, and certain other internal properties of the Recorder itself,

For the case of the most commonly usedinput patentiometer (50 dB)
and the correspondingly recommended settingsof the Recorder contrQl
knobs,the resultingaveragingtimes are tabulated in Fig,5,37 as a function
of writing speed, In selectinga suitablewriting speedthe aboveformula for
e shouldbeborn in mind.

Writing Speed Approximate
mm/sec AveragingTime*)

sac

1000 0,005
800 0,007
630 0.008
500 0,010
400 0,013
250 0,020
160 0,03
1O0 0,05
63 0.08
40 0.13
25 0.20
16 0,35

B 0.7
4 1,3
2 3

Fig.5.37. Tab_Jof the mlatlonship between the writing speedof the
Br#el & Kjz,r Love/ Recorder Type 2305 and the rosa/ring
effective averaging time, The figures are presently under
revision.

When the writing speed (averaging time) has been selected the next
problem that arisesis in generalthe selcctlon of an "optimum" sweeprate
for the analysis.The sweeprate is, when precalibratedpeperis¢lsed on the
Level Recorder,closely connectedto the Recorder'spaperdrive speedand
the Analyzer bandwidth.

A useful formula, which also takes the dynamic rangeof the maasurQ-
ments into considerationisgivenby:
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X
PaperSpeed_ 1_ x Writing Speed

whoreX is the distance in mm on the recordingpaper that corresponds to
the Analyzer bandwidth.

In connection with the use of this formula it should benoted that when
other than constant percentagebandwidth analysisand logarithmic frequen.
cy scales(or constant bandwidth analysisand linear frequencyscales)are
used in the measurements, it is necessaryto consider the distance X in
various parts of the frequency range. For instancewhen using the Br_iel&
Kjaor Frequency Analyzer Type 2107 X issmallestat the highestfrequon-

:!. N- .,o

° "°".._C............. _.=_............ ,,=. ........

: :

Fi0.5.38. Examples of how the choice of L_w/ Rccorder writing speed
(averaging time) affects the appearanceof frequency analyzed
random vibrations
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cies. and the value found in tilts rangeshould be inserted in the formula
givenabove for the paperdrive speed.

In concluding the discussionon sequentialfiltering, averagingtime and
RMS fluctuations of stationary random vibrations.Fig.5.38 illustrateshow
the choice of averaging time (writing speed) affects the recording of a
particular frequencyspectrum.

There is. however, a particular area of measurementwhere the proper
choiceof averagingtime isof specialimportance.This is the field of analysis
of non.stationary random vlbrat/ons (seealsoChapter2, section2.4). if the
non-stationaritycan be representedby a deterministicfunction it might, for
htstance,often bepossible(by varyingthe averagingtime) to "separate" the
random and the deterministic time trendsin the data. Use is, in suchcases,
commonly made of magnetic tape recordingof the originalvibration signal.
The recording Is then dubbed onto an endlesstape loop and the loop
analysed a number of t(mes, each time with a different averagingtime
settEngon the analyzing equipment. When the analysisaveragingtime
becomesshor¢relat(veto the deterministic time trend(but still _}reatenough
to maintain a reasonableaccuracyin the random "portion" of the data) the
non-statlonaritybecomesmoreor lessevidentinthe recording.

Although sequential filter[noand automatic recordingof the resultIs an
excellent method of obtaining detailed inform0tion on the vibration
frequency spectrum, the method may, in many casesbe considered too
slow, and use has to be made of parallel analysis and"instantaneous" read-
out of the complete spectrum, see also section 5.2. Also in thiscase the
selected averaging time influences the readout. However.the problem of
frequencysweepspeed is here completely different from the onediscussed
aboveIn connectionwith sequentialfiltering. In theBr_el& Kja_rReal Time
Analyzer Type 3347, for instance,a complete (electronic) scan of the out-
put from all filter detectors is made in 2 milliseconds, which is considered
"instantaneous". at least when compared to the previously described
sequentialfgtor[ng.

The electronic scanningof the filter outputs ismade after rectification
and averaglng,so that each filter is followed by a rectifier and averaging
circuit, see Fig.5.15.

This arrangement allows different averagingtimes to be used on the
variousfitter outputs,whereby similar statisticalaccuracycharacteristicscan
be obtained over the complete frequency range, evenif the absolutefilter
bandwidth varies. However. unlessotherwise specified,certain "Standard"
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Fig.5.39. Variation in averaging time with frequency of the Real Time
Analyzer Type 3347 (standard version)

averaging times verses frequency characteristics are available on the instrt_-

meat. These are shown in Fig,5.39 and are named "Slow Random", "Fast
Random" and "Sine". rospectiveJy. The corresponding_ statistical error c is

indicated in Ffg.5.40 for I/3 octave spectrum analysis.

It shouJd be pointed out at this stage gtat the selection of appropriate
averaging times, and statistical error considerations, are of considerably

greater Import_nc_ when the measured results are to be used d/rccdy for
further digital processing than when the/are used far normal analog record.

ing. When analog road-outs are utgized the data are, more or less automatic*
ally. further averaged by the eye of the observer.

!_:j _-t =-- -J----= .... i--f-

Fig,5.40. Standard error (el in random signal measurements with _he Real
Tithe Analyzer Type 3347 as a function of frequency
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In the case of digital processing, on the other hand, the outputs from the

averaging circuits are sampled perJodtcaJly, and extreme values may be
included among the samples,

Even though the frequency analysis technfduo may be considered the

most Important measurement tool that the practicing vibration engineer has
at his disposal today, other forms of analysis exist and is of considerable

scientific importance. These belong, however, at present to what is com.
manly termed "more advanced" analysis techniques, see Chapter 8.

5.6. Calibration and Performance Checks

Each fnstrul_lent produced by 8r_el & Kj0er has been thoroughly checked

and indivldualJy calibrated before it loaves the factory. The measurement

transducers, in this case the accelerornaters, are not only indJvtduaJly
calibrated but they are aJsosupplied wttha full cafibration chart, Fig.g.41.

Furthermore a special section in the accelerometer instruction manuals
details the procedures utilized far caJibration.

The accuracy of the factory calibration Is better than 4-2% for charge

sensitivity, voltage sensitivity, and capacity. Even shough the fang term
stability has beerl checked and shows less than 2% change in the calibration

data per year, the transverse sensitivity may change temporadJy when the

accelerometer is exposed to large shocks, especially sideways. Normally
however, it will return to the original value within the next 24 hours.

FIG,5,41. Example of tile i#divldual calibration chart _uppli#d with _ch
Br_el & Kj_r Accelerometer
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in calibrating a typ/ca/vibration m_asuringarrangementthis can, invi0w
of th_ above,bemade dir_edy from the figuresgivenin the instrument data
sheets. If, on the other hand,some sort of spec/b/measuringarrangm_nt is
u_ed' or it Is desired to carlbratea taperecording of the vibration signelfor
later analysisin the laboratory,usecanbe madeof one of the Bri]eP& Kja_r
vibration calibrators.

On0 sgchcalibrator [sbuilt into thePreamplifier Type 4292 and consists
of a small vibrator operatedat the mains frequency, see Fig.5.42. The
olectromechanicafcircuit of the vibrator is, by moansof a knob, tuned Jn
resonancewith the mainsfrequency, and the amplitude adjusted until its
peak acceleration/eve/corresponds to I g (accelerationof gravity). Bcceuse
certain difficulties ariseInconjunction with the setting _f the exact vibra-
tion level this method of calibration is not recommended for use by un,
trained personnel if a oaJibrationaccuracy better titan some10% is deslred_

F/g,_,42* Photograph of the BrOel & Kjaer Accelerometer Calibrator and
Preamplifier Type4292

A s_condcalibrator.Br_]ol& Ki_erType 4291, is _hownin Fig.5.43 and i¢
considerably more sophisticatedill its construction, Herethe peak acceler,
at/on lave/ of lg can be readconveniently and accurately on a built-In
meter, and the vibration fr0quency is 80Hz, controlled by an internal
Wien bridge type of oscillator, The accuracy of the calibration will, when
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Fig._ 4_ Photograph of the Calibrator Type 4291

this calibrator is correctly used, be better than + 2_. Also, the built-in

oscillator can be disconnected and substituted by an external generator for
calibration in the frequency range 50 to 2000 Hz. Provision is furthermore

made for back-to-back calibration of transducers, reciprocity calibration,
and insert voltage calibration.

Note: When the calibrator contained in g_e Preamplifier Type4292 or
the Calibrator Type4291 are used for calibration checks the peak acce/er.

atlon /eve/ is adjusted to I g. Thus, in order to obtain a correct sensitivity

Fig,5.44. Measuring arrangement suitable for checking the frequency
response of accelerometem [or complete vibration measurernent
installations) utilizing _o Calibrator Exciter Type 4290
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factor (EJectr_calpeak/Acceleration peak, Electrical RMS/AceeI. RMS) the
electronicequipment shouldbeswitchedto measurepeak values.

A third Calibrator availablefrom BrEel& Kja_r is the Calibration Exciter
Type 4290, This calibratorhasbeen designedbasically to checkthe frequen-
c_' responseof acceferometersin the frequency range 50 Hz to 30 kHz,
utilizing a measuring and control arrangement of tile type shown in
Fig.5.44. It may also be used for sensitivitycalibration by the substitution
method. The maximum attainable acceleration level is, however, relatively
low (of the order of 0.1 g), Finally, a fourth type of Calibrator allowing the
calibration of accelerometers at acceleration levels up to fOOg over a
limited frequencyrange Isshownin Fig.5.45.

This calibrator is part of a specialvibration test system, seealso section
7.3 (Vibration Testing), and is basically intended for more permanent
laboratory installation,

Fig.5,40, Photograph of a vibration calibrator capable of calibrating vibra-
tion pick*ups up to an acceleration level of lOOg (BrE_I& K/aer
Type4801 + 4815)
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5.7, SomePracticalAccelerorneterApplication Considerations.
Mounting T_chniquel

In section5.1 it was mentionedthat the vibrationtransducershouldload
the structural member on which it is mounted as little as possible,This
requirement, of course,originatesfrom the fact that any "extra" load might
changethe originalmotion of the structureand thus invalidate the measure-
ment results. If measurementsare madeon thin platesuseshouldtherefore
be madeof small, lightweightaccelerometers(e.g.Br_el& Kj_r Accelerome.
ter Type4344). To allow an estimate of the influence of accelerometer
mass-loadingto bemadethe following formula canbe applied:

m§
ar = as ms-Pma

where ar = accelerationresponseofstructurowithaccoleromoter
as = accelerationresponseof structurewithout accelerometer
ms= equivalentmass(weight) of that "part" of the structure to

which theaccelerometerisattached
me= accelerometermass(weight)

Also, the mass-loadingmay change the resonant frequencies of the
structure. If the mass-loadingeffectsturn out to b0no problemthe useof a
generalpurposeAecelerometerof tile Type 4339 or 4343 may be the best
solution in most practicalmeasurementsituations.

Havingselected the appropriate aceelerometerthe question arises:How
should it beproperly mountedat the measurementpoint? Fig.5.46 shows
somepracticalanswersto this question. Hero six methods of mounting are
suggestedandthe meritsof eachmethod are briefly describedbelow.

Type I mounting is the bestsolution frequency responsewise,approachinga
condition corresponding to the actual calibration curve
suppliedwith the accelerdmeter.If the mounting surface
is not quite smooth It is a good ideato apply a thin layer
of silicongreaseto the surfacebefore screwingdown the
aecelerometer.This increasesthe mountingstiffness.
It is essentialwheneverusing a mounting screw, not to
screw fully in as it may introducebasebending affecting
the sensitivityof the acceleromoter.
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FkJ.5.46. Different methods of mounting of she Accelerometers:
1. With steel stud
2. With isolated stud and mica washer

3. With permanent magnet

4. With cementing stud
5. Accelerometer stuck on with wax

6, Handhold with probe

Type2mountingis convenient when electrical isolation between acceler-

greeter and vibrating body is necessary, It employs the
isolated stud and a thin mica washer, Frequency response

is good due to the hardness of the mica, Make sure that
the washer is as thin as possible (it can easily be split up

into thinner layers),

Type 3mounting employs the permanent magnet which also gives electrical
isolation from the vibrating specimen. A closed magnetic

path is used and there is virtually no magnetic field at the
accelerometer position, This mounting should not be used

for acceleration amplitudes higher than about 200 g,
Max. 150°C short time,

The holding force of the magnet available from Brnel &
Kjaer has been investigated for various steel plate thickness

and for various thickness of brass (non-magnetic) between
the magnet and the steel, See Fig,5.47.
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Fig.5.47. Holding force of the mounting magnet vet;us thickness of ste£V
p/ate, and versus thickness of intermediate brassp/at_

Type 4 mounting isconvenient when a cementingtechnique isappropriate.
with the possibility of removing the acceJerometerfrom
tlme to time.

Type 5mounting employsa thin layer of waxfor stickingthe acceleromot0r
onto the vibratingsurface.The wax is deliveredwith the
Br_el& Kl_0r Accelerometer Sets. A frequencyresponse
curve is given in F[g.5.48o). It is soonthat this methodof
mounting givesa very good frequencyresponsedueto the
stiffness of the wax. At higher temperatures this will
decrease.
Soft settin9 glues or gum should be avoidedbecauseof
decoupling and had frequency response.
For minimum _oight andoptimum performanceone may
also recommend the Eastman910 cement, marketedby
the Armstrong Industry. or Tixo K-1 manufacturedby
Tiox-Tinten und Klebstoffw_rk G.m.b.H., Vienna. Oontal
cement epoxy resins are also very useful, especiallyin
connection with the cementingstudwhich is intended for
use in applications where mounting by cementingtcch-
niques is preferred while retaining the possibility of
removing the accelerometeritself,

Type6mountlngemploys the probQ with interchangeable round and
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Fig.5.48. Typical frequency response curves for an acceleromet_r when
moun',ed according to some of the methods suggested in
Fig.5.46
a) Mounting by means of steel stud
b) Mounting by means of isolated st_d and mica wa#l_r
c) Mounting by means of permanent magnet
d) Handhold with probe
e)Moimting by means of wax
f) Moimring by means of soft glue (not recommended)
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pointed tips. The method may be convenient for certain

applications, but should not be used for frequencies much
higher than 1000 Hz, since the natural resonant frequency
in this case is very tow,

Fig.5.48 shows some frequency response curves obtained for the various
methods of mounting. The curves may serve as guide-lines when selecting

the most convenient mounting type for a particular measurement problem.
In concluding the discussion on acceterometer mounting technique it should

he mentioned that the mounting torque for threaded screws should be
around 18 k(pcm or 15 It>in. The aco01erometers are not harmed by a larger
torque but the isolated stud may not stand more than 30 Ib-ln. A mounting

torque of the correct value is applied with a 1Dcm (4") spanner with
normal pressure on the handle. A E" or larger spanner should be used with

care. If a smaller spanner Is used, one cannot do any harm to the thread, but
the accelerometer may not be sufficiently well secured. Even though the

select/on and mounting of a suitable acceleromoter are important problems
to be considered in practical vibration measurements, they are not the only
ORES,

Because plezo-electric accelerommers are high impedance devices certain

problems may also arise from connecting cable noise. These noises can
originate eith0r from mechanical motion of the cable, or from ground-loop

induced electrical hum and noise. The mechanically caused noises are some-
times called "tribe.electric effects'; or simply "microphonic noise". It

originates from local capacity and charge changes due to dynamic bending
or compression and tension of the cable, and may be particularly disturbing

at lower frequencies. The BrSel & Kjaer accelercmeter c_bles are designed

and treated for noiseless operation. It is, however, always good policy to
clamp the cables as firmly as possible in order to avoid relative movement,
Fig.E.49. The s0cond noise effect mentioned above, i.e, that of ground.loop

Wr ol_g Cotrvc¢ l_e cable _=lJgld I=aye th_ N_cciet_=tt

\\ \ ....... i ........ _ ..........

I-"-] _== \ == \"

/_,////,, _///////X. <Y/,;'4/Z/./.;./// __,//__k//"/ / / ,×_,_,",; "/>"//////y_ __. .
• /x..,/._t_l_l/l_ I.'1, /x//////,, ,_////////H//Iz/..i///1///i, _..'1

/

Fig.5.49, Clamping of tbe cable to avoid relative movements (cable

"ewhip" i
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induced noise, may, particulady in largo vibration measurement installa-
tions, sometimespose seriousproblems.Fig,5.5Oa)Illustrates how a ground
loop is formed, and noise introduced(the voltagedrop,A V addsd[reclly to
the, sometimesvery weak signalfrom the accelerometer}.The only way to
avoid the formatirm of ground loops is to ensurethat grounding of the
installation is made only in onepoint, Fig.5.50b). Where ground loops are
critical the acc0Jetometershould be electrically isolated from the structure
on which [t Is mounted by meansof the isolaled stud and mica washer
(Type 2 mounting, Fig.5.46). Grounding shouldpreferably bemade at the
analysing or read.outdevice.

.... _ ..... _) C_rr=¢lgrrA_r_J=_P_._r_prJherI2a25
I Ii_ •

*_¢nl°r°filet=r • :_ • '

F/g.5.50, illustration of ground.loop phenomena
a) This metlmd of connection forms grolmd /oop andshou/d bo
avoided
b} No ground.loop is formed. Recommended medlod of con.
nection

Finally, an effect which may sometimes be disturbing when measure-
ments are made of very low frequency, very low level vibration shouldbe
mention0d, Thisi_ the effect of temperature "shocks" or rather temperature
changes.Even by relatively 5mall temperature changesthe output from tile
accelerometer may under thesecircumstancesvary at a rate determinedby
the time constant of the accolerometer-preamplifier Input circuit. Normally
this effect will not be noticeable unlessthe low frequencyresponseof the
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overall measuringsystem is adjusted to be linear practically down to DC
(rower limiting frequency of the order of 0.003 Hz). In ordinary vibration
measurementstemperature effects as described above need not be con.
sider0d.

5.8. A GeneralMeasurementSdlerne

A careful study of the precedingsectionsof this chapter shouldenable
the vibration engineer to select and utilize the measuring equtprnent
necessaryto perform thorough and meaningfulvibration measurementsin
most of the situations occurring in practice. Tbere is, however, one
important exception, and that is when tile "vibrations" to be studied con-
sists of singletransients or shocks. The practicalmeasurement of this type
of phenomena is treated in the next Chapter (Chapter 5) of the book. A
further study also of that chapter may thus be required before measure-
ments aremade.On the other hand,whether the vibrationsconsist of steady
(stationary) vibralions or shocksit might beuseful at this stageto outline
somesort of a gerteral"measurement scheme". Such a _scbeme" ismeant as
a help to remember the most important factors in the settingup and useof
a vibration measurementsystem, rather than asa detailed "turning.of,the-
knobs" type of procedure.

1. Determine carefully where top/ace file vibration transducer, and its
possible mess.loadingeffects (Section 5.7).

2. Estimate what types and Io_els of vibrations that are likely to be
present at the transducer mounting point (periodic vibrations,
randomvibrations,shocks).

3. Select the most suitable vibration transducer (aece/erometed con-
e/doting items ! and 2 above as _ell as environmenfel factors
(temperature. humidity, acoustic and electromagneticfields). See
sections5.3 and 5.2.

4. Dete[mine what type of measurement would be most appropriate
for the problem at hand. (Overall measurementof acceleration.
velocity or displacement, wavoform recording, magnetic tape
recording,fredueflcyanalysis.)

5. Select the most _uitabla electronic eqldpmc.nt, consideringfrequen-
cy and ph0secharacteristics,dynamic range, and convenienceof
operation. Seesections5.4, 5,5 and6.1.
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6. Check and calibrate the ow,ral/ system including acce/erorneterand
connecting cables,seesection 5,6.

7. Make a sketch of the instrumentation system with all type numbers
andserial numbersincluded.(S0ction5.2).

8_ Select the appropriate accelerometormounting method, considering
vibration levels, fr0queney range,01ectricalinsulation prob]0msand
groundloops, Seesection5.7.

9. Mount the accelerometor onto thestructure, car_l/ out the me_sure.
rnen_ and record the restdt.

10. Note down the setting of the variousinstrument control knob;.

If measurementsare to be made [n liquidsor in verymoist environments
it is necessaryto seol the cable entry into the aceelerometeras shown in
Fig.5.51. A good s0alant for the cable entry is for oxample E)owComing
EIlastic RTV 731 (ro(_m terrlperaturevulcan(zingsiliconrubb0r) or General
Electric equivalent. These sealantsshow excellentperformancefor a wide
temperatureran0e-70°C to + 260°C (-100°F to + 500°F).

Fig._51. Sealingoftheacce/erometercableentry

Note: It Is good policy alwaysrecheck the "back.groundnoise"level of
a vibration m0asuromentsystem.This canbe done by mounting the acceler-
orneters on a non-vibrating object and measuringthe"apparent" vibration
levelof this arrangement.

To obtain reasonablv good accuracy in the actual vibration m_Tsure-
merits the "apparent _" vibrations _mldd be Jessthan one third of the
measuredvibrations. Or said in other words:The noise"floor" of the instal-
lation shouldbe at [0ast 10 dB below die vibrationlevelsto bemeasured.
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6. SHOCK MEASUREMENTS AND ANALYSES

6.1. GeneralMeasurementConsiderations

The measurementof mechanicar impulsesand shocksrequiresparticular
carein the selectionof measuringandanalyzingequipment.

In somecasesthe only quantity to bemeasuredis the maximumaccelera.
tion occurring daring the shock,and the measurement instrumentation is
selectedaccordingly.However,very often this information is not considered
to be sufficient for a relevant description of the shock motion, and
quantitiessuch asthe acceleration.timeintegral(total velocitychange),and
the spectralcontent of the shockpulse, must beevaluated, This requiresa
somewhatdifferent measuringarrangement.

When It isdesirableto make measurementson the shockwaveform Itself,
and it normagy Is,then not only must the frequency responseof the meas-
urement equipment be linear over the frequency rangedetermined by the
spectral content of the shock pulse, but also the phase response of tile
equipment must be suchthat no phase distortion takes place within this
range. The equipment must furthermore be capable of handling Jargo
dynamic signalsflnearly, a requirementwhich normally manifests itself ina
requirement for largedynareic range.

As the frequency and phaseresponsesof the equipment are interrelQted
quantities, the above requirement for no phasedistort)on may be "trans-
ferried" into requirements for the fr_uency response.Actually, from a
theoretical point of view there w)ll always be an error associatedwith a
shock measurementwhen the measuringsystem(foesnot have an infinitely
wide frequency range. This error is systematicgnd comes In addition to
other errors such asthose resuJtlng,for instance,from calibration inaccura.
cy. The required frequency range for a certain percentageerror can be
calculatedfor simplepulseshapes.

To illustrate how an insufficient frequencyresponseinflu0ncesthe result
of a shock pulse measurement,It Is convenient to separatethe effect ofa
limited Jew frequency responseand the effect of a limited high frequency
response.
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Consider first the effect of a limited low frequency response upon the
waveform of an ideal rectangular shock pulse; this is illustrated in Fig,6.1.

: : Because a limitation in low frequency response moans that there is no static
(DC) transmission through the measurement system, die peak value of the
pulse cannot be held, and towards the end of the wave the arnpJ[tude has

• dropped an amount 1 - e -TIRe whore T is the pulse duration and RC is
the low frequency time constant of the measuring S'/stem. The undershoot,

just after the pulse has occurred, is also equal to this value.

o_
o,
ol
o_

_._"....

al

Fig.if, 1, Effect of a limited low frequency response upon the measured
signal amplitude versus time trace of a rectangular shock pulse

If similar calculations are made for the half sine and the terminal peak

sawtooth pulse, their general shapes will be as shown in Figs,6.2 and 6.3. ft

is found that the reduction of the peak, and the undershoot after tile pulse
has occurred, are lesspronounced with these wave forms.

in order to reduce the error to 5% for example, the factor o-T/RC
should be 0.95 or larger for the rectangular pulse. This gives a value T/RC of

o¢ io _

_. /, \

!i ',

°'t.ol i,,_

Fig.6.2. Similar to Fig.6. I, the shock pulse in this case being of the half

sinetype
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Fi0.6.3, Similar to Fi9,6. f, the d_ock pulse in this casebeing of the final
peaksawtooth type

about 0,05, i.e. the time constant, Re, dlould be twenW times the duration
of the pulse, For the half.sine and final peak sawtooth pulsesthe RC time
constant thould be about twelve and nine times the duration of the pulse
respectively,for the sameerror,

If the shookpulsedoesnot haveits maximum valueat the beginnfng,i.e.
for a half sine or a final peak sawtoothpulse,therewill arsobea reduction
of the peak value of the output. For the final peak sawtooth pulse the
reduction _npeak value is equal to the undershoot,whereasfor a sinusoidal
pulse it is approximatelyequal to half the undershoot(for reasonablysmalJ
undershoots) assuminga low-frequency drop.off in the measuring [nstru-
ment of theslmp]a RC-type.

Wheneverthe low frequencydrop.off is steeperthan that corresponding
to the simple RC-type (6 dB/octave) the pulseshapedistortion will also
differ from that shown in Figs.6.f, 6.2 and6.3. It may, for Instance,appear
to be of the type illustrated in FI9.6,4.

/,I \\\

Fig,ft.4 Possible waveshapedi_tortion of a half sina _ock pulse when the
low frequency cut-off of the measiiring equipment has a roll_Jff
which differs from the simple 6 dB/octav_ (RC) type
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Effects caused by a limited high frequency, re_conse of the measuring
system are illustrated In Figs.6,5 and 6.6. Fig,6.5 shows the distortion of a

rectangular shock pulse when measured with an arrangement having a high

frequency cut-off corresponding roughly to a critically damped system, it is
cleady noticed that the major distortion of the pulse here consists in in-
adequate reproduction of its leading and trailing edges.

Fig.E5. Effect of a /imited high frequency response upon a rectangular

shock pulse. The limitation in high frequency response corresponds
in this case rough/y to a critica/ly damped system

In Fig.6.6 the effect of a Hghtly damped resonance type hlg_ frequency

cut.off is illustrated. This type of cut-off is present when for instance the
accelerometor resonance determines the high frequency limit of the meas-

uring system, and the leading (and/or trailing) edge of the pulse is sharp
enough to contain frequency components at or around this frequency.

Fig.6.6. Similar to Fig,6.5, the high frequency response of the measurement

system in this case corresponding to a ligh tly damped resonance
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011 the basisof the abovetheoretical considerations,as well ason the
basisof practical experience, it Is possibleto establishcertain "rules of
thumb" regardingthe frequency rangerequiredfrom a measurementsystem
for faithful reproduction of shock pulses+These +'rules of thumb" are
graphicallyillustrated in Fig.6.7.

I!
io

oli
pulNiI_,=l_nmm. a_l_,

Fig,6.7. Chart allowing the required frequency range of o shock measure.
sent system to be determined when the shock pulse length is
known

Before finishing this brief discussionon generalconsiderations in can-
]unction with shock measurementsa specialphenomenontermed zero shift
shouldbementioned.

Zero shift, or DC-shift, may becausedby overloading in the electronic
circuitry, non.linear amplification, or by a phenomenon known asacce/er-
ometer zero #dft.
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An exact theory for the accelerometer zero #lift is, to the author's
knowledge, not yet established.It seemsreasonable,however, to connect
thisphenomenon with two physicalquantities: 1) A suddell shift in orienta.
tion of some of thepiezc>electricdomains duo to stressconcentrations,and
2) A sJightshift in contact area between the piezo.efectrlc discsand the
acceferometerbase.Zero shift manifestsitself by keepinga slowly decreas.
inn (relatively _mall) voltage output from the measuringsystemwhen the
shock pulse has passed.Note: Zero #dft should not be confused with the
measuring errors discussedIn connection with Fios.6.1, 6.2 and E3,

6,2. SomeBasicShock MeasurementSystems

The simplestand most commonlyusedarrangementfor them_asurement
of mechanicalshocksis sketchedin Fig.6.S and consists of an accelerome-
ter, a preampNfier and an osciJIoscope.To select the appropriate acceler.
ometer and preampgfier the considerationsregardingfrequency response
and dynamic rangediscussedin sectlon 6.1 must be taken tnto account.
VerY.often, however, use can be made of the Briicl & K/_r Accelerometer
Type4343, with a sensitivityof fOpC/o and a free resonantfrequencyof
75 kHz, together with the Conditioning Amplifier Type 2G26.The AcceJer.
ometer+ Conditioning Amplifier combination hasa rather low Jow-froquen-
cy cut.off (0.3 Hz) and a selectable(1, 3, 10, 30 kHz) high frequency cut-
off.

Ic?1
L:o'o:I_

Icculiirillllltlt r lif_a,_iplililir OIJII_ oilli
4_43 2078 271111

Fig._8. A simple shock measureiilent arrangement

If a ITla_suringarrangementwith higher sensitiviw is required th_ Accel-
erometorType 4343 may be substitutedby Type 4338. This Accolerometer
has a sensitivity of I00 pC/g, but its resonant frequency Is considerably
lower than that of Type 4343, Alsothe weight of Type 4338 is 0rearer,and
it may therefore influence the behaviourof the mechanicalsystemon which
it is mounted. On the other hand, if sensitivityis no problembut weight is,
use can be made of the light weight Accelerometer Type4344, see also
FIg,5.21.
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By calibrating the oscilloscope, both with respect to the time axis and

: with respect to the voltage axis, and photographing the displayed pulse, it is
i possible to determine not only the maximum acceleration involved in the

I shock but also the acceleration.time integral. If a permanent record of tile
J shock time history is not required use con be made of a so-called storage

1 o_ci//oscope.
1

In cases where it is d_sirable to determine the maximum acceleration

only. the oscilloscope shown in F [g.6.8 may be substituted by the Me,_suring

Amplifier Type2607, Fig.6.9, This instrument has an extremely fast
response to pulses, and wltl correctly measure and hold £he peak value era
signal with a rise rime as low as 20 p_c.

Accelerom_zBr PteampLlfi0r MeasuringAmr_lifler
4343 2626 _607

Fig. 6.9. Arrangement suitable for the numerical measurement of maximum

shock values (+peak, -peak. ma_. peak)

When the time history of the shock is known for instance in the form of

a photographic o_cillo$cope record, it is possible, by means of mathematicat

approximations, to determine the corresponding Fourier spectrum.

As stated in section _.3 this kind of information (spectrum) is very
important for judging the effects of the shock on the mechanical system in
which it occurs. It i_, however, normally easier to record the shock pulse on

magnetic tape and perform the required frequency analysis electroni(_offy

rather than to carry out mathematical computations from a graphic record
of th0 time history.

AC¢_luromglel Preamplifier Magr_llcTara RecCJrder
4343 _26 7001

_fbg_
Fig.6.10. A measuring system allowing the shock pulse to be recorded on

magnetic tapa for later analysis
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A measuringarrangementcapableof recording the shock on magnetic
tape is shownin Fig.0.10. Usehashere againbeenmade of the Conditioning
Amplifier Type 2626 andthe AccelorometerType 4343.

The Tape Recorder Type 7001 is of the F.M. (frequency modulation)
type so that no "extra" low frequency limit is Introduced due to the
magnetic recordingsystem.A further advantageobtained by utilizing the
Tape RecorderType 7001 is the possibilityit offers for frequencytrans-
formation duringlater analysis,This will be further discussedinsection6.3.

6.3. FrequencyAnalysis(Fourier Analysis)of Shock Pulses

By far the most frequently usedtype of analogshock pulseanalysisin
practice is basedon sequentialfiltering of a tape recordedsignal.

Suchan analysiscan bemade in basicallytwo different ways.However,
accordingto both methods the tapecontainingthe pulse isplayed backand
the signalappflodto a tunablevery narrow band filter.

One method then consists in applyingthe pulsesignalto the anatyzing
filter once perfilter position,while the secondmethod consistsinrepeatin9
the ptdse per{odica/Iy by meansof, for instance,a very short, closedtape
loop.

The first method involves,theoretically, the evaluation of an Integral.
The secondmethod, on the other hand, involvesthe thne averagingof a
periodic signal.

Normally the averagingis made (theoretically) over one period of the
(periodically) repeatedsignal,so that the difference in resultsobtainedby
the two methods dependspurely upon the period of repetition. This, of
course,presupposesthat the same type of filters are usedin both cases,see
alsochapter 5, section5.5.

Assumingfirst that the ana!yz]ng filters are of the constant bandwidth
type (for instancethe Br{Jel& KjaerHeterodyneAnalyzer Type 2010) the
two different typesof analysiscanbeexemplifiedas follows:

The fimt method is basedon the techniquediscussedin Appendix G,
where it is shown that an estimate of the Fourier spectrum )Fourier
integral) of the pulse at a particular frequency, can be obtainedby meas-
uring the peak value of the output of shevery narrow band filter tunedto
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Fig.6.11. Measuring system suitable for frequency analysis of a tape
recorded shock pulse. Note the electronic gate used to suppress

tape splice noises

that frequency, see Fig.6.11. By shifting the center frequency of the filter

the complete spectrum can be determined.

FIg.6.12b) shows the result of applying this technique to a rectangular

pulse, and recording the data on a graphic Level Recorder Type 2305. The

measuring amplifier used to detect the peak value of the filter output was
here the Br_iel& Kj_or Type 2607.

To calibrate the recording shown ]n Fig.6.12b) it should be remembered

(Appendix G} that the Fourier spectrum density at dm frequency fo is

[F/_f (t)] max
F(fo) = 2A f

where FA f (t)ma x is the peak value measured as described above, and A f is
the filter bandwidth,

.... 1

t As shown in Appendix G this expression is only correct when h. f <_'(T

is the time duration of the pulse). In practice Af shoLdd be of the order of; 1
_--(or smaller) to render satisfactory measured results. When the pulse is

i recorded on magnetic tape this requirement should, however, pose no
serious problem as it Is always possible to transform the time scale of the
pulse by a suitable tape speed transformation.

The method of peak measurements described above may be the simplest
, way to obtain acalibrated estimate of the pulse Fourier spectrum. However,

also average absolute or RMS.detection of the filter output signal can be
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Fig,6,12. Results of frequency (Fourier) analysis of a r_ctangul_r s/lock
pulse
a) Theoretical frequency spectrum
bJ Spectrum obtained by measuring the peak value of the out-
put from a sweeping, narrow band fgter
c) Spectrum ob_ined by squaring and integrating the output
from the sweeping filter
d) Spectrum obtained by transforming the _ngle pulse into a
periodic signal and frequency analyzing the resulting periodic
signal
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related to the Fourierspectrumvalue,providedthat certainrequirementsas
to the averagingtime of thedetector circuitsarefulfilled (Appendix G). The
calibration of the recording is, on the other hand, In this casesomewhat
more complicated.

Finally, the output from the filter can be squared and integrated,
theoretically from -oo to o_, in practice over the period of time that the
filter respondsto the pulse. FI0.6.12c} showsan example of a recording
obtained by the squaringand integrating method. Note that the values
marked on the ordinate therefore representtime intL_dralsof the squared
signal magnitudes.

Tile second method, where the tape is made into a very short closed
loop, th0reby transformingthe s_ngJepulse Into a periodic signalproduces
analysis results as illustrated in Fig.6.12d). H0re the ordinate valuesare
RMS.valuesof the filtered signal,and theperiodicity of the signalmanifests
itself in that the measuredspectrum consistsof discretecomponents.The
distance between the spectral lines is determined by the pulse repetition
frequency, which again is determined by the total length of the tape loop
and the tape speedused, For the case_lown the repetition frequency was
4.2 Hz, corresponding to a t,lpe loop 10ngthof 362 mm anda tapespeedof
60" per second.This tape loop lengthwas obtained by mountingthe Tape
RecorderType 7001 with a specialloop adaptor.

Jn the utilization of a frequency analysis technique of the type just
described,and exemplified in FIg.6.12d), there are many practical limita-
tions, some of which arebriefly discussedbelow.

Firstly, to be able to properly frequency analyze a periodlc signal it is
necessarythat tbe distance between the discrete spectral lines is larger than
tb_ analyzing bandwiddt. In Fig.0.12d) the analysisbandwidthwas3.16 Hz
which, with a signal repetition frequencyof 4.2 HzSafros reasonablygood
results. The signalrepetition frequency of 4.2 Hz wasthe highest repetition
frequency which could be obtained on theTape Recorder7001 by relative-
ly simple means,

Secondly, if the duration of one period of the repetition frequency is T
and the duration of the purse is Tp then the ratio T/Tp issubject to rather
strict limitations. As canbe seenfrom Fig,6.12a) the zerosin the theoretical
puls0 spectrumoccur with frequency intervalsof 1/Tp, To be able to obtain
more than one spectralline betweensuccessiveminima, the ratio T/Tg must
therefore be larger than one. Experimentshave shown tha¢some 5 0nos
between minima seemto give a suffic[endy goodresolutionof the spectrum,
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On the other hand, the larger the ratio T/Tp becomes,the smaller becomes
the availabledynamic rangefor the analysis,A too large ratio, T/Tp, must
also beavoideddue to crest-factorlimitations In the measuringand analyz-

Ing equipment. As a practicalcompromisea T/Tp ratio between 3 and 5 is
recommended.To obtain this value in practiceuse must often bemade of
tape speed transformations. This immediately brings about a further limita-
tion becausethe tape speed is closelyconnectedwith theavailable frequen-
ey responsefor recording.

Thirdly, therefore,the frequency responsenecessaryfor proper recording
of the pulse must be duly consideredinconlunction with the tape speed
transformationsnecessaryto achievethe requiredrepetition frequency for
analysis.As long as recording,tapespeedtransformationsand play backfor
analysisare made on one and the sametape recorder, frequencyresponse
problems are, oncesolved,automatically takencare of during speedtrans-
formations. If, on the otherhand, thepulse is recordedon ._n.n t_pe recorder
and later transferredonto another tape recorder,the two recordersrunning
at different speeds,then frequency responserequirementsmust becarefully
considered,

One problem which has to besolvedbefore a proper frequencyanalysis
of the above describedtype can be madein practice is the suppressionof
unavoidabletape splice noisepulses.Whenthe tape is made into anendless
loop the splicewill normallycauseextraneousnoise pulsesto occurduring
playback,and one of the bestmethodsto suppresstheseundesiredpulsesis
to usea TapeSignalGate Type 2972 asindicatedin Fi9.6,11.

In the above discussionon the frequencyanalysisof pulses (shocks)in
practice the analyzing filter was assumedto have constant bandwidth, i.e.
the bandwidth of the filter was independent of the center frequency to

-- = , .

i_tt

Fig,6.13. Illustration of Hie effect of using constant percentage band.
width type filters in the frequency analysis of dlock pulses
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Fig.6.14. T_pica/ frequency spec_ru/n of a rectangular sh_ck pulse mea_.
ured by means of 1/3 octavefilters. (Pulseduration 60 m_ec)

which it was tuned. Now. what would be the implicationsif the filter was of
tile constant percentage bandwidth type. for instancee 1/3 octave filter?
Actually this problemhas beentouchedupon inChapter 5. section 5.5, and
involvesthe simultaneousmeasurementof severalspectralcomponents,see
Fig.6.13. If thes_components,duringmeasurement,are summedon energy,
basis(RMS.measurements) the measuredspectrumfor a square-_hapedpulse
wirl look as shown in FJg,g.14. By applying a "correction" of the type
indicated in Fig,5.15 (and in Fig.5.33), thespectrum,FIg.6.14. can be trans-
formed into a spectrum of the same overall shapeas that measuredby
means of constantbandwidth filters and shown in Fig.5.12. If any other
type of measurementthan RMS-measurementsof the signal componen[sare
made, however. _o such transformation Is possibleand the shape of the
measured spectrum will depend greatly upon the particular measurement
instrumentationused.

Finally. a special method of pulse frequency an01ysisIs basedon the use
of the Br_Jel& Kjmr Real Time Analyzer Type 3347.

When the pulse is applied, once only, to the Input of the Analyzer a
complete frequency spectrum, in terms of 1/3octave frequency bands, is

Fig.E Ig. Application of the 3 dB/octave correction to the spectrum
chown in Fi#.6. 14
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disp/ayed instantly on the screen of the instrument, Tbo built-In analog-to-
digital converter also m_kes a direct digital computer processingon the
measuredspectrum possible (Chapter 5, section 6.2). There are, however,
rath0r strict limitations as to the puke duration and frequency ranse
involvedwhen the RealT[mo AnalyzerType 3347 is usedfor pulseanalysis.
end interestedreaders are reforred to the BrOel& Kl_erTeeh. Rev. No. 1.
1976 for furth?r dotails.
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7. SOME METHODS OF SHOCK AND VIBRATION CONTROL

7.1. Isolation of Vibrations andShocks

Undesired vihration_ and shocksm0y originate from a great variety of
sources, such a_ unbalance and reciprocating motions in mechanical
machinery, aerodynamic turbulence, rough sea movements, earthquakes,
roadand rail transportations,roughhandling of equipment,etc,

Even thoughideally all undesirablevibrationsshould beeliminated at the
_ource it is obvious from the above "fist" of sources that this may be
possibleonly in vow few cases.In other cases,however, it may be possible
to "isolate" the source by means of shock and vibration isolators, or to
reduce the shockand vibration effects by meansof effectively designed
vibration absorbers,or theuseof damping treatments,

On the other hand, "natural" vibration sources like aerodynamic
turbulence, roughseamovementsand earthquakescannot be "isolated" in
the usualsenseof the word,The only way to diminishundesirablevibration
effects originatingfrom thesetypesof sourcesIs to "isolate" the equipment
uponwhich the vibrationsmay causeseriousdamage.

Now, whether it is the source or the equipment that is going to be
isolatedthe physicalprinciples involvedare similar.

aJ Vibration Isolation

Fig.7.1 shows the "universal" solution to isolation problems, I.e. the
proper mounting of the source (machine), Flg.7.1.a, or the equipment,
Fig,7.1.b, on springsand dampers.(If the springsconsist of cork or rubber-
like materials damping isautomatically buiJt-into the spring in the form of
internalmaterial damping).

Considerfirst the vibration isolation of the source, Fig.7.1,a.

The equation of motion for the mass, m, in the system, Fig,7.1.a, was
formulated and solved In Chapter3, section 3.1 for an arbitrary sinusoidal
force,Fo eJUt:

x(_}= H(_) Foe jwt
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a) b)

Fig.Z I. Illustration of the basic principles involved in vibration Isolation,
I.e. Tile mounting of the machine (equipment), m, to be isolated
on springsand dampers

1/m
where H (co) = ¢o°

¢oo2 _ _2 + j --_- ¢o

in the ca_eof vibration isolationone normally is not interestedin x (_}
but rather in the force transmittedto the foundation. This force is the
vector[at sum of the force transmittedthroughthe spring elementand that
transmittedthroughthe damper, i.e.:

Ft (t) = kx + c J_ = kx (c_)+ c d r-t_dt(¢o)] = FI
elite t+o-)

Pf ef(_t_} =[kH (co)+ j_JcH(w)] Fo ej_t

whereby: k c

Pc=
. _J

O_o2 -- _o2 ÷ 1 _AL OJ

where T is the force trensmissibiliP/. A slight manipulation with this
equation resultsin

1 f 2ITL

Here fo is the natural undampedresonantfrequencyof the spring-mass
1

systemands-is a measureof the systemdamping:
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I=Q 2_=2 =

= damping ratio
cc = critical dampingcoefficient (cc = 2 #"k-m)

FFg.7.2showsa graphical representation of the formula givenfor ITI for
variousdampingratios.

The basic principle of vibration isolation now consists in selecting a
spring mounting sa that the natural fmq¢lency, re, of the spring.ma_ssystem
is considerably Iov_r than the lowest frequency component in the forcing
spectrum produced by the machine.

Fig.?.2. Curves showing the _bsolute transrnissibil#y as a function of the
frequency ratio fifo for variousdamphlg ratios
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With regardto thechoice of damping ratio thisshouldbe selectedwith a
viewbotll to glv0a relatively low transmissibilityamplification at the spring-
mass resonant frequency, and to give satisfactory isolation (low trans-
miss[bility) at frequencieswell above resonance.

There are, however,other factors which enter the picture in practice,
Some of thesearebriefly discussedIn the following.

A machine which is mognted on four springsasshown in Fig.7,3 may
exhibit more titan onedegree-of.freedom in its motion. Generallyspeakin0
it is a six degrees.of.freedomsystem, in that it may havetrans/atorymotions
in thre0 directions, as well as rotary motions about three mutualry per-
pendicular axes.(seealsosection 3.3). In selectinga proper isolationmount,
ing the lowest frequency component in the forcing spectrum of the
machinery must than beconsiderably higher than the highest resonant fro-
quencyof the (multi.degree.of.freedom) mountingsystem.

Fig.7.3. Sketch of a machine moun ted on four springs

Another factor to beconsideredis the lateral s_bi/itV of the mounting
system, This, In manycases,setsa limit to how soft the mounting springs
can be chosen. In practicea resonantfrequency of th0 simple spring-mass
system,Fig,7.1 of theorder of 5 -- 10 Hz isoften used.

At high frequenciessc-calJed"wave"effects may sometimesoccur in the
mounting springs.Theseare due to longitudinal standingwaves(diopter 3,
section3.6) in the springs.They seem, however, not to pose too serious
problems in practice when the springsare produced from materialswith
reratlvely high internal damping. A curve illustrating theoretically the
conceptof wave-effectsisshown in Fig.7.4.
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Fig.7.4. Curvosshowingwave.effectsinisolators

Another effect which may be of some concern in the design of practical
vibrationisolationmountingsis the effect of foundationreaction.In the
above discussion the foulldatlon has been assumed to be infinitely rigid, i.e.

the motion of the mass, m. in Fig.7.1 .a, is completely taken up by the spring
and the damper. This is not always the case, although in many practical

situations it may represent a proper approximation,

A somewhat better approximation is to represent the foundation in the

form of a mass which is able to move in the X.direction, Fig.7.5. By solving
the differential equations of motion for this system one finds that the
resonant frequency is now:

f'o = fo _Jl+-_--

i

where fo is the "original" resonant frequency of the system with m_s, m,
and spring k (B=o_. If the foundation is best represented by a plate a
theoretical treatment of the situation involves the theory of structures

(chapter 3, section 3.6) and may become exceedingly complicated.
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I ......... I
Fig.ZS. Illustration of the approximation of the machine f_undation by a

mass,B

A practical approach to vibration problems of tile type sketched in
Fig.7.l.a, is to frequency analysethe vibrations produced by the machine.
From the measured (or estimated) spectrum the lowest frequency com-
ponent to be "isolated" canbedetermined.

By then utIJizing the curves, Fig.7.2 the resonant frequency of the
mounted system, as well as the damping,necessaryto providesufficient
isolationcanbe estimated.

To find the stiffnessrequiredfrom the isolationmount (spring)when the
desiredresonantfrequencyhasbeendetermined the formula=

k _ 0.04 x F x fo2 kglcm

can beused. Here P is the wei[_htof the machineto be isolated in kiJograms
and fo is the resonant frequency of the machine and ]solation mount
system. Figs.?.S,7.7 and 7.8 IIJustratea practical case. Jn Fig.7.6the fre-
quencyspectrummeasuredon a rotatin9electricalmachine isd_own, while
Fig.7.7 showsthe measuringarrangementused.From the spectrum.Fig.7.S
it is seenthat the major vibrations(accelerations)are found in the frequen-
cy rangefrom around 200 HZ to just abovesome 1000 Hz. Althoughthere
are somedisturbingvibrations also at frequenc]eslower than 100 Hz. an
effective vibrationisolationis relatively easyto obtain in this case.

If the resonantfrequoncy of the ]sofatedsystemIschosenaround10 Hz
the isolation of frequencycomponentshigher than 100 Hz will be neaHy
perfect, and this Is taken asa basisfor the isolation design.Since.in general
it is necessaryto use at least four vibration isolators in pr=ctice. Fig.7.3.
each of the isolators carry only one fourth of the total weight of the
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Fig,Z,6. Vibration frequency spectrum produced by a rotating _,lectrical
machine

machln_. For the machine in questionwhich has a total wei0ht of B kg this
meansthat each isolator wig carry a weight of 2 kg. The required isolator
stiffnessthen becomes(see formula above):

k = O.04x2x102=8kg/cm

From the manufacturer's catalogit was found, however, that hedid not
supply a vibration isolator with exactly this stiffness,andusetherefore had
to bemadeof isolatorswith a stiffnessof 1.2 kg/mm.

Actually, it should be m_ntioned here that most vibration isolator
manufacturersdo not publish their data tn terms of stiffness but rather in
terms of the static deflection correspondingto a certain (maximum) static
load. _f it is assumed that the isolator in question behaveslinearly the
stiffness can, on the other hand, be readily estimated from the manufac-
tutor's databy meansof tile simplerelationship.

2it3

Amplil_t = m =

Fi9,7,7. Meosurino arrangement used to determine the fmql/ency spectrum
shown in Fig,7.6
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I

Fig. 7.8. C_lrvesshowing the effect of vibration iso/asion
a) Vibration frequency spectrum produced by the machine
bJ Vibration frequency spectrtlm measuredon the foundation after
isolation of the machine

P (max]k =
d (max)

whore P is the weightof the rnachfnoper rsolatorand d is the staticdeflec-
tion produced by this load. In the aboveexample themaximum weightper
isolator wasgivenby the manufacturerto be3.6 kg, and thecorresponding
deflection 3 mm thus

3.6
k = 3 = 1.2kg/mm=12kg/cm

It ]s now necessaryto check how this Influencesthe resonantfrequency
of the isolation system.Rearrangingtheexpressionk = 0.04 x P x f2 gives;

fo = _pXk= 425; 12= 12.3Hz

Considering that the major frequency components to be isolated ere
considerablyhigherthan 12.3 Hz this changein resonantfrequencyis quite
acceptable.ThB resultingisolationcanbe_on from the curvesFig.7.8. Here
the curve a) corresponds to that shown in Fig.7.6, while the curve b) was
measuredon the foundationafter isolation of the rnaci_ine.

Actually, the curvesFig,7.8 have beenrecordedautomatically in terms of
decibels. The decibel isa logarithmicmeasurefor a ratio, in thiscase_

dg= 201091o (_
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where X1 and X 2 areRMS.valuesof thevibrationalquantifies involved.Tile
use of decibels (logarithmic measures) is very often advantageousin
technical problems involving large dynamic ranges,due to the constant
relative accuracy obtained by this method of data presentation.It is widely
used in the fields of electronics,communicationsand acousticnoisemeas.
urements,and it is at presentbecomingmore and more popularalso inthe
fields of vibration measurementsand technology.A further discussionon
the useof decibelsisoutlinedinAppendix I.

Before leaving the subject of vibration isolation of mechanical (or
electrical) machinery a few further considerationsshouldbebriefly touched
upon.

First/V, it is important that the vibrationisolators areplacedcorrectly
with respect to the motion of the center of gravity of the machine, see
Figs.3.11 and 7.9.

I i
I

Cir=l =, _ _r =v,t¥

Fig.7.9. Illustration of proper mounting of tile machine. Tile vibration
isolators should be placed symmetrically with r_,spectto the center
of gravity of _e motion

Secondly. the center of gravity of the machine dlould be located astow
as possible. If serious*'rocking" effects (section3.3), or other instabilities,
become a problem in the mounting, the effective center of gravity may be
lowered by first mountingthe machine on a heavy massand then isolating
the mass+ machine,Figs,7,10and 7.11, Fig.7.f 1 actuallyalsoillustratesthe
socagedprinciple of the "floating" floor.

Thirdly, it is possible, by means of a compound vibration isolation
system,Fig.7.12, to obtaina force transmIss[bilit_/characteristicwhich gives
greater attenuation for frequency componentsabove the (compound)
system resonancesthan does the "simple" system discussedabove, see
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Fig.7. I0. Sketch shewing how the center of gravity of a machine can be
"artificially" levered by adding mass(weight) direcfl y onto the
machine
a) Machine
b) Machine with properly added mass(weigh t)

Fig.7. 11. Sketch showing /low the addition of mass is utilized in the
spcalled "floating" floor

Fig.7.13. The d0sign of suchcompound systemsis,on the other hand, more
complicatedandcritical than the designof a "simple" vibration isolator.

For readers;who are familiar with electrical fiJter theory and electro-
mechanicalanalogiesthe designproblems involvedmay, however, not seem
too formidable.

Returningnow to the second "case" of vibration [solatlon, i.e. the case
where an equipment is to be isolatedfrom a vibrating foundation, Fig,7,1.b,
the equation of motion for the mass,m, Is:

d2x d (x - xo)
m'-_2- + c--}jt + k (x - xo = 0
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I I

Fig.7,12, Illustration of a compound system

Again solving th_ equation for an arbitrary sinusoidal foundation vibra-
tion xo = Xo o]_Jtresults in:

OJa2-- o32 + j _°-oJ
--- X0

=-- L=2 -EL2 =]TI
q [1%01I +Q,(re)

Titus the displacement transmis3ib[/ity is now given by exactly the same
relationship,ITI,as was the force transmissibility in the case whore the
vibration sourc0 WaSgoing to be isolated from the foundation. Simple
manipulations with the above formula shows that the same relationship is
alsoobtained for the velocity and accelerntiontransmissibiliW of the system
Fig.7.1b.

The transmissibility formula (and the curvesshownin Fig.7.2) are there-
fore generally valid in vibration isolation problems. This again means that
the sameprocedtlres as outlined in the foregoing am involved in designinga
vibration isolation system whether it is the source or an equipment that is
going to be isolated.

There is, however, one significant difference which shouldbe borne in
mind. In determining the vibration frequency spectrum of the source
Fig.7.1a and FIg.7.B, the effectsof internal resonancesin the machineare
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Fig.7.13. Transmissibility curves illustrating the difference in trans.

missibility between the simple and the compound system

automatically taken into account. As the foundation on which the machine
(and isolator) is placed (s assumed to exhibit no disturbing resonance the

isolation problem consists here simply in selecting an isolator/machine con-

figuration with a resonant frequency, fo. which is low enough to ensure
sufftment Isolation of the forcing frequency components.

When the vibrations originate in Ihe foundation and are transmitted to an

equipment Fig.7.1b, it is not only important to know the forcingvlbration
frequency spectrum, but also the internal resonances in the equipment.

These may be excited and could cause serious damage, even ff the exciting
frequency components are heav(ly attenuated by the vibration isolation

system. This is due to resonance amplification effects within the equipment
itself. It is therefore necessary when an effective vibration isolation system

is to be designed also to take such internal equipment resonances into
_ccount.

If these resonances cannot be predicted theoretically the equipment may

be subjected to a vibration test (see section 7.3) prier to the design of a

proper vibration isolation system. By means of suitable vibration testing,
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dangerousresonancesand their effects can bedetected experimentally, and
correspondingisolationcriteria established.

b) Shock IsolatiDn

Even though the principles involved in shock isolatlon are very much
similar to those involved in vibration isolation somadifferences exist d_e to
the transientnalure of a shock.The reduction in_l_ockseveri_,, whlchmay
be obtained by the use of isolators, results (ram the storage of dle _hock
energy within the isol,_rorsandits _ubsequentre/easein a "smoother" form.
However, the ene/gy storagecan only take place by deflection of the
isolators.

As a shockpulse may contain frequencycomponentsranging from 0 to
go it I_, generally speaking,not possibleto avoid excitation of the isolator/
mass resonance.On the other hand. if the duration of the shock pulse is
short in comparison with one half period of the isolation svstem reson#nt
frequency (role the response of the system may not have serious con.
sequence= This may be best fllusteatedby means of Fig.3 1_-.section 3.5,
and the shock responsespectrum type of description, also outlined in
section3,5.

In this casethe shock responsespectrum of greatestinterest is the so-
called maximax, or overall, spectrum(section3.5). Fig,7.14 showsthe maxi.
max shook spectra for the three types of shockpulsesdiscussedin section
3.5. From the figure it canbe seenthat aslong as the resonant frequency,

re, of the Isolation system is considerably lower than _T whereT is the
duration of the shock pulse, the shapesof the maximax spectraare quite
similar. This Is in conformity with the statementmade In Chapter 2, section
2.3 that "when the duration of the shock pulse is shortcompared with the
natural period of themechanical systemon which it acts, the severity of _le
shock it dote,trained by the area of the _hock pulse alone", in Fig_7.15the
statement may be illustrated even clearer tn that here the three maximax
shock spectrashownIn Fig.7.14 are redrawn to scaleswherethe ordinate_s

but S(f]/_-_oT- F (t) dr.
no longer S(f)/F

F ltl dt istha areaof the shockpulse and-.F-[ F (tl dt is the "effoctivoo
pulse height, see FIg,7.f6. Fig.7.15 may actually be used asbasis for the
designand evaluationof an undampedshock Isolation system,as described
ba)ow. Considerfirst the systemshown in Fig,7.]Ta, which is actually the
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,Fig.Z14, Max/max (overall) undamped shock response _pcctm for
rectangular, final peat: sawtooth, and half.sine shock pulses

same system as shown tn FIg.7.1a, but without damping. Let the time

dependency of the force F (t), in this case be as indicated in Fig.7.18a.

The maximum force acting on the foundation F¢. can now be found

from Fig.7.18b and Fig.7.15. provided that the resonant frequency, fo. of
the system Fig.7.17 is known. ,_.ssumlng that this is fo = f/lOT the maxI-
mum force acting on the foundation is found from Fig.7.15 to be approx-

tmately 0,6 tlmos the "effecttvo'" force. Fig.7.18b. i.e.:

Maximum force "response" = 0.6 F o = Fr

The maximum displacement of the mass, m. is equal to the force dNided
by the stiffness, k, of the Isolator:

Fr = 0,6 Fo
×r=-'k" k
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F/g.Z15. 771efirst part of the maxlmax shock.response spectra shown hl
Fig.7.14 redrawn re different scale_ Actually die spectra are
here normalized to pulsesof the same "effective" helgh t

As the motion of the masswirl consistof an oscillationwith a frequency
equalto the natural frequency(resonantfrequency) of the isolationsystem
the maximum velocity and acceleratfonof the mass, rn, ca_ then be found
directlyfrom the reJationshfps:

dxt Frk=1'27/f°_kv,= I_-Im.. = _oX,=2_fo
and

d2xr Fo= c%2Xr=47r2 f 2__r.=24_t2 f 2ar
, dr2", max o k ' o k
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J
Fig.Z 16. /I/ustration of the concept of "effective"pulse height

I
Fig. 7. I Z Sketch of baxic _oring.rnass¢vstems(without damping)

L. , J t,....... J
aJ b) s'""

Fig.7.18. Shock force pulse acting upon the system shown in Fig.7.17
a) Actual shock pulse
b) "Effective" thock pulse

When the forcingfunction, F (t), is unknown,or difficult to measure,it
Is ohen convenientby moans of an accel0rometerto measureinsteadthe
0cceleratIon,gr, of the mass.Calculations may then be performed "back-
wards" to determine the "effective" force,Fo, aswell as other quantitiesof
interest,
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If viscousdamping is included in the isolationsystem,and it normally is,
the abovecalculationsmust bemodified.

Starting again with the maximax shockspectrumfor a damped system,
sucha "spectrum" [s shown in Fig.7.19 for half sine shockpulses.In this
case, Fr. is found from Fig.7.19. utilizing that curve which correspondsto
the damping included in the system.The relationshipbetween Fr endX r is
however, in this case no longerquite so simplebecauseF r is the vectorial
sum of the forces transmitted through both the springelement and the
damper(F[g.7.1a). r

ne_.tl f,mulrc v-

Fig.7.19. Damped shock rmpon_ _ectrum for ha/f sine shock pulses
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r_-
Also, becauseof the dampingcoo is no longersimply equal to _l_---"but

rather*):

°
where

=..__c_ c 1
t_ cc -'2-_m-m = 2Q

Taking thesefactors into account the maximum displacement,Xr of the
mass_ m_ becomes:

Xr=_

Utilizing therelationshlpsbetweenXr, vr and ar one has:

Vr = _'_-_2_ k

and 1 - _2 F__
ar = _ m

Whentile shockpulseduration is no longer shortcomparedwith onehalf
period of the isolation systemmotion, utilization of the shock spectrum
techniquebeo_messomewhatmore complicated.

It seems,however,that utilization of the "spectrum" shownin Fig.7,19
and tb0 method of estimation describedabove for damped systems may
result in reasonablygoodapproximationsto actual practicalproblems,

In conjunctionwith the practical application of shock isolatorscertain
factsshouldbenoted:

Firstly, asmentioned above,reductionin shockforce transmisslbilitycan
only take placeby allowing the isolator to deflect, i.e. by motion. Thus
certain spaceclearancesmust be allowed for the isolated equipment.

Secondly, If the resonant frequencyof the isolation systemis chosen
i incorrectly the Isolator may "amplify" the destructive effects of the shock

rather than provide the desired isolation.

*) Actually thisdifferenceIn resonantfrequencybetweendampedandundamped
resonancatalsoappliesto v/braton Imlatlonsystems.However,thIJdempJngin-
clud0din thosesystemsinpracticeI=oftensosmall(¢ '<1) thatthermonanceshift
maybeneglectedIn thecnlculotions.
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Thirdly, if the isolator turns out to have unexpected non.linear
characteristics(and many practical isolatormaterialsdo perform non.linear-
ly) a great number of "extra" responseeffects may take place,

In somecasesisolatorsare, on purpose,designedto be non.linear.If, for
instance the spacelimitations do not allow for the required (linear) motion
of the equipment one may be temptedto employ non.linear isolatorsof the
"hardening" springtype (see alsoChapter3, section3.2, andAppendix C),
These kinds of isolators will, when deflecting into the non.linear region,
firstly change the resonantfrequencyof the isolation system(re increases
with increasingisolator deflection), and secondly produce a number of
harmonic force components which may excite internal resonancesin the
isolated equipment. Also the peak acceleration of the equipmentmay be
considerablyincreasedby the useof "hardening" springtype isolators.

On the other hand, if the isolation system contains a fair amount of
damping the deteriorating effectsmentioned aboveare drastically reduced.
Thus, a heavily damps,d, "?sardenin#"spring type isolation system may in
some casesprovide the appropriate solution to a difficldt isolation problem.

Another type of nonlinear shock isolators ate tllose with "softening"
springcharacteristics.Theseare found lessfrequently in practice, but their
main advantage is to very effectively reduce the transmitted force on
account of large deflections. In caseswhere equipment is be protected
againstone severeshockonly,use may profitably be made of "softening"
spring isolators. An example of where "softening" spring isolators are
utilized is the landing systemof the american Lunar ExcursionModule
(19fi9).

It should also be mentioned that, In analogy with vibration isolation
systems,also shock isolation may be provided in the form of compound
systems(Fig.7.12). This seems,however, to be lessfrequently utilized in
practicethan the caseis for compoundvibration isolationsyslems.

Finally, to give the reader an idea of some important characteristicsand
features of commonly used isolators the table givenbelow hasbeen repro-
duced from R.H, Warring (ed,): "Handbook of Noise and Vibration Con-
trol".
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7,2. DynamicVibration Control andVibration Damping

In the previous section the bas[c aspects involved in the isolation of
vibrations and shocks have been oudined. There are, however, practical
caseswhere the isoJation of the vibrations is not suitable, or difficult to
arrange,and other methods of vibration reductionmustbe sought. One way
of reducing the vibration may then be to utilize the pflncipfo of the
dynamic vibration absorber. This principle can, in genera/, only be used
effectively when the "original" vibrations contain one me}or frequency
component only (or they consist of a very narrow bandof frequenciessuch
asa tightly damped,randornJyexcited singleresonance).

If vibration reduction is to be achieved in ca_esof randomly excited
mufti.degree.of.freedom systems (plates and beams) the application of
dynamic vibration absorbersis normafly complicatedanduse isthen prefer-
ably made of somesort of generaJdamping treatment.
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a) The Dynamic Vibration Absorber

The basicphysical principleof the dynamic vibration absorberis that of
attaching to a vibratingstructurea rosonarcesystemwhich counteractsthe
original vibrations. Ideally such a system would completely eliminate the
vibrations of the structure, on accountof its own vibrations.

Ab _b,_ ¢Vltlm _ .........

MaU_IP4 M _ Futn I_ll -----_

Fig.7.2_ //lustration of the principle of the dynamic vibration absorber

Fig.7.20 Illustrates these ideas.The m_s, M, ishero assumedto bethe
mass of a (rigid) machine structure producing the vibrating force,
Fo sin (_ t). The machine is mounted on a vibration isolator with a stiff-
ness,K. Attached to the machineis a resonance(dynamic absorber)system
consisting of the mass,m, and the spring element, k. It is now a simple
matter to write down the equationsof motion for the completesystem;

M d2Xt+dt2 Kx t -k(x2-xl)=Fosln(_t)

m_-+ k (x2 - xl) = 0

Assumingthat the stationarysolutionsto theseequationscanbewritten

x 1 = X 1 sin (_t)
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and

x2= X2sin(_t)

_2 k P
then _ --M-_-)X 1(I*_- --K-x2o-_ -
and

X_ =[_ - (_12] X 2

k=
whereu:a = _ resonant angular frequencyof the attached(absorber)
system.

By setting

1-(_)2 = 0 Le.f_=f

the motion, Xt. of the machine will be zero. i,e. _'le mad_lne will not
vibrate at all. The maximum amplitude of themass,m, is Inthis case:

k P
-_x==-_- i.e. .

Thisagain meansthat by tuning the absorbersystemresonantfrequency
to equal the "dfsturb[ng" frequency, the vibration of the machinecan be
eliminated.

Actually, in practical cases the "disturbing" frequency region often
c_vers the resonantfrequency of the machine-isolatorsystem,andboth th0
absorberand the isolation system contain some mechanicaldamping,The
equations of mot/on for the complete systemthen becomeconsiderably
morecomplex, andso do their solutions,

Flus.7.21, 7.22 and 7,23 illustrate the effects upon the vibration transo
rnlssibilityof a machine/isolator systemwhenthe machine Issuppliedwith a
dynamic vibration absorber.

From Fig.7.21 It is seen that when the complete system contains no
dampingat all and the absorbersyst0m is tunedto the resonantfrequency
of the machine/isolatorsystemthe transmisslbiliw at this frequencyJszero,
in conformity with the above statementsand mathematical derivations.
However, on both "sides" of the resonant frequency two. theoretically
Infinitely high, transmissibIiity "peaks" are found. The shapeof thecurve is
causedby the dynamic coupling between themachine/isolatorsystemand
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Fig.Z21. Theoretical transmissibi/itFcurves for a vibration i$o/ated
systemsuppliedwithanundampeddynamicvibrationabsorber,
seealsoFig.7,20

03 OG I _ 3

Fig,Z22. Effect of extremeabsorberdampingupon thetransmissibi/ity
ratioof anundampedmachine/isolatot system
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FIg.7.23. Transmissibi/ity of a macl/ine/isolaror svstem when tile m_chine
is supplied with a damped vibration absorber. The degree of
damping is indicated on the cur_es,(SnowdonJ

the absorbersystem, Coupling effectsof thissort is quite common in many
branchesof physics.

If theabsorberdamping is infinite the ebsorbermassisvirtually clamped
to the machine and the absorbersystem doesnot function at all, Fig.7.22.
In practice, when a damped vibration absorberis applied to a machine/
isolator systemthe transmissiblJltycurve mustlie between the two extremes
sketched in Fig.7.22. This is illustrated In Fig.7.23 for various values of
absorberdampingratio.

Theory has shown that when damping is added to the absorber the
"optimum" performance conditions') are, Ingeneral,no longer obtainedby
tuning the resonantfrequency of the al_orber systemto equal the resonant

°l "Opttmum*_conditionsare assum0dto be thosewhichensurenmaximally'"fiat"
peak,notchregionofthetraam1issJbiltlycurve_Fie,7,23,tobe obrainod.
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frequency of the machineisolator system, Aetuafly the most favourable
tuning dependsupon the ratio between the absorbermassand the massof
the mnchino I.e, m/M. It has been found that when the damping is of tbe
viscoustype then the ratio between the absorberresonant frequency, fa, and
the machineisolator resonantfrequencyre. shourdbe:

• l._.= M =
m+M

m
From this equation it is noted that when _ is small the difference

between the two resonant frequenciesis negJigible,while for an increasing
mas_-ratlothe "de-tuning" of the absorber may becomevery significant.
Also the "optimum" viscousdamping factordepends upon the mass.ratto,
seeFig.7.24. Finally. FIg.7.2gallowssometheoretical transmissiblfitycurves
calculated for various rna_s-ratlosand "optimum" damping. Note the
decrea_ in resonantamplification with increasingmass.ratios.

As pointed out insection7,1 the theoretical treatment of the vibration
transmlsstbglty from a vibrating source(machine) to its f_ndation, and
that of the vibration transmissibIlity from a vibrating foundation to a
mounted equipment is more or lessidentical. This, of course,also applies

:r with respectto the useof dynamic vibration absorberssee,Fig.7.26.

r; .

- I q I I p

oo* oo2 o_15 ot 112 c_

F1_.7.24. Curve showin9 "optimum" viscousdampin_ f_ctor asa function
: m

of the mass ratio-Z=(S/ o wdon)
/VI
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Fig,Z25. Theorotlca/ transmissibility curves foe a system of the type
shown in Fig,7,20 supplied with a viscously damped d/namic
vibration absorber. Optimum absorber tuning and damping for

• m m m
massratios of F = O.1 -_ = 0.2 -_ = 0,5. (Shewdon)

Ii) i_ i Ijl2J

Fig.Z26. Dynamic vibration abosrberapplied to:
a) Machine (sourceJ
bJ Equipment
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To illustrate this statement consider a rigid equipment (mass: M)
elastically mounted on an electro.dynamic vibration machine (see also
section 7.3). The transmissibility curve for this system is measuredand
automatically recorded on a Br_el& Kji_r Level Recorder Type 2305,
Fig.7.27a. By attaching a damped dynamic absorbersystem (mass:m =
0.5 M} to the massM the transmtssibilitycurvewas changedinto the one
shown in Fig.7.27b.The effect of theabsorberisclearly noted. For thesake

ao t==ln t_t,_ t_n_-DQt]¢,ttDoou_ nt__ _n_ _Qo__ ogouDo_=J_ _ on g_o¢=_t

4#"--

! ..........t,!l-_=-

a)

b)

Fig.Z.27. Cur_s dlowing a practical example of the effect of applying a
dynamic vibration absorber to a simple vibraring _stem
a) Transmissibilit_ curve for the ;ystem before the dynamic
vibration absorber wasapplied
b} Transmi_ibilitV curve for the system wid_absorber
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of completion also the vibration of theabsorbermass,rn, wasmeasuredand
recorded, Fig.7.2B, Before finishing this brief discussionof the dynamic
vibration absorberit should be mentionedthat the principle of the absorber
may be u_ed not only to reduce resonanceeffects in vibration and d_ock
isolatfon systems, but also to reduce the vibration of beams and plates
vibrating in oneof thefr fundamentalmodes.Thereby the acousticradiation
from, for instance, a plate may be reducedmakhlg the dynamic vibration
absorberanefficient tool in the "battle" againstacousticnois_.

Fig.Z28. Vibration of the absorber mass,m, in the system u_edto obtain
the transrnissibility curvesbown in Fi#.Z27b)

b) Application of Damping Treatments

As pointed out in section 3.6 structural_lements like beamsand plates
exhibit a, theoretically infinite, number of resonanc0s(normal modes), I[
tbese elementsaresubjected to vibrationsof variable frequency (motor with
variablespeed),or to wide bandrandomvibrations, a number of resonances
might be excited and tile application of separate dynamic vibration
absorbersbecomes impractical. Because most engineering materials Jike
steel, aluminium, copper, etc. contain JIttle inherent damping, resonant
vibrationsmust be reduced by some"external" means, fn the caseof plates
use Is sometimes made of some sort of "stiffening" arrangements. These
arrangementsdo, bowever, not damp the resonances,they merely shift them
towards higher frequencies, ff the resonancescan be shifted to frequencies
which will not be excited during normal operation of the equipment this
solution to the problemof reducingplate vibrationsmaVbe acceptabJe.*)

nl Actually.becauseJn¢erlt,_lm_{0rialdampinooftenIncrogsoswith frequencya cortairl
"damping"eflocimayalsobeachievedby shJhingtheresonantfrequencies.
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On the other hand, in compricatedmachinery, the shiftingof resonant
frequencies in one elementmay causeseriousvibration troublesto occur in
some other element, The most genera[solution to the problem wilt there-
fore b_, in some way or other, to apply somesort of external damping to
the elementsconsidered,

Externardamping canbe applied in sevuralways: (7) By meansof inter-
face damping (friction), (2) by sprayinga layer of material with high inter-
hal lossesover the surfaceof the vibrating elementor (3) by designingthe
criticalelementsas"sandwich" structures.

Interface damping is obtained by letting two surfaces"sJide" on each
other under pressure, see Fig.7.29a. rf there is no lubricating material
between the surfaces th0 damping effect is produced by dry friction
(Coulomb damping). The force versusdispracement reJationshipfor this
type of dampingis shown in Ffg.7.20b, and th0 total dissipatedvibrational
energy (damping energy) isgivenby the areaencJosodby the curve B - C--
D -- E - B. Even ff dry friction can bea vary 0tractive meansof damping
excessivevibrations it has the disadvantagethat it may lead to fretting
corrosion of the two surfaces.To avoid the fretting corrosion use is some-
times mad0 of anadhesive separator.The arrangem0ntthen, however, turns

ptt=wr, P_wt_r=

prr=,ufe Z_"4nI_lk
")

_ pc=re=

b)

Fig.7.2g. Example of interface damping
a) Sketchshowing a physical systemproducing dry friction type
of interface damping
b) Force versus displacement relation_ip for gffs type of
damping
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into what Is commonly termed a sandwich structure, a type of damping !
arrangementwhich is further discussedlater in thissection. !

One of the "simplest"+methods of applying damping to a structural
element vibrating in bendlng is to spraya layer of viscoelasticmaterialwith
high internal lossesover the surfaceof the element. This kind of damping
technique has beenwidely usedin the automotive industryfor manyyears.
The most well-known materials,solely made for the purposeare the so.
calrod masticdeadenersmade from an asphalt base.

AJsoother types of "deadening" materials are at presentcommercially
available. Common for all of them are that they are made from high-
polymer materiaJspossessingoptimum dampingpropertiesover certainfre-
queney and temperature regions.These regions may. however, for some
masticmaterialsbe rather wid0.

To obtain optimum damptn0 of the combination structural element+
dampingmaterial, not only the internalloss factor of the dampingmaterial
must be hl0h, but so must also be its modulus of elasticity (Yoong's
modulus).

An approximate formula governingthe damping propertiesof a treated
panelin practice isgiven by the expression:

TI _ (T/2E2) dz 2
- 14 E--_-- Id1)

where (seealsoFig.7.30):

= Loss factor of thecombination structureelement (pan01)
+ dampingmaterial

7/2 = Lossfactor of thedampingmaterial
E1 = Modulus of elasticity (Young's modulus) of the structural

element
E2 = Modulusof elasticity of the dampingmaterial
dt = Thicl<nessof the structuralelement (panel)
d2 = ThicknessoftheJayerofdampingmaterlal

One fact, which is immediately obviousfrom the aboveformula, isthat

the relative thicknessof the layer of damping material, (_), plays a v0ry

i

important role for the resultantdamping.In practice the ratio is normally
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Fig.7.3L_ Sketch illustrating the use of a _ngle visco_lastic layer to obtain
the required vibration damped affect

chain to be of the order of one to tbroe. Also, it can be seen that it is

_enerally advantageous to apply one (thick) layer of damping material
rather than dividing the layer in two by using doubJesided coating.

A third method of applying damping to structural elements is the use of
sandwich structures, Fig.7.31, Several types of such constructions exist: The
ariglna] structure may be suppfied with a constrained viscoelastic Jayer, J.e,

the damping material is covered with a thin metal sheet, FIg.7.3ia; a thin

vlsco.elastic layer is placed between two equally thick plates (adhesive
separator), Fig,7.31b; or finally use may be made of a thick visco-elastic

layer between the two plates, Fig.7.31c,

a) b) c) _'"_

Fig,7.31. Examplel of sandwith structures

M Use of a constrained visco.olasti¢ layer

b) S_ndwich structure wi_h a thin visco._>lasti¢ layer
c) Sandwich structure wi_h a thick viscoelastic layer

A considerabf_ amount of theoretical and experimental investigations
have, In the later years, been carried out to allow the prediction and cam.

parlson of damping properties of sandwich structures. The general results of
these investigations indicate that, contrary to the above discussed applica-

tion of mastic deadeners, the thickness of the vkco-elastic layer is not a
factor of prime importance, It seems, however, th_t the overall geometry of

the construction (symmelrical, unsymmetrical) Is important, the symmetri-

cal construction showing tho most favourable overall damping properties.
On the other hand when the thickness of the vJsco-elasfic layer is Increased

the temperature and frequency ranges within which optimum damping can
be obtained increases.
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To illustrate the general difference in damping obtained between a
systemusing one layer mastic deadeninganda sandwichconstructionsome
measuredresults(Cromerand Heckl) are reproducedin Fig.7,32.

The measurementof material dampingprop0rdesisnorrnally carriedout
accordingto oneof two basicmeasurementmethods:

1, The frequencyresponsemethod, and

2, The decay,rate(reverberation) method,

Fig.7.32. Results of loss factor measurements on a sandwich structure
with a thin visco.e/asti¢layer, and on a plate supplied widl one
layer mastic deadening [d2/d ! _25), (After Cremerand Heek/J

The practicerapplication of the frequency responsemethod consists
normally [n cutting a bar.shapedsample from the material to t_ tested,
clamping the sampte bar at one end, or both ends,and exciting it (nto
bendingvihratlon_with a variablefrequency, sfnusoidalforce.

The arnpl(tudeof the responsevfbratlons [sthen plotted asa functionof
frequency, see Fig.7.33. From such a curve,at a resonancepeak, the (ass
factorcanbecatculateda_

= _fn/fn

where/kfn isthe bandwidth at the hatf powerpoints (3 dBpoints) and fn is
the resonant frequency.The index n is the order of the resonance,or mode
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Fig.7.03, Complete frequency response curve obtained from measure.

ments on a sample bar clamped at one end. Measured by moans
of H_e arrangement shown in Fig.7.34

number. The m_xJu]us of elasticity*) (Young's modulus) can be found from

the resonant frequency and the mechanical dimensions of the b_r:

E = 4_n'2p ,_)2N/m2

I is the active length (nl) of the bar,

h is the thickness In the piano of vibration (m)

p is the material density (kg/m 3)

Kn depends on the boundary conditions of the bar:

_ both ends free or clamped:

i K1 = 4.73; K2 = 7,853; K3 = 10,996

Kn = (n+-_)rr n_>3

one end free, one end clamped:

Kf = 1.875; K2 = 4.694; K3 = 7.855

gn = In- )_';n>3

") The modulus of ol_stIcJtyfound accOrdingto the describedtechnique actually is the
real p_rt of a complex modulus of elasticity (dynamic modulus), hi mo,_rpracticer

i cases,hoWeVer,th_ difference botv_on IhO modulus of elasticlly found fro_ the
formula glwn herogrid ¥oung's modulus isnegligible.
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This measuringmedtod is suitablefor valuesof _ betweenabout O,g and
0,001. When the loss factor is large it will be impossibleto measure the
amplitude becauseno standing waveswill be present,andif it is too small
the resonance peaks wJ[I be too narrow to allow the bandwidth to be
measuredwith reasonableaccuracy.

A measuringarrangementsuitable for the frequencyresponsemethod of
measurement is shown In Fig.7.34 and consists of the BriJel& K)a-_rCom-
plex Modulus ApparatusType 3930 (Fig.7.35) and associatedelectronics.
Actually the frequency responsemethod has, over the years past, been
refined by Dr. H. Oberst et al andconstitutes to.day a simple andefficient
meansof determiningcomplex materialdampingproperties,

II_l_¢r_yn_ SIs ,,_Flit¢ r I_=t F t_q¢le_¥ OlCill_lOf
_D_O 102_ E_viro_mf_lal Ch_r_b_r

Fi0.7.34, Measuring arrangement usc_f to record fr_qtl_H_ response
curves of the type shown in Fig.Z33 automotical/v on the
Br_el & K/aer Level Recorder Type 2305

The same measuringarrangement asshown h_ Fig.7.34 may also be used
for the second method mentioned above, i.e. the decayrate method, The
external exciting force is, in this casetuned to a resonantfrequency of the
sample which will start a forced oscillation with steady amplitude when
equilibrium is reached, ff the exciting force is stopped instantly, the vibra,
tion amplitude decaysexponentially with time. (Thus linearly with time if
plotted out logarithmically.) The lossfactor _ is found from

D

= 27.3 f_
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where D Is the decay rate Jn dB/soc and fn is the resonant (modal) fre-
quency. The modulus of elasticity, E. is found as d_scribed above for th_
frequency responsem0thod.

Fig.Z35. Photo of the Complex Modulus Apparatus Type 3930

In the decay rate method the upper limit for measuringthe loss factor
dependson the measuring instruments.There is no theoretical lower limit.

A type of decay.ratemeasurementswhich has been extensivelyused in
the past,especially[n the U.S.A., Is thoso-calledGe[gerthick,p/ate test. The
basic principle of this testtsthe sameasalready outlined for cut.out sample
bars. only that the sample in this caseconsistsof a suspendedplate, see
Fig.7.36.

Normally docay measurementsaccordingto the Geige¢test are made at
one frequencyonly. As this test has been used mainly in conjunction with
automotive panels the frequency has commonly been chosen around
160 Hz.

So far the decay.rate type of testsdiscussedhave been basedon the
interruption of a steady state normal mode (r_sonant)vibration, i.e. time
decay measurements.Also another type of decay-rate measurementsare
sometimesused: the determination of the decay.rateof progressivewaves.
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Fig.7.36. Measuring arrangement suttab/e for usein conjunction with die
Gelger thick'plate test

This is basedon decay,rate determinationsin spacerather than in timo. as
describedbelow. When a long strip of material Is excited to transverse
vibrations at one end, and terminated at the other end in sucha way that
practically no reflection takes place, Fig3.37, onedimensionalmechanical
wavesprogressalong the strip. Tbu _ttenuationof thesewavesmay then be
usedasa measurefor the dampingpropertie_of thestrip material:

=oq__
27.3

where Dx Is the attenuation alongthe strip IndB per wavelength.

TOp_==mplifiwr

VibraU°npick,gpPf_be
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Fig.7.3?, Sketch shewing how the attenuation of progressive mechanical
wavesmay be measured
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7.3. VIbralion Testing

Vibration testing is a reJativelynew concept. It originated more or loss
with the desire to te_t partsand equipment for use f/1 airplanesprior to a
first flight, Even though vibratfon testing, in a sense,was used by Wdhler
some 100 years ago in his experiments on the fatigue of mete/s, the
Intensiveuse of a more generalvibration test techniquedeveloped during
and subsequentto World War II,

At this time not only structuralmechanicalfailures due to vibrations
becamea problem, but also the use of complicated electronic and el0ctro-
mechanical equipment made control systems and communication
instrumontation sensitive to the vibrations encountered dudng mob)ie
operation+ Furthermore the speed and maneuveringfacilities avallable In
modern vehicles severely increasethe vibrations caused by the overall
environment and complicate theoretical predictions and estimates of
vibration responses.

Even though the development of vibration testing technrques qufte
naturally have booncrosely connectedto the aircraft andspacevehicle field
it might be worth mentioningthat vibration testing,often supplementedby
shock and bump testing, is today also used in many other fields, Typical
examplesare the field of packagingand transportation,as well asthe auto-
mobile andagriculturalmachineindustry,

Basicallytwo different typesof vibration testingarein common usageat
present:

1, The frequency sweep test, and

2. Tile wide band random vibration test.
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A third type of test, however, which has gained considerable interest over
the last few years is the so.called "sw_ep random" vibration test. Although
in principle a frequency sweep test, this test also retains certain characteris-
tics of random vibration.

Goneraqy speaking the frequency sweep test is an engineering tool which
is excellently suited for the Investigation of vibration responses of models

and prototypes, while the wide band random vibration test is a wpical
qualification type of test. On the other hand, the cost and complexity of
the wide band random test equipment, has often made this test prohibitive

for the smaller vibration laboratories, which on many occasions, thus use

the frequency swo_p test also as a qualification test.

Common for all types of present-day vibration testing is the use of an
electrically controlled vibration machine which produces the mechanical

motion to which the test object is subjected. The most widely used vibra.
tion machine is the electrodynam/c vibrator, wh ieh is basicalry a Jarge "loud*

speaker" system. Another, also froqu0ntJy used vibrator is based on electro.
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Fig. 7.38. Useful operating regions of modem hydraulic and electro-

dynami_ vibration machines (G.B. Booth)
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hydraulic principles, While the efectrohydraulic vibrator is capable of
operating at very low frequencies(theoretically down to DC), allows very
large displacement strokes (up to 3Ocm), and has a very high force
capability (over50 tons of vibrationalforce),theeloctrodynamic vibratoris
more generally applicable to most vibration test requirements met in
practiceto.day. A chartshowing thetypical regionsof operationof the two
typesof vibration machinesisgivenin Fig.7,38.

a) TIle Electrodynamic V/brat/on Exciter

FIg.7.39 showsa sketchillustratingthe basic designof anelectrodynamic
vibration machine. It consistsof a magnet which producesthe required
constant magnetic field, a coil which is fed from an AC signalsource,the
movingelement (on which the coil ismounted),andthe flexuresholdingthe
coil andmoving element in position, with respectto the constant magnetic
field. The magneticfield strength and the coil diameter, number of turns
and currentdeterminethe force available.This force islimited by tbe cool.
ing provided for the coil and the materials and mechanicalstrengthof th0
movingparts.

Mr,vlng=l_t=l

fluh linel

Fig.7.39. Basicdesign of an elocrrodynamic vibration exciter

Ideally the coil and moving element should be a rigid unit where all
points move In phase.Additionally, the Ideal suspensionof the moving
elementshould be of such a nature that only a one-dimensionalmovement
takes place,andfinally the loadingof the vibrator bya sestspecimenshould
in no way influencethe marian. Unfortunately, it is impossible to fulfil
theseidealconditions andcompromises aretherefore necessary.

As all bodies aremore or lesselastic,the requirement of rigidity must be
compromised with the size and design of the moving element, This sizeis
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pro.determlnedby the sizeandshapeof the specimenunder test,asthis also
Influencesthe movement of the moving element. To achievepure one-
dimensional translatory motion, the moving element must either he
suspendedin such a way that no other modes of movement is possibleor
forceswhich may causesuch motion, must beel(minated.

To minimize the influence of specimenresonancesuponthe motion of
the movingelement the "effective" massof the moving elementshouldbe
lar0e. However. this meansthat to produce a certain accelerationof the
specimena rather high force isnecessaw.Furthermoreadding massto tile
movingelement normally reducesthe useful frequencyrangeof the vibra.
tion machine. By intorducing variable compensation networks or serve.
controlof the movingelement motion it is possibleto "compensate" for the
variation in load. with frequencycausedby specimenresonances.$mallQr
movingmassescan then be usedfor the same test,

If servocontrol is used rather than an increasein mass to minimize
influenceof resonances,two majoradvantagesaregained:

1. A much greaterpartof the forceproducedby the vibration machine is
transferredto thetest spccim_n.

2. Theusefulfrequency rangeof the vibrator canbe extendedbecauseaf
the reduction inmovingmass.

In Fig.7.40 a typical frequency"characteristic for a modern electro-
dynamic vibration exciter is shown,The vibrator is driven from a constant

_o -- ----i_ _,
i - _ ¢onllan¢ _c_lerllmn I

/ ',//, I , , X

017; t_= ,
I _ I C I D

I IQ log 1£_3 10_

F,equ_cy Hx
,6g##,

Fig.7.40. Basic acceleration versus frequency characteristic of electro.
dynamic vibration exciters when rite input current to the drive
col/is kept constant, independent of frequency
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current level source i,e, constantdriving force ls delivered to the moving
element. "l'heactualacceleration levelof the shakertable is thenplotted as a
function of frequency and the graphdivided into different sectlonsA, El,C
andD which are describedbelow.

When DC is supplied to the shaker drive coil, a constant force is
developedwhich will causethe moving elem0nt to deflect, the magnitude of
the deflection being determined by the stiffness of the mechanical
suspensionarrangement. At very low frequenciesthe deflection of themov-
ing element wilJ thusbe stiffnesscontrolled, i.e. constantdisplacementlevel
conditions will bepresentat the shakertable regionA in Fig.7.40 (Constant
displacement lever conditions are representedby a slopeof 12 dB/octave fn
the graph).

If the frequency of the drive signal is increased,the resonanceof the
ovoraJImassof the moving element assemblyand the suspension"spring"
wiJIcause a reJatively great increasein the table's amplitude, regionB in
Fig.7.40. Above the suspensfonresonancethe massof the moving eJement
wilJ control the table motion and a regfon of constant acceleration is
developed,C, in Fig.7.40.

At still hfgher frequenciesthe different partsof themoving element itself
wlfl resonate and causemajor irregularities in the frequency characteristic.
In Fig,7.40 only one moving element resonanceisshown.Theseresonances
rimlt tile upper end of tile useful frequency range.

The acceleration vsfrequency characteristic of electrodynamic vibrators
is more or lesssimilar for all vibration exciters when the excfter is driven
from a constant current level source.However. amplifierswhich effectively
transform the availableelectrical power into mechanical forcemay usually
bewellapproximated by a constantvoltagelevelsource.The accelerationvs
frequency characteristic of electrodvnamic vibratfon exciters subjectedto
those condfdons varies considerably, depending upon the electrical
resistanceof the drive coil winding and the mechanfcaldampingof the
suspensionarrangement. In Fig.7.41 the frequency responseof a low
ruslstanceweft damped vibratfon exciter [s shown, the drive cell of which
wasfed from a constantvoltage level source(Brfiei& Kja_rType 4813).

In the case of the low.resistance, heavy-duty vibration exciter the
suspensionresonanceiscompletely eliminated due to thee)estricaldamping
effect. This damping effect is causedby the low output resistanceof tile
poweramplifier which almost 5herr-circuitsthe back e.m.f, inducedin tile
coil, when it movesin the constant magneticfield of the shaker.As the back
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Fig,7,41. Example of acceleration versus frequency response of an
electrodyna_lic vibration exciter driven from a const_llt voltage
Source

d_
o,m.f, isproportional to the velocity (e _-] the movement of the moving
element in this frequency region (correspondingto region B in Fig+7.4O}will
be velocity controlled, and the accelerationvs. frequency characteristic
shows a slopeof 6 dB/octave. At higher frequencies,where the movement
of the moving dement is mass+controlled,111oacceleration level of the
elementwill beconstantand determinedby theformula

F

a = W+Wo

Hero a is the maximum acceleration level achievablein m/sec2 (g}, P is
the maximum rated force in newtons (Ib farcE), W is the mass of the test
specimenin kg (Ib), and We is the massof the moving element of the
vibrator in kg(Ib).

Actually, the performance of modernelectrodynamic vibration exciters
are normally limited as illustrated in Fig.7.42, i.e. by their maximum dis-
placement,velocity and forcecapabilities,and,at the high frequencyend by
movingelement resonances.

it was mentioned earlier in thissection that a number of compromises
were necessaryin tile practical design of elEctrodynamic vibrators. To
minimize the effects of compromisesa completely new type of vibration
exciter designhasboonintroducedby Booth, Br_el& Kja_r.The basicidea
in this design is that one vibration exciter bodv can be supplied with
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FIg.Z42, _ketch indlcat#_g dlsplocement, velociry and accoleration limita.
_iensimposed on practical electrodFnarni¢ vibration exciters

_ ,

Fig,Z43, Photograph of an Eloctrod_namic Vibration Exciter Bod_
together with the relevant set of Vibration Exciter Heads
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different, interchangeable, vibration exciter head_ Each head contains a

moving element and its suspension system, and each bead _soptimized for
it's particular field of application. Fig.7.43 shows a photo of an exciter

body and it's different heads.

b) The Frequency Sweep Test

The frequency sweep test consists of feeding a vibration exciter with a

certain amount of power at a s_owly changing frequency. Due to resonances

in the test specimen, and in the vibration exciter, the power necessary to
subject the test specimen to a certain, constant vibration level will not,
however, remain constant during the h]st, but will be a function of the

frequency of the vibrations. This is illustrated in Fig.7.44 which sbows a
plot of the acceleration of the shaker table as a function of frequency for

constant voltage drive of the vibration exciter and a table load consisting of
a single degree-of-freedom mechanical system. To keep the vibration level

constant the output from a vibration pick-up mounted on the table is used
to control the input power to the vibrator, see also Fig.7.45.
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Fig.7.44. Typical acceleration loyal versus frequency curves measured on

the shaker table of a v/brat[on machine loaded by a single
degree.of.freedom system
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J*piM
Fig.7.45. Block diagram of a typical serve centreled frequency sweep

test arrangement

NormaJly, the control of the vibration level is madein sucha way that
when the vibration level of the table tends to increase,which would cause
the output voltagefrom the control pick-up to Incre_se,the [npot power to
the vibration exciter is automatically decreaseduntil the samevibration
level isregainedaswaspresentbefore the changeinvibration reveloccurred.
The automatic decreasein exciter Input power wiJI not follow Instantane-
otJslywhen an increasein vibration levelisfelt by thecontrol pick-up, but it
will t_ke a certain amount of time to regain the original level.Th_stime
constant of the regulation,or in other words"tho regulationspeed" should
be selectedaccordingto the expectedQ.valuesof the systemresonancesand
the sweep,ratechosen for the frequencyswoop, i.e. the regulationspeed
must be greater than the speedwith which the systemresonancesare built
up.

in practice this meansthat the highestregulationspeedshouldbe used,
th0 upperlimit of the regulation speedbeingset by interactionbetween the
regulationspeed and the actual vibration frequency(causingdistortion). To
allow for optimum automatic regulation the regulation speed must be
variable and preferably provision should be made for programming the
regulationas a function of the frequency sweep,A practicalarrangement
Including an electronic generator which allows suchprogramming to be
made is shownin Fig.7.46.

The serve system illustrated tn Figs.7.45 and 7.46 enablesnot only a
regulation of the exciter frequency response with regard to resonance
effects but it is alsopossible to includein the serveloop certain frequency
dependent networks so tbat variouspredeterminedtest programmescanbe
carried out undercontrolledconditions.

Also, as reliability, stability and reproducibilityare essentialfactors in
vibration testing, the electronic generatorshown in FIg.7.46 and 7.47 has
I_oen designed to contain no moving mechanicalparts. Furthermore,
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Fi0.7.46. A practt_al freqttency sweepvibration test_ystem

accurate reading of the inslantaneoustest frequency can be made on a
built-in 6 digit electronic counter.

Another important factor in vibration testing is the safeguardingof the
test specimen,in caseby accident(broken cable, etc.) the s0rvosystemloses
control of the test level.To avoiddamageto the specimenin suchcases,the
generator, Fig.7.47, contains safety circuits which instantaneouslyshut
down the test.

As some test specimensmay contain a variety of non-lineardevices the
control signal may be beavily distorted, even if the signalapplied to tile
vibration exciter isa pure sinusoid.If thedistorted slgnalisusedto control

S...... 7 -

Fig, Z47, Photograph of the Brdel & KjoerExciter Centre/Type 1026
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the test-level directly, undertesting at the fundamental frequency occurs. In

cases where undertesting must be avoided use should therefore be made of a
so.called tracking filter in the control loop. This filter ensures that a stgnal
containing the fundamental frequency component of the control signal only

reaches the control circuit. Such tracking filters are also bugt _nto the
generator shown in Fig.7.47.

Tracking filters may be designed according to d[fferent principles. The

filters built into the generator are of tFle constant percentage bandwidth
type, having a bandwidth of 6%, In FIg,7.d8 the use of another type of
tracking filter, the Heterodyne Slave Filter Type 2021, is Illustrated. This is

_nteol 6_=1a, P=_ Am_,J,er =.mini 1¢=t ,_=L,n,,n

to_

It¢_J_

Fig.Z48, Example of the use of a trackhlg filter in the control loop of a
frequency sweep vibration test arrangement

built according to the constant bandwidth princlplo t and features a number

of automatic bandwidth versus frequency programs, Fu_hermore, it does

not only filter out the fundamental frequency component for serve loop
control, but, at the same time, measures the overall distortion. In this way it

is possible, during testing, to record automatically #le distortion as a func.
lion of frequency. An example of such a r_ording is shown in Fig.7.49.

This kind of tracking filter can also be used as frequency analyzer, for
instance for mean square spectral density (power spectral density) measure-
merits.

When large, complex test specimens are bolted to the vibration exciter
one finds that feedback control with a single vibration control plck-up, as

has been discussed up to this pohlt, Is not sufficient, The specimen is not a
dead mass, and different parts of the structure resonate at different frequen-
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Fig.7.4_. Exalple of a/_ automatica/Ip lecordod h_rmonic distortion
curH_ obtained during mea_urement_ on a vibrating _tee/ bar

cios, often causing an irregular overall motion, If a single vibration pick-up
controls the motion of the shaker table, portions of the test speclmen may
be severely overtest_d, whiJe other portions are undertasted.

It is therefore often advantageous to usa th0 av0rago of the vibration

signals measured at several specimen fixing points as control sional. This
kind of control is illustrated in Fig.7.50 and reduces tho amount of possible
overtestthg considerably. Undortesting will only be slightly affected•

• _ .%%

Fig+7.50. Example of a vibration test _st_m a/lowing to_t love/contTo/

from more than a _ingle point

It was mentioned above that the serve loop arrangement also allowed for

the inclusion of frequency dependent networks so that various test pro-
grammes could be established, Certain networks of this type are included In
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the electronic control generators produced by ariel & Kjmr, and their
Insertion in the feedback loop can be controlledby a Vibration Test Pro.

grammer Type 4413. Fig.7,51showsa testarrangementutilizing a Vibration
Programmer.

Fig.7.51. Vibration test system utilizing tile BrOe/& K]aer Vibration Pro.
grammer Type4413

It was stated earlier in this sectlon that the developmentof vibration
testingtecllnlque has followed, veryclosely, the developmentof aircraft and
spacevehicles.AS the speclmens to be testedgrew larger and largerso also
did the vibrationexciter, the largestelectro.dynamicexciter availableto-day
(1971) being capableof producing some fifteen tonsof vibrational force.
Eventhough it Would bedesirableinsomecasesto haveeven largerexciters
available [t has not been found technically realistic to produceelectro.
dynamic vibration exciters with larger force ratings than the above
mentioned fifteen tons machine. One of the/easons for this is that as the
test specimen becomeslarger, problems In mountingthe specimen on the
shaker table also become greater. The problem of testing large scale
specimensis therefore presently beingsolvedby the useof multiple vibra.
tlon exclters operated either in seriesor in so-calledmaster.slavearrange.
ments rather than by trying to build larger vibrators.Fig.7.62 showsthe
principle involved in the control of a master.slavearrangement,It Is seen
that while the frequencysweepis governedby the "master" all the"slaves"
have separatecontrol signalloops. Also in this case,of course, tt ispossible
to apply the Vibration TestProgrammerand SignalAveragertechnique to
each vibration exciter separately. However, in many casesthe test
specimenmight only have one fixing point to each vibration exciter which
makesthe use of a Signal Averagersuperfluous.Largetest specimenscan in
this way L_ tested to high vibration levels,A specialfeature of the arrange-
ment shown in Fig.7.52 Isthat the phaserelationshipbetweenthe"master"
and "slave" vibration canbe adIustedover a full 360oangle, thusproducing
variouskinds of specimenmodeexcitation,
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Fi9.7,52. Example of a "master.slave" system utilizing three vibration

machines to excite the test specimen

c) The WideBand Random Vibration Test

If a vibration exciter loaded by a resonant specimenis being fed with
w[deband randomnoise of constantmean square(power) spectraldensity,
the spectrum of the accelerationat the specimen fixing point might look
something like the curve shown on top in Fig,7.53, This meansthat the
excitation of a particurarspecimenresonanceisdifferent from that assumed
on the beds of the vibrator input signal spectrum (flat mean square
spectrum).

During the courseof time variousmethodshavebe0ndevelopedto com.
pensateelectronically for thesepeaksand notches,The first method is fairly
straight forward and consists in usinga number of "peak.notch" equalizers
in cascade, Eachsuchequalizer thould exhibit the Inverse responseof one
resonanceas measured on the vibration exciter table when the systemis
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Fig.Z,53. Example of idea/equalization of a wide band random vibration
test system

uncompensated, By using as many equalizers as there are resonances it is
possible to achieve a response similar to that given in Fig,7.53 batten curve

(equalized). This shows the resulting vibration of the shaker table when
both the frequency non.llnearities of the vibration exciter itself and those

due to specimen resonances areideally compensated for,

The time spent in adjusting for a particular test Is, however, rather large
and other, more feasible methods of compensation have been sought by the

producers and users of random vibration test equipment, One such method
is the so.called mu]tiband equalization technique. It Involves splitting the

test frequency range into a number of discrete filter bands and adjusting the
attenuation (or amplification) of each band Individually. The adjustment

can be performed manually or automatically. In this way it is also a relative.

ly simple matter to "shape" the test frequency spectrum according to any
given test specification, or for the purpose of further test research. However,

the setting.up time of the manual system is still quite considerable.

This time is minimized in automatic multiband systems, where all the

bands operate in closed serve loops, see Fig.7.54, Another great advantage

gained by the usa of automatic equalization is the automaticcorrection for
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Fig.ZE4. Principle of operation of an automatic multiband random vibra.
t/on test system

the effect of frequency response changes which might occur between
setting.up and testing, and during the testing itself.

An automatic equalizer system developed by Booth, GrEiel& Kj[er is
shown in Figs.7.55 and 7.56. This system has a maximum frequency
coveragefrom 1 Hz to 10 kHz, and featuresa very flexible arrangementof
filter channoJs.F_fter setsof 60, 120 and 240 channelsareavailableandone
filter channelin one set may be replacedby two filter channelsof the next
largerset, Hereby_it Is possible to combine the channels from different sets
in numerousways and thereby varying bandwidths over the test frequency
rangeaccordingto specific responserequirements.

There are three major reasonswhy the wide band randomvibration test
has becomepopular asa quaJiflcation type of vibration test.Theseare:

1, The vibration producing mechanP=_nsfound in nature are more often
of a random type than of a sinusoidaltype and a randomvibration
test therefore simulatesthe statistical characterof common vibration
environmentsbetter than doesa sinewave test.
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Fig, Z55, Random vibration test utilizing a practical automatic equalizer.
analyzer system (Br_el & K/_r)

2, The wide band random test excites all specimen resonances simultane-

ously so that possible interaction effects are accounted for.

3, The wide band test.time required for a certain test exposure is orders

of magnitude smaller than any single frequency sweep test,

,..,,

I_ -'.-_' 2-_.'1
D i OL._i j

I rl J
FIg, Zg6, Photograph of a 120 channel automatic equalizer.analyzer

system (Brb_l & Kjaer}
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Even though the vibrations commonly met in nature have a random

amplitude character their mean square (power) spectra vary considerably.
This is taken into account (or ralher should be taken into account) when

random vibration test specifications ar_ developed. It has. however, often

proved to be a very difficult task to develop detaiJed vibration test specifica.
tlons, partly b_cause the vibration environment Is not always known from
beforehand, and partly because of insufficient and inaccurate measurement

data relating to the particular environment. The lack of e×0ct environmental
data has mode it a common practice to collect all the mea_urerne_t results
rel0ting to the environment in questJon _nd from the collection of data then

draw some "estimated envelope" curves. An example of such "estimated

envelope 'r curves are shown in Fig.7.57.

Frequency ,,,,_

Fig.Z57. Example of the derivation of vibration test level _pecifications
from environmental data

Although the method of "enveloping" seems to be a fairly sound method

of d_velop_ng test specifications, because of the many unknown factors

involved in defining a vibration environment. It leaves a Jot to be desired
with respect to precision. Duu to structural filtering effects _nd "mismatch*
Ing*' of mechanical impedances a test spectrum developed in the way out-

lined above will often puntsh the specimen much more severely than wgJ the

actual vibration environment encountered during norma_ operation.
Fig.7.58. Also, it generally requires much larger vibration exciters and

power amplifiers than might otherwise be necessary. In an attempt to
remedy these disadvantages it is not uncommon to specify a certain wide
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Fig.7,58. Comparison of actually measured vibration data nt an instru-
ment fixing point and the corresponding test specification
spectrum

band "background" vibration uponwhich is superimposeda sweepingsine
waveor a narrow band of noise. This method of testing, however, comes
closeto what is known as the sweeprandom test technique,

d) Sweep Random Vibration
J

In generalwide band random vibration testing is very costly and means
to substitute this by a lesscostlytest have boonsought ever sinceits first
introduction, Various "equivalent" sweepsinetestshave beenproposedbut
sincethe sweep sine test cannot produce the same distributionof accelera-
tion and stressamplitudeswithin the test specimenno generalequivalence
betweenthe two typesof test Jseverlikely to be found.

In 1957 M,W, O]esen of the Naval ResearchLaboratories in U,S,A,
suggestedthe use of a sweepingnarrow band random vibration test, This
kind of testing isnow commonly termed"sweep random" vibration testing,
It was originally meant as an "economic'* substitute for tbe wide band
randomvibration test, andthe proceduresfor settingup the testwere based
on a wide band"equivarence". Thereare,however, other methodsof setting
upa sweeprandom test aswill bediscussedlater in tiffs section,

Thereseemsto be little doubt that a randomvibration test simulatesthe
characteristicsof real vibration environmentsmet in sea,roadandair trans.
port better than doesany kind of pure sinusoidaltesting,Tills isimportant
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to consider when a vibration test is specified,asmost componentsand
sub-assembliescontain severalfailure mechanisms.They may contain con-
tact mechanisms,they may be constructedof combinationsof ductile and
brittle materials,they may show mechanical.electricalmodulationeffects,
etc. Many of these mechanismswill react differently to sinusoidal and
random vibrationexcitation.

Leavingthe sweepingsine wavetest as moreor lessa laboratorytool for
investigationpurposes,the only existing_weeptest for practical qualifica-
tJon testing is the sweep random test. This test hasthe deficienciesthat
resonancesare tested sequ0ntially, and possible interaction effects must
thereforebe investigatedon a prototypedevelopmentstageprior to qualific-
ation testing,- and [t takes a longer tlme than thewide band randomtest.
Both of thesedeficienciescan, however,be moreor lessovercomeby using
a "multiple sweep random technique", and anacceleratedtest procedure.
The main advantagesof the sweeprandomvibrationtest are:

1. A certain test level can beobtainedby theuseof much smallerpower
amplifiersand vibration exciters than if the testwas carriedout asa
"normal" wide bandrandomtest.

2. Thestatisticalcharacterof the testsignalisretained.

3. The setting*up and control of tile test level is simpler and ]n many
casesmore accurate than in the caseof wide band random testing.

4. It is possibleto start with a simplesystemand add complexity as
required.

The original method of settingup a sweeprandomvibration test con.
sisted in adjustingthetest parametersso that thesamenumberof important
stressreversalsand acceleration peaks were produced at each level as is
producedby a wide band test. For a long time the equipmentnecessaryto
perform this kind of testingwas not commercially availableand very little
progresswasthus made in the useof the method, in 1964, however, the
complete control equipment required for sweep randomvibration testing
was doveropedand considerableeffort has sincebeenmade to evaluateand
extend the test.

A very important feature of thesweeprandomvibration testte_hnlque is
the possibility it offers for "simple" automatic levelregulation.The useof a
narrow band of noise as test signalmakes It possibleto utilize a serve
regulationtechniquewhich is similar to that usedIn thesweepingsinewave
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Fig.7.69. A typical sweep random vibration test arrangement using a
singlenarrow band unit only

test, Fig.7.59. Also the same programming fae[[it[es are available for the
sweeprandom test as for the sweepingsine wave test.This, together with
the trend in the later years to use a sweepingsignalsuperimposedona low
level wide band backgroundvibration, seem to bring new aspectsinto the
sweeprandom test philosophy. Actually. it is more natural to consider the
sweep random test as a separate type of testing which retains tl_esimplicity
of a sweep test and which adds tile feature of a sratistlcallv well defined
distribution of amplitude values rather than trying to establish"equiva-
lence" with wide band tests. It is therefore suggestedthat sweeprandom
testspecificationsshouldbe derived Inmuch the sameway ashasbeenusua]

_,o_lrel G_=4tml

v,l,,lo,

*#• _ i O •

Io_ _N mt_t I

Fig.ZGO. Example of a test aemngement suitable for multiple sweep
random testing
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practice for sweepsine data i.e. directly from the measuredor estimated
vibration environmentand not aspreviously madeby "transforming" a wide

• bandrandom testspecificationinto an "equ[varent" sweep random rest.

Furthermore, it seemsthat one or more narrowhandsof noisesweeping
(or dwelling) accordingto more detailed testprogrammes and emphasizing
various important frequency regionswould be desirableandconvenient. A
possibremeasuringarrangementfor thiskind of testingis thown in Fig.7.60.

Here o_e narrow band noise generator with associatedtracking fiRer,
sv_ep5back and forth in one frequency regiona secondfn another frequen.
cy region etc. The number of narrow bandgeneratorsnecessaryto perform
the proper test will then dependupon the number of important frequency
regions, In the simplecaseonly one generator is needed. The arrangement
can then be extended to includemore generatorswheneverrequired. In this
way the capital investmentrequired to perform adequaterandomvibration
testing is reducedto a minimum and a veryflexible test systemis obtained.
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7.4, ShockTesting

The basic phJlosopby behind shock testing of delicate equipment is
essentiallythe same as that underlying vibration qualification testing: to
ensurethat the tested equipment will operatesatisfactorilyunderestimated
practical shock environments.Nearly aPequipment experiencesomesort of
shock in practice in the form of handlingand transportationshocks,- and
someequipment, mounted in vehicles,may beexposed¢oa great variety of
shockconditions during operation.

It is clear that to try and duplicate exactly in a test the actual shock
environment to be expected in practice would only be possiblein a few.
selectedcases. Shock testing therefore in general try to ensure that the
effects of the test shockupon theequipment aresimilar to theeffects of the
shock(s) occurring in practice, rather than utilizing anexact duplication of
any particular serviceshock.

In the course of time variousshock test machineshave been developed
which allow certain shockeffects to be producedand.which isveW impor.
rant. furnish completely reproducible results. The latter is of prime impor-
tance in judging the results from testsmad_ at various tnstitutlons, and in
comparingthe shock"resistivity" of variousequipment designs.

Different methods may be used to specify a shock test: Jt may be
specifiedin terms of the aceoJerationvs. time trace of theshock pulse(IEC
Recommendation 68 - 2 - 27). it may be specified in terms of a shock
(response)spectrum*) or it may be specifiedin terms of the type (possible
alsomanufacture) of the shocktest machineto be used.

The specification in termsof an accelerationvs. time trace alsorequires
the specification of rather strict toleranceson the pulse shape,as well as
toleranceson the total velocity changeproducedby the pulse(time Integral
of the accelerationpulsetrace). Fig.7.6f dlows the preferredpulse shapes
recommended by the I.E.C. (International ElectrotechnicalCommission)
together with the specifiedtolerances.One of the major reasonswhy prefer-
ence is given to the pulse.shapesshown in Fig.7.61 is that they produce
relatively flat overall (maxlmax) shock spectra.

In specifying a shock test certain requirements are normally also laid
downwith regard to mounting of thetest specimenonto the shock machine.
the maximum transversemotion to be allowedduring testing(<30% of the

°) SeeSection3.5.
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nominal peak value), and the number of test shocks to be applied tn each

direction of three mutuaJly perpendicular axes.

Furthermore, the frequency characteristic of the measuring and monitor-

Ing equipment must be linear over a relativeJy wide frequency range to

ensure correct phase relationship between the various frequency com-

ponents of the measured pulse, see Fig.7,62 (6E,¢.),
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Fig,Z62, Frequency _amcterisri_ required from shock measurement
_stems _E,C,)

It Wasmentioned abovethat theaccelerationversustime trace of the test
pulse was subjectto rather strict tolerances,This Is dueto the fact that very
often in practical testing a certain ripple (causedfor instanceby undesirable
resonanceeffects in the shock machine and test fixture) is super-imposed
upon tile test pulse, Fig,7,63, Even if the ripple may look relatively
insignificant when studying the pulse shape Itself, it may cause a very
signlficant change in the shock responsespectrum related to the pulse,
Fig,7,64. As the shock spectrum provides an efficient measure of the
damaQepotential of the shockmotion the ripple may actually invalidatethe
test resuitsl

From a technical point of view it therefore seemsmore appropriate to
specify shock testson the basisof shock spectraratherthan on the basisof

_o _V V V V v _ --

Fig.Z63, Examp/e of a #_oek pulse upon which a certain amount of
ripple (10%) issuperimposed
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Fig.ZG4. Shock response spectrum of the pulse d_own in Fig.7.63./Vote
the effect of the 460 Hz ripple component

test pulse shapes.On the other hand. becausea certain overaldshock
spectrum may be producedby a variety of shockpulse shapes,there fs no
single unique time function associated with a specifiedshock spectrum.
Damagedue to the accumulation of stresscycles (mechanical fatigue)may
therefore differ betweentwo testseven if theshockspectrumwas the same
in both tests.However,thepeak accelerationlevelsand th_peak stress[eveds
of the equfpmant resonanceresponseswild usually be approxfmately the
same fn the two cases.As a shock test is normally applied to test the
"resistivity" of an equiprnetTt against short duration peak stressesand
accelerations, the shockspectrummethod of specifyingthe test still seems
to be superior to the accelerationversustimemethod of specification.

An interesting, practicalaspect of specifyinga shock test in termsof its
shock spectrumhasappearedin recent yearsinthat this kf_d of testingmay
be advantageouslyperformed by meansof ordfnary e/ectrodynamfcvibra-
tlon exciters combinedwith specialelestronio control equipment. Fig.7.65
shows an exampleof suchanarrangementutilizingoset of 1/3 octaveshock
spectrum shapingfilters. Hero a short duration impulse from the pulse
generator ("unit _' impulse)excitesa bank of 1/3 octavofgters simultaneous-
ly. The time functfon of the summed output from the filters then looks
somewhat Ifke the time trace shown in Ftg.7.66a). If this time function fs
analyzed by a dampedshock spectrum analyzerthe responseat a partfcular
analyzer frequency has a shape as recorded in Fig,7.66b). One of the
essentialfeatures of this type of testing canbe seen from Fig.7.66 fn that
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Fig.7.65. Block diagram of a t/3 Octaveshock spectrum synthesissyatem

the peak shockresponse.Fig.7.66b), is hera roughly five times largerthan
the peak of the exciting transient, Fig.7.66a). Thus to produce a certain
shock responsein a test specimena considerablelower "input" force is
required by the test method. Fig.7.65, than Is the casewhen testing is
performed with a more conventionaltype of shocktest machine.Physically
this is due to the fact that the "input" to the test specimen from the
vibration exciter (Fig,7.65) takesthe form of an oscillating transientwhile
the "input" from a conventional shock m_chlne normally consistsof a
single impulse.

Tin_o,t

t=l = -- --_,
hme,t

!Om_

Fig.7.66. Time function of a t /3 octave synthesizeddlock
a) Overall vibration table motion (summed output from the 1/3
octaue filter b,_nkof Fig.7.65)
b) Shock spectrum analyzer (narrow band) output of file signal
#10wn in a)
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A further argument in favour of the above techniqueis thatmostshock
motions observed in servicehave waveform_ that aregonera//y oscil/afory in
character. Also, their Fourierspectraare distributed overo reasonablywide
rangQof frequencies. Quitepossiblythese observedshocksare the resultof
simpler shock waveforms having undergone time-spreading and general
spectra[ filtering by beingtransmitted through compl0x structuresand/or
dispersivemedi_ It still remainstrue, however,that simple shock motions
of the kind _hown in Fig,7.gl. occur only rarely in practi_o,if ever_at the
mounting pointsof an equipment.

The kind of shock vibrationtestingdiscussedaboveisc(_mmonly termed
shock synthesis, Although the system shown in Fig.7.65, which was usedto
illustratethe featuresof theshocksynthesistest,consistsof a setof manual.
ly adjustabl_ 1/3 octavefilters, it is not very suitable for practicaltesting
purposes.

FirstV, the bandwfdth of tile filters of 1/3 octave (23%) is far too wide
to provide adequateequalizationfor narrow-bandtest specimenresonances.
Actually. the equalizationrequirementsfor a shocksynthesistest arejust as
severeas thosefor randomvibrationtesting(seesection7.3c).

Second/v, the manual adjustmentof the filter channelsIs. also in this
case,prohibitivelytime consuming.

Thesedraw-backshavebeen eliminatedin the Booth. BrEel& Kjmr auto-
matic equalizer system mentioned in section 7.3c. Here specialelectronic

co,l.=# p=wl v,=_._f
Ar_w_,lEr_crJtr A,_l_ll,., C_lr=_

c-n

zrl_

Fig.7.67. Example of a narrow band shock spectrum svntbasis system
with automatic spectrum equalization in 120 cbanno/s
(Br_el & K/mr]
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circuitry has been incorporated fn the instrumentation so as to alsoallow
_d_quate shock synthesis testing, with automatic spectrumequalization,to
be performed. Whi_o earlier the use of two different electronic control
systems were necessary to carry out random and shock vibration1testing
with the samepower _mplifier andvibration exciter, this Is no Iong0rso, see
Fig,7.67 (and 7.55).

Oscillatory shock motions, suchas describ0dabove, are often termed
complex shocks. Whll0 the possibility of producing a largevariety of com-
plex shocks is offered by a shock synthesis system, some "simpler"
machinesdo exist which produce specific complex shocks.Theseare in
general,designedaccordingto the pendulum principleshownin FJg.7.68a).
Fig.7.68b) shows a typical acceleration versustime trace of the impulse
deliveredby sucha machine.

t_l _a__ 4Qu H4m_llr_,r_

Fig,7.68. Shock testing by means of a pendulum type shock machine
a} Sketch of the machine
b) Typical acceleration versus time trace produced by the
machine

Finally sometypical designsused inconventionalshockmachinesshould
be briefly mentioned. The simplest of thesemachinesmay be th_ so-caged
drop.testmachine, Fig,7.69. Here the testspecimen is bolted onto a carriage
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Fig,7.69, Sketch of a drop test machine

which Is dropped from a certain height. The shapeof the shockpulse is
mainly determined by the properties of the material upon which the
carriagesfails, or rather upon the material and shape of the impacting
surfaces. Shock pulseswith magnitudesup to 80.000 g have beenobtained
Dy this method. Further types of singlepulseshock testingmachinesuth[zo
hydraulic or pneumatic principlesand their operation do not depend upon
gravity for production of the desiredshock force. The basicoperation of a
machinebuilt on pneumatic principlesissketchedin Fig.7.70. By letting air

Flg.Z TO, Principle of operntion of a pneumatic shock testmachine
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into the cylinder, A, through the valve, a, the carriagecontaining the test
specimen is lifted. When it has reached a certain height the brakes are
activated through the valve,c. andclamp thecarriagein position. Air isnow
•forced into cylinder, B, throughvalve,b, until a substantialoverpressurehas
been built up In, 9. The air pressurein cylinder, A, is then releasedviavalve,
a, By releasin0 the brakes the carriage is forced downwards due to the
overpressurein cylinder, B, until it hits the pellet.The shapeandmaterial of
the pellet _ontrols the waveform of the shockpulse. Normally, the brakes
are again actuated immediately after she Impactso that rebouncingof the
carriage,and thereby distort_onof the shockpulsedoesnot take place.
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7,5, Balancingof RotatingMachines

in Chapter 4, section 4.2 it was stated that unbalancein rotating
machinery may be of basicallytwo different kinds: "Static" unbalance(in
oneplane),and "dynamic" unbalance(in twoor moreplanes).
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Wbge the simplecasesof static unbalancecould becorrectedby placing
the stationarydiscwith its axis of rotation horizontally,and addingweight
"on top" of the disc until it is brought into indifferent equilibrium.
dynamic balancingrequirestha¢the rotor (disc)rotates.

It shouldbe noted, however,that the abovedescribedmethod of static
balancingwill only work when the rotor consistsof a rigiddisc.mounted on
a rigid axle (or the discduring normal operationis rotating at a speed far
below the critical speed*) of the disc-axis-beatingsystem), and the axle
movesin fr[ctionlessbearings.

If the speedof rotation is not far below thecritical, the originalresidual
unbalancewif] causea still further displacementof the center of gravity
away from the centerof rotation, and the relationshipbetween the centrl.
fugal forces of the unbalanceand those requiredfor balance becomes(see
alsoFi9.7.71b).

_2 M (o+_) = _2m' x r
Thus:

m'xr=M (e+5)

wherem' is thecorrection weight(balancingmass)required.

Fig.7.71. Example of a disc mounted on a flexible axis and rotating at a
speednot too far from the "critical" speed

One methodof determining the size and position of m' is in thiscaseto
use a Motion Analyzer Type 4911 In combinationwith normal vibration
measuringequipment,see FIg.7.72. Tbe accelerometerishere placedon (or
near) the bearing and the frequency analyzer is set to a frequencycorre.
spendingto the speedof rotationof the disc (grindingmachine).

•) Criticalsp0elJ= firstresonantfrequencyof thedisc.axis.bearingsystem.
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Fig,7.72, Measuring arrangement utib_ing a Motion Analyzer (strobe.
scope) Type4911 and the Frequency Analyzer Type 2107 for
determination of unbalance during operation of a grinding
machine

fi

MJ_,oo = __....|1.:. -.- . • 0 _

Fig.7.73. Photograph of the Briiol & Kja_rMotion A/_lyzer Type 4911

The output from the frequency analyzer is used to trigger the Motion
Analyzer ensuringa reasonablyclean triggeringwaveform, At the sametime
the viPratfon signulcausedby the unbalancecanbe read off the frequency
analyzer fndfeatingmeter,

Beforestarting the test referencemarksshouldbe set on the rotor aswold
as on the starer, Fig,7,74a). When the machine is runntng at the desired
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Fig.7.74. Method of unbalance determination utilizing the arrangement
shown in Fig.7.72
a) Marking of the stator as well as _e rarer of the machine

b) Stroboscopic picture of the mark on the rata ting rnachine
c) Stroboscopic picture of the rotating machine with the trial

weight in position

speed the mark on the rotor appears stationary under the stroboscopic light

i from the Motion Analyzer but will normally not be positioned directly
opposite to the original mark on the stator, FJg.7.74b). Both the angle, (Xin

Fig.7.74b) and the meter reading, a. on the frequency analyzer should be
i noted. (The angle, o_can be found directly in degrees by utilizing the phase

control knob of the Motion Ana[yzer).

The machine is then stopped and a trial we[ght of known mass, rex, is
fixed to the rotor at the angular position of the rotor reference mark.

Repeating the above procedure with the machine running at the sam0
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speedas before and the trial weight in position, the readingonthe frequen-
cy analyzer will be, b, and the new anguJarposition of the rotor mark is,_.
FIg.7.74e). it ]s now possibleto con_tru¢ta vector diagram.Fig.7.75, from
which both th0 required amount and the location of the propercorrection
masscan be d0duc_d.In the vector diagramthe length of thevector v1 is
arbitrary, and so is its direction. Howeverthe lengthrepresents the meter
reading,a, as shown.The vector, v2 is then drawn at an angle._ - o_ from

b
thedirection of vt, and its length is_-x v1.

VJ ....... _V3p_)trtran of tt=al

V_ . _ V I we=ght Ikru_wn)

Fig.7.75. Vector diagram il/ustr,Triog how both the magnitude and the
direction of the original unbalance during operation can he
found

These two vectors (V1 and v2) representthe original unbalanceforce
vector (vt) and the combined original plus trial weight unbalanceforce
vector (v2L The difference in unbalancingforce obtained by introducingthe
trial weight, rex, Is givenby the vector, v3. Since both the weight, rex.
caus[nothe difference in unbalancebetweenthe two tests,and the direction
of the difference force vector, v3, are known, the magnitude andIhed/roe-
tion of the original unbalancecan be found: Its direction must be at an
angle, % away from the actual position of thetrial weight, Fig,7.76. end its

V

magnitude can be representedby a mass,M =._x mx, located the same

distanceaway from the center of rotation of the rotor asthe mass,m_. By
utilizing the relationship between unbalancingand balancing centrifugal
forces statedin Chapter 4 section4.2 (rn x r = M x e) it is possibleto place
the amount of correction _ight necessaryto obtain proper balanceat its
correct location.

Usually the application of the abovedescribed procedure onceonly is
not sufficient to obtain complete balance, duo to non-lineadties and
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Fig.7.76, Sketch illustrating how the direction of the original unbalanceis
found on the m_chine

inaccuraciesin the practicaltest arrangement.It is thereforeoften necessary
to repeat the procedure (adjust the correctionweight and itspetition) until
an acceptablelevel of balanceis reached.

A secondmethod of balancingthe disc,which only requirestheuseof a
. "simple" Vibration Meter Type2510, Fig.7.77, Is describedbelow. This

method does,howevere requirefour test runsof the disc.Jn threeof thetest
runs on experimental test weight ts attached. To illustrate the useof the
method considerFig,7.78. In FIg,7.78a) an x-y-coordinatesystemhasbeen
Jald out perpendicular to the axis of rotation of the disc,and FIg.7,78b)
shows the same coordinate system with the positions of Me testweight
Indicated by circles. The Jengthof the v_ctors, Fig.7,78b), representthe
magnitudes of the measuredvibrations, and the angles representtho]r
mutual phaserelationships.

ACceler0r_elet

433_ Vibrl¢1on M01or

Fig.Z 77. Example of a "simple" balancing arrangement
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The vibration vectorsare producedby the followingunbalances:

Vector _: Originalunbataneo.

Vector _1 : Unbalanceresultingfrom mounting the testweight "mx'' on
a radius"r" in position 1.

Vector _2: Unbalanceresulting from mounthlg Ihe test weight "rnx" on
radius "r" in position2.

Vector _3: Unbalunceresultingfrom mounting the testweight "rex" on
radius"r" in position3.

Vector ,_: Resultantunbalanceof 0 and
_=O+_ t

Vector_': i_=0 +42

Vector C: C= U +M3

Vector _: The calculatedbalance,

By first running the disc without the test weight the mo_Jnitudeof the
original unbalance(Ivector UI) can befound. The locus of the endpoint* of

- ,o,_

t0} _b)

Fig.Z?8. Graphical analysis of the results obtained by measurements
carried out by means of U_earrangement shown in Fi#.7.77
aJPosition of the hypothetical coordinate system
bJ Vectorial mp[esentation of the measuredvibration levels
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this vectormust hea circle around zerowith radiusequalto the magnitude
value of 10f.

A secondrun of the discis then madewith the test weight, rex, mounted
in an unspecified positionon the disc at a distance,r, from the center of
rotation (position 1. Fig.7.7_]b)).

The addition of the test weight to the disc will in itself produce an
unbalance,_t*

By meansof this test run themagnitude of the unbalanceproduced by a
combination of the orJginaJunbalance and that causedby the tust weight.
rex. can hedetermined, i.e. the magnitudeof thevector._.

Before a third test run _smade the test weight, rex, is moved to a
position 180° relative to its firstposition, and at the samedistance,r, away
from the center of rotation (position g, Fig.7.78b)). This will cause the
sameamount of additional unbalanceIM2 I. to the disc,Le.:

l_21= I_11=I_1

and a resultantunbalancemagnitude equal to the magnitudeof the vector
I_l = (J_2 ÷ _J) is measured.

From FIg.7.78b) the following relationships can now bededuced:

B2_ M2 +U 2-2MUcos(3''}

A2= M2+U 2+2MUcos(7')

where 7' is the angle between the horizontal axis of the coordinate system
and the balancevector, [_,

ThUS:M = _IA2+_-2U2
A2 - B2

and cos(3") = 4 MU

As cos ('y') = cos ('-3") it is not immediately evidentwhether thevector
D is located below or abovethe x.axls(connection line betweentestweight
position f and test weight positlm=2). It Is therefore, in general,necessary
to undertake a fourth measurement with the test weight attached at
position 3 (Fig.7.78b)).
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The result of this measurement will be the magnitude of the vector I_l.

Then if C 2 <M g + U2 '7' ties below the x-axis, while if C2 _>M 2 + U2 3"
liesabove the x.axis,

Finally, if the balancing weight, m, is placed at thQ same distance, r, from

the center of rotation of the disc as was the test weight, the necessary
weight for proper balancing can be determined from the relationship:

_ J[31

m-_Tm.
The methods described above may be used for balancing Jn one plane, i.e.

for th0 balancing of rigid d(sc types of rotors. If the rotor consists of an

elongated rigid body, sucb as the one shown (n Fig.7.79 dynamic unbalance

may be present (see also Chapter 4. section 4,2). In this case it is then not
sufficient to carry out the balatlcing in one plane only, and balancing is
normally done in two planes (I, II) as indicated in Fig.7.80,

RigidRolor x_lpl

Fig,7. 79. Example of an elongated, rigid rotor in its bearinps

Spociar dynamic balancing mach(nes (centrifugal balancing machines}
have been developed for the purpose. When using thuse machines, however,

the rotor to b_ balanced has to be placed in the balancing machine, and the

maehin0 operated according to prescribed procedures.

If it is not poss]bre to disconnect the rotor and place it in a proper
b_lanclng machine, or if it is desirable to balance tile rotor in Its own

bearings, field balancing in two planes may be carried out according to the

following procedure.

Using a measuring arrangement of the type shown In Fig.7.72, and
making three test runs at the nominal operating speed of the machine
(rotor), the magnitudes and locations of the correction masses can be
determined.
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Fig.7,80. Sketch indicating the two balancing planes with _le correspond.
ing hypothetical coordinate systems

During each test run, measurements are made of the vibration level (at

the bearings) and the angle of maximum vibration level, referred to a
reference mark on the rotor, is found, Tile results are plotted In the form of

vectors in the two planes of balancing, Note that the phase angles are
marked out clockwise from the x-axis (Figs.7.81 and 7.82).

The test runs are made in accordance with the scheme tabulated below.

Test Ma_$Position Notation of Vibration Veclors
Test

Run Plane I Piano II Plane I Piano II

0 MI,O : Mr.Q; L _/i,o M2,o; M2,O;_. 72+0

1 R'I; RI ; Lrl -M1.1 : M1,1;/_ "fl,t M2,1; M2.1 i L,y_,l

2 - _2; R2;Lr_ _1.2 : M1,2;/_71,2 _2,2; M2,_; Z_3,2,2

In run 0 the vibration vectorsM 0 (in plane I1 andM 2 0 {in plane II1 are
found w th no test mass attached to 'the rotor:

"M1.0: Vibration level M 1,0; phase angle/-71,0

M2,01 Vibration level M2,01 phase angle/72,0
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_rati°n

q_ r

a711_

Fig. 7.S f. Sketch indicating the directions in wbich pbase angles are drawn

in the described balancing procedure

I n run 1 a test mass, rex, fs mounted on the rotor end I (plane I ) at radius

R1 and phase angle /r t (re. reference mark). Again the vibration vectors
are d_term[ned in both balancing planes.

In run 2 the same test mass, m;_, is mounted on the rotor end II (plane
ll) at radius R2 and phase angle /-r2, and the vibration vectors determined
as before,

The above scheme is then completed, and the results are illustrated
graphically in Fig.7.82.

Jt can, furthermore, b_ seen that:

-M1 .t --M1,0: Effect of m x at rotor end I in plane I

"M2,1 -'M2,0: Effect of m x at rotor end I in plane II

_1,2 --M1,0; Effect of m x at rotor end I in plane I

_2,2 -'M2,0; Effect of mx at rotor end IJ in plane II

To properly balance the rotor welghts should be added at both rotor

ends so thatthey produce vibration vectors which are equal in magnitude to

IM1 OJ]and [M2 ol , respectively but point in the opposite directions of M 1,0
and'M2,o, '

In mathematical terms the problem consists of finding two vector

°perat°rs-Q1 : O_ ; / ql and'Q2 : Q2;/- q2
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PJ_rl_I PJ,r_l II

.J " .J

I
m

ptall=I PtJna

kl_,2 -M2,01

1':

F?
pio_ * PIinl ii

,.,,,.° Fq
17161_

Fig.Z02, Voctoria/ roprosentation of the vibration/ove/s

which satisfythe equations:

('_1,1 - M1,0) x Q'I ÷ l'M1,2 --Ml,0) xQ'2 = -_1 ,o

A computer program in BASIC language,which will give tho values of
Qt; ;ql andQ2; Lq2 isshown in Fig.7.B3.
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I*IST
U'rN_AL IO:O5 _H ._AOI/O¢,_O

: 20 _OF:V. I TOO

_o LETC tl, I). A irJ • c_)5 rH (ll/_TJ

170 L_TF 12. IJ. -F I_,_1

_ MAT_-E-C
_ATJ-F.D

_ LEf Y2- _OR rx _, _1_ 2 _X rl. 2) f _i

_o GOTO _o

3_ GOTO3OO
_o LET¥4. 180

410 _INT "_DULU$ _ND _RGU_NT OF Or:,. y2, Ya

_DULU5 ANDAnG_ME_T OF or; r.71_r_ _3_C)_

Fig,Z.83, The computer program u_ed in con/unctionwith dyn_m/c
_:_/ancingocco/'dingto Fi_.ZSO, 7.81 and 7,_2
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Dynamic balancingaccordingto the abovedescribedprocedurehas been
carried out at BrlJel& Kjmr on an experimental rotor arrangement.The
resultsof the balancing,in terms'of frequencyanalysesof the bearingvibra-
tions,are glverl in Fig.7.84.

i','+.:::;:":-:;_,,g,,-_:`_-;._°_;:..:._i_4:_._:_',;_...;..:_`;;_;_.2..._=_=-_._e_'°_=,.°°,n_i_'" '"__
JJ rl i

lal

_I_!i;tr,lTmt:.iTit..,i,__
fb) .,_o

Fig.Z84. Frequency analysis of bearing vibration_ before and after
balancing
a) Frequency spectra obtained Item measurementson the rotor
pedestal at ba/anclngp/ane I
bJ Similar to a) Measured on the rotor pedestal at balancing
plane II
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8. SOME ADVANCED MEASUREMENT METHODS

B.1. Mechanical Impedanceand Mobility

The concepts of mechanicalimpedanceand mobility arevery important
in modern vibration analysisfor two major reasons:

I. They enablepredictions to be made of the overall performance of a
complex mechanicalsystemfrom a knowledgeof the characteristics
of the system"components",

2. They allow estimations to be m_de of the force acting at a cerIaJn
point in the system from the measurementof a motional quantity,
and vice v_rsa,

The concepts are not new, actuagy they seem to have been introduced
theoretically already in the nineteen.twenties (impedance) and ninm¢on-
thirties (mobility). However,the practicalapplication of the conceptsareof
a considerably near date, and their experimentaldetermination may still
(1971| be regardedas"advancedmechanicalmeasurements".

They connect the motion at a point in a vibratingsystem with the force
causingthe motion in that:

= _- (MechanicalImpedance)

and

_1 = -_- (MechanicalMobility)

Here _ is the complex forcevsctor and_ thecomplex veracity v ctor*)
From the above definitions it can be seenthat mechanical impedancemay
be describedas "resistance againstbeing set into motion", while mobility is
the conv0rse('wiglngness" to beset into motion).

*) Becauset_ and _ ar_ not only complextimo vectors,but also spac_v_ctOrl,
mechanicalinlpedance5andinabilitiesareactuaflVcomplexspaceten;orJIThisfact
som(nirn_scomplicat0sthepracticaluseof the conceptsconsiderably.It1thistext,
however,thespacerelationship_haveb0en"rl0gle_tad', andonly timer_fatlonsh_ps
havabeenconstriated.
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The concept of mechan[caJImpedance has grown out of the similarity
between the differentJaJ equations governing the behaviour of linear
mechanical and electrical systems. Since about 1900 electricalengineers
havewith great successutilized the concept of electrical impedancefor the
anarysis of electrical circuits. It therefore seemed quite reasonable that
introducing the concept of mechanical impedance into the analysis of
vibratory systemsshourdturn out to be equar]ysuccessful.Thereare, on the
other hand, several reasonswhy such a successcould not be achieved
immediately,

First of arl, white aJectriealcircuits normally consist of lumped parame-
ters (R, L, CJ mechanicalsystemsare, in generaJ,of the distributedparame-
ter type. Secondly, it turns out that the impedance "analogy" is not so
straight forward to apply to mechanicaJ systemsbecauseparalleleJectrlca]
elements "transform" into mechanical series elements when this type of
anaJogyis used,

Th0 second type of analogy, utiJizing the concept of mechanical
mobility, overcomes this difficulty, Here paraJlel electrical elements is
analogousto parafrel mechanical elements, This may be easiestto under-
stand Inconsidering the fohowing: tn the "impedance analogy" mechanical
force is taken to be analogousto eJectricalvoltageandmechanicalveracity
to electrical current, in the"mobiflty analogy", on the other hand, force is
taken to be analogousto current and velocity to volta#e.

Now, just as the total force acting at a point in a mechanical systemis
equal to the sum of the partialforces acting at the samepoint so is the total
current flowing through a point in an electrical circuit equal to thesum of
the partial currents, thus;

_ F_= F '_ _C li= I

Similarly, the point in themechanical system where the force, F, acts is,
due to the action of F, givena certain veracity, v, while the part,at electrical
current JIproducesthe samevoltage drop, E, acrossaft the elementsin the
_ircult where the total current is I, Thosefactsare illustrated in Fig,8.1, and
showthat from knowJedgeof erectrlcalcircuit theory it is a relativelysimple
matter to construct the mechanicalmobility "circuit".

Jf the _mpedanceanalogywas used on the system, Fig.8.1, the resuJt
wourd be the circuit shown In Fig.B.2, Here, however,confusion may'some-
times arise with respect to referencepoints when the systemconsidered
contains both seriesand parallelelements.
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kJvOq

u L

Fi#.8. I. Example of a mob//ity type analog ¢ircu/t

F,_ L

Fig.8.2. Example of an impedance type analog circuit

To allow numericalvaluesto be assignedto mochoniealimpedancesand
inabilities consider the variouslumped parametersof a mechanica(system,
Le. masses, springsand dampers. The motion of a massis governadby
Newton'ssecondlaw, i.e.:

dv m
Fm = m dt

For an arbitrary slnusoidalcomponent of theforce, Free = Fo e]_t then

dVmo= Fo ej_t
dt m

and

Vine = f Foejwtdt =- .F9 eJo_tm joJm
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wherebythe mechanical impedanceof the massis:

_ Free_ F eIwt =
Zm - Vm o-_ joJm

j_Jm
and themechanicalmobility

1 1

Mm ='-_m = j co m

Slnlllarly, the Impedanceand mobility of a _pringare:

Zs =-_-and Ms
fo_

k

and era damper
1

=--

Zd = C and Md e

Thus, ,_urnmarizingthe lumped parametermechanical.electricalanalogies
the following table canbe laidout:

Impedance Analogy Mobility Analogy

Mechanical Electrical Mechanical Electrical

Force Voltage Force Current

Velocity Current Velocity Voltage

Parallel Series Parallel Parallel
Elements Elements Elements Elements

Mess Inductance Mass Capacity

Spring Capacity Spring Inductance
(inverse) (inverse)

Damper Resistance Damper Resistance
(conductance)

Furthermore, mechanical impedancesand mobilitie5 can be represented
vectorialiy in the complex plane. This is illustratedin Fig,S.3, while Fig.8.4
showsthe frequency d0pendancyof thedifferent lumped parameterimped-
anceandmobility elements,
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(a_ (b) _''

Fig.8,3. Vectorial representation ofmechanieal mobility arid impedance:
M Mobility type vector diagram
b] Impedance type vector diagram

_ -_ _'i _ _.L ,!i

Fig,8.4. Frequency dependency of lumped mobility and impedance
parameters
a) Mobility lumped pammeters
b)/mpedance lumped parameters

An example of the us_ of analog analysisis gfvefl in Fig,8.5. Here the
lumped parameter representation of a so-calledArtiffcial Mastofd (B & K
Type 493(]) fsshownin Flg,8.Sa), while Fig,8,5b) showsthemobility analog
and Fig,8,Sc) the fmpedancoanalog circuit (The Artificial Mastoid isusedin
the field of technlcal audiolo_T/ for the objectivecalibratfon of bonecon.
duction hearingaids).
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Fig.8.5. Lumped parameter representation of an Artificial Mastoid and its
electrical analog circuits
a) Themechanical _y_tem
b) The electrical mobi/Ry analog circuit
c) Theelectrical Impedance analogcircuit

Before discussingthe more practical espectsof mechanical impedance
and mobility measurement it should be mentfoned that other quantities

: than "velocity" mobility and "velocity" Impedanceare sometimesusedto
characterize the connection betwe0n the driving force 8nd amotional
quantity. For instance,when the force is measuredrelative to the acoQtera-
t[on one obtainsthe accelerationimpedance,or the apparentmass. Similarly
a displacement impedance, or dynamic stiffness, may be defined. The
corresponding mobility concepts would be the acceleration mobility or
tnertance, and the dlsplacement mobility, often termed compliance or
receptance.

Also. the variousimpedance and mobility conceptsmay be defined as
point impedancesandpain t inabilities, or as transfer impedancesand trans.
fer mobi/itfes, seeFig.8.6.

Tt_nsf=¢

Fig.8,6, Illustration of the concepts of point impad_nceand point mobility,
and of transfer impedance and transfer mobility
a) Point impedance, point mobility
b) Transfer impedance, transfermobility
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When the mechanical system being studied can no ronger be considered a

lumped parameter system, i.e. a system consisting of Indlvidual mas_s,

springs and dampers, electrc*mechanicar analogies may stiff be applicable in

the form of transmission line theory. Thfs does, however, to certain extent

complicate the use of anatogies In theoretleol treatments.

In practice mechaniceJ poJnt impedances or polnt mobiJi(ies can be

determined by'means of measuring arrangements of the type shown in

Fig.8.7, Here a vibratlon exciter is connected to th0 mechanlcaf system

being studfed via a so.called Impedance Head,

............. J

t_t _t

*ltll

,_rJl s,e_l

a) .4 ,1_1=

e,_phs_

b)

Fig.8.7. Measuring arrangements used to determine point impedance and

point mobilities

aJ Arrangement for point impedance measurements

b) Arrangement for point mobilitv measurements
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An ImpedanceHead is an electro.mechanicaldevice which contains two
types of electro-mechanicaltransducers,One of the transducersmeasures
the force which is applied to the structure being investigatedwhiJe the
second measuresthe motion of the point to which the force is applied.
Normally, the motion ismeasuredin termsof acceleration,and the output
from the transducer is electronically integrated to obtain a signal pro-
portionalto velocity,

The actualconstructionof an ImpedanceHeadcan be seenfrom Fig,8.8.
Jt contains basicalJyas mentfonod above, an accelerometerand a force
gauge.These ate made up of pairs of lead zirconate titanate piezoelectric
discswith conductorssandwichedbetween them and leadingout to output
socketsFnthe housing.A seismicmassof tungstenalloy is mounted above
the accelerometerdiscs.The driving platform below the force gauge is
machined from berygium to obtain high stiffness and low mass (weight
1.0 gram). It can be fastenedto the test specimenin variousways, seealso
Chapter5, section 5.7.

.... • )03_NFT_¢,=_JJHi,e

(Brl Ih_,_l

Fig.8.8. Cutawav _chematic view of an Impedance Head

The measuringarrangementsshown in Fi5,5.7 are capableof recording
the measuredresuJtsautomatlcaJly. If the desiredend resultof the measure-
ments is the point impedancethe arrangementshownin F/g.8.7a) shourdbe
used,while the one shownin Fig.8.7b) is intendedfor point mobility meas.
urements,

In the case of Impedance measurements the velocity level of the
measuringpoint is kept constant, whereby a recording of the force Jevef
[mmediate[y indJ;ates the absolute value (modulus) of the impedance as
fZl = IF[/IMI.
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Similarly, ifit is desiredto record the mobility of the measuringpoint
the driving force level should be kept constant and the velocity lev01
recorded IMI= IVI/IFJ.

Fig.8.9 showsthe result of impedance measurementson a ]athds cutting
tool made by meansof an arrangementof thetype shown in Fig.8.Ta). Here
only the modulusof the impedance (IZl) isgiven asa function of frequency,

! IIJ J iIJI iIJfJJJIJ fFrjiiilVibralor

a)

Imped. Cutting

1, Cultlng Iool in normal position
! I

2. Cutting tool In outQ¢ posilion _','_;',_

Fig,8.9. PoNt impedance measurementson a lathe's cutting tool
a) Measurementswith #Tocutting too/in its normal position
bj Measl_rementswith the cutting too/in its outer position

In some casesof impedance and mobility measurementsit is found that
signalharmonics _ndextraneous noisesinterferewith the measurements.To
overcome this problem use can be made of twoHeterodyne SlaveFilters as
indicated in FIg.8.10.

When measurementsare carried out on large structL_res,or when it is
desired to determinetransfer impedances,or transfer inabilities, separate
forcegaugesandaccelerometersshouldbe used,seeFig.8,11.
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Fig.8.10. Measuring arrangement suitable for frequency selaetite measure,

merits of point impedances and point mob/lities

vllx,lat

_12_ _, Fupcr

-o,/

F/_.8,_/, Use of sop#rate force 9auge and accelerometer for the doter.

ruination; of transfer impedance and _ransfer mobilities

Fig.8.12. Photograph of the Br#el & Rjaer Force Transducer and Imped.
ance Heads
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Finally Fig.8.12 'shows a photograph of two ImpedanceHeads and a
ForceTransducerproduced by BrEiel& Kja_r.
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8.2. Cross,Correlationand Cross,SpectralDensity Measurements

There are severalmethods of relating measurementdata observed at a
certain point in a system to data obtained at some osherobservationpoint
within the same system. The most straight forward method may simply be
to compare the data direcdy by eye.

However, even if the human _ye is an amazinglysonsitiv0al]d selective
measuring device, situations occur where _uehcomparison is extremely
difficult. Also, although a qualit_tivomeasureof the relationshipbetween
data may be obtained by merely looking at the time records, it is not
possiblein general to obtain a quantitative measure of the relationship by
meansof this "method".

Matbematical physicists have therefore introduced the so.called cross-
correlation function which actually gives a quantitative measure of the
relatlonship

im 1 3"

¢xy ('/'} = T-+=o-_Jo fx (t) fy (t + "r)d

Here fx (t) is the magnitude of a signal observedat the point x at an
arbitrary instant of time, t, and fy (t+'r) is the magnitude of a signal
observedat a point y a time T later. By varyingT the relationshipbetween
the signalsat x andy asa fun¢tionof time delays isobtained.
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Fig,8.13 shows a "classic" example of such a correlation function. It can
be seen that when r is zero practically no relationship exists between the

two slgnals. By increasing T it becomes evident, however, that a certain

relationship does exist. At a certain delay-time, To. this relationship reaches
a maximum, whereafter the re]ationshlp again decreases to zero for large
values of T.

F A relationship of the kind Indicated in Fig.8.13 is typical for a system
1 which is frequency independent and contains some sort of time delay

i mechanism. If the maximum value of _xy ('r) is equal to unity the signal aty is exactly the same signal as that at x. but delayed a time _'. On the other

! hand, if t_xy iT) is less than unity only a certain part of the signal ob_rved
at x is present at y.

_.ylfl
to

o ,_J _ ,,:.:o..;'°
Fig. 8,13, Sketch indicating the cross.correlation function for a hypotheti.

cal frequency independent random process

The case illustrated in Fig.8.13 is an idealized case and this kind of
correlation function is found rather rarely In practice because normally the

system within which observations are made is frequency dependent. To
investigate the frequency dependency use may be made of Fourier trans-

form methods. The result of applying the Fourier transform to the cross

correlation function is the cross.spectral density function (see also chapter
2, section 2,2):

Wxy if) = J" _,y (7")e-J2_fT d_"

This function is, In general, complex, containing both real and imaginary

terms, a fact which is readily seen in that both magnitude and phase
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measuresshould be preserved,(Time delays, for instancerepresent phase
differencesin the frequency doreain),

From the theory of Fourier Integralsit is knownthat exv (_')can alsobe
found by inversion.

(7) =__ Wxv (f) _12rrh"df

writing
Wxv(f) = IW_v(f)fo-i_'f

and consideringthe fact that exy ('r) Isalwaysa realqualIw one obtains:

(_)=_J'=IWxy(f)rtJI2,rT-_r)df=j= [Wxy(f)[cos(2* f T-_f) df

Thiscan alsobe written:

(T) =.J= ]Wxy (f) cos_pfcos(2. f T) df +J'_ IWxy(f) Jsin _r sin(2 lrfT) df

Consider now that an ideal analog frequency enalyzer wig allow only
that part of the signal to be measuredwhich has frequency corepon0nts
withrn a narrow frequencyband,A f, seeFig.8.14.

Wltl_ -f
_ r Fp_quo_v

Fig,8.14, Illustration of an "ideal" frequency analysis

When no attenuation or amplification of these frequencycomponents
takes place in the analyzer, and both analyzer channeJsusedhave equal
phaseshifts then the cross-correlationbetween the two reeasurementchan-
neJsis givenby theexpression:

Oxv_flfl= _ & 2Wxvlfl ¢os_pfcosl2t_fTldt+_* 2 WxylflJdn_fsinI2;tffldf

The reason for introducing 2 JWxv(f)J instead of [Wx_,(f)l is that in
physically realizable systemsonly positivefrequencies are involved,while
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Wxy {f) was Introduced for mathematical conveniencewhere both posidve
and negativefrequencieswere considered.

WhenL_f "-*0:

_xvAfld_21Wxv(f)_c°s_f COS[2nfT}Af+21WNy(g[sin_f slnl2#fr)Zlf

Settingr =0 and utilizing the originaldefinition of _Jxy(T) then

Ifm 1 _"f2
IWxy (f)l cos_f Z_f= T..,oo_-oj x&f (t) fy_f

(t) dt

Rearrangingthis equation and setting2 lWxy (f) I cos_pf= Cxy (f) gives
1

Jim lira T Af o7fxz_f(t) fy_f (t) dtCxy (f) =Aft0 T--*oo
o

Fur hermoresetting T= _-T(90 phaseshift) m the aboveexp esslonfor
_xYt, f (T) gives:

f = lirn lirn 1 f t f" t dt
Oxy() Z_f--_0T-*ooT/_fZxz_f (1 y&f ()

where Oxy (f) = 21Wxv(f}f sin _f and f'Yz_f (t) is equal to fv&f (t) shifted

90° in phase, Cxy (f) is denotedas the co.spectraldensityfunction while
Oxy (f) is the quadrature(quad) spectraldensity function.

From thederivationoutUned in the preceedingtext it is seenthat;

Wxy (f) = Cxy (f}-jOxy (f)

or

JWxy(f)l -- JCxy2 (f) + Oxy2 (f)

and

= ¢Pxy(f) = tan--1 [_]_f

where IWx_,(f)l is the absolute magnitude(modulus) of the cross spectral
density function at the frequency f and _xy (f) is the phasedifference
between the signalat x and the signalat y,

As tho cross.correlationfunction and the cross-spectraldensityfunction
constitute a Fourier transform pair the same amount of information is

contained in Wxy (f) as in _xy (r). Whether one or the other of the two
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functionsshouldbe used to solvea parlfcufarpractical problemistherefore
basically a matter of convenience,as will bediscussedto some extent Jnthe
following.

Because the cross-correlation function _Jxy(T) is a function which
dependson time (or rather on time delays), T, it seemsobvious that when
systemscontainingtime deJaymechanismsare studieduseshouldpreferably
be made of this function directly. This statement is, however, a "truth"
with considerablelimitation.

Jn Fig.8.13 it was shown that a cross.correfogramclearly showedboth
the time deJaV,re, and the magnitude of the correJation_xy (To) involved
in a particularhypotheticalprocess. It wasalso stated that in thiscase the
transmission paths within the system were frequency independent.Now,
what happens if the transmission paths (or the signets) ale fnJquency
dependent?Fig,8,15 givesan Indication of the answerto thisquestion.The
system on which this correJogramwasmeasuredconsisted of a mechanical
framework with two tlghtJy coupled resonantmodes in the transmission
path. If more resonant modes and/or reflections had been present the
correlogram would havebecome still more complicated.

CBf_elJliO_
C=_l¢l_,=f,¢

0 3"

DP _

-o2-

Fig.8. _. Clog.carte/ariel1 function measured on a mechanical framework
with two tightly coup/ed msonant mcdo_ (I.S.V.R./

Theoretical analogies(and practicalexperiments)have pointed at the fact
that a bandwidth,reflectiontime limitation of the kind:

"rainx "rs_t

exists in correlation function measurements. Here _y {'/'l)/[._xy (_'2)
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representsthe ratio between two successivecorrelatFonmaxima and _s=
T2- _'1.'s8e also Fig.8.16. /k frnln is the mitlimum bandwidth involvedin
the correlation process(and measurement)and the constant ct may be
taken In the range2 - 3.

¢,=_IH

Fig,& I6, Sketch illustrat[n9 cro_.correlation maxima and time delaysin a
hypothetical random process

This limitation in bandwidth-reflectiontime makesthe use of correlation
function techniquesin the time domain seema quite unrealisticproposition
for vibration studieson complex mechanicalstructures.On the otherhand,
the cross.spectraldensity techniques (in the frequency domain) seemsto
offer considerablepossibiJItles.

The basic principle involved in cross-spectraldensity measurementsis
illustratedin Fig.8.17. From the figure it canbeseenthat the measurement
of co- and quad spectral density functions is e rather straight forward
matter. AJsoin this case, however, certain practical restrlct[ons regarding
filter bandwidths and signal time delaysare imposed upon the measure.
ments, In that herea limitation of thekind

can be shownto exist. /_ fm_x is now themaximum bandwidth involvedin
the measurementsand Tmax is the maximum delay timebetween the signals
to becorrelated.A suitable valuefor C2 is 0.3.

From the above discussionit is seen that the restrictionsimposed upon
practical correlation time function measurementsand those imposed upon
crossspectraldensity measurementsactuallyopposeeachother.
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Qu_J_leclr_n_

CO DrU,f_
_d_ _hlt:_r

C_:p_E

/

Fig.8.17. Principl_ of operation of an analog cross.spectrum analyzer

In correlation time functionme_sur¢rnentsa certain minimum measure.
ment bandwidth is required to alrow for proper determination of the
correlation functfon maxima while proper cross-spectraldensity measure.
ments require the measurementbandwidth to be smaller than a valuegiven
by the relationship C2/Tmax,

One of the most interesting applications of the cross-spectraldensity
technique in the field of mechanical vibration studies might be the
possibility itoffers to det0rminocomplex transfercharacteristicsin a system
without interfering with the system's normal operation. This kind of
measurementis of particularimportance in the fields of shipboard,aircraft
and sp_cevehicle vibration but has alsobeenutilized in vibration studieson
automobilesand specialmachinery.

433_

Fig.8.18. Illustration of transfer characteristic measurements on a
complex machine without interfeHng with the machine's normal
operation
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The relation between the cross.spectraldensity measured between the
point x and the point y in the systemsketchedin Fig.8.18, the ordinary
mean square spectraldensity, Wxx (f), measuredat x and the (complex)
transfercharacteristicbetween x and y, Hxy (f) is:

Wxy (f) = Hxy (f) Wxx (f)

Thus, the function H_y (f) canbecompletely determinedfrom measure-
meritsof the co. and quad spectraldensity functionsbatwe0nx and y, and
the meansquarespectraldensityfunction at x.



To demonstratethe useof this techniquea simple experiment has boon
made at BrlJe]& Kja_¢on an electrical analog model consistingof a two
degree.of-freedom system. The resulting co- and quad spectral density
functionsare shownin FIg.8.19. Becausethe input to the systeminthis case
consisted of random noise with constant mean square spectral density
(Wxx (f)= constant) the graphs shown in Fig,B.19 at the same time
representHxy (f).

The practical experiments were carried out by meansof the measuring
arrangement shown in Fio,8.20, which consists of a control oscillator
(SrSel& Kjmr Type 1025) two Heterodyno Slave Filters Type 2021, a
Graphic Level Recorder Type 2305, and anelectronic multiplier. It might
be mentioned, in this connection, that the Hoterodyn0 SlaveFilters have
been designedto includea phase.shift of 90e, specifically for use in cross.
spectraldensity measurements.

t _ _[]_of¢_nlr°lG,n_rJt_, _ __'_FJ_t_, _v=_ltlr_

i -- = i it,_,_

Fig.8.20. Practical measuring arrangement used for cross.spectrum
analysisand utilizing two StOol& Kiaer Heterodyno Slave Filters
Type 2021

Finally, it should be pointed out that by measuring both the cross
spectral density between the signalsobservedat the points x and y in a
physical system and the ordinary mean square spectral density at both

points the correlation coefficient Rxy between the tWO signals can be
calculatedfrom the formula:

Rxy=_
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! As this coefficient dependson frequencyit isnormalJytermed coherence
function (to distinguish it from the correlation functionwhich is definedin
the time domain). The coherence function is often denoted by 7xv (f)
whereby the aboveequationtakesthe form:

I IWxy (f)12
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8.3. ProbabiliWDensity Measurementsand DeScription

A groatvariety of probability density functionscan bederivedand used
for thedescription of random processes.One of the most importantof those
functions is the probability density function for the instantaneousampli.
rude values of the processalso designatedas the first order probability
density function (seeChapter2, section2.2). The reason for designatingthis
function will be clear from the discussionlater in this sectionwhere also
htgherorder probability densityfunctionsare introduced.

The importance of the first order probability density function may be
better appreciatedby consideringa specialclassof random processes,name-
ly Gausslan(normal) random process.This type of randomprocessesoccur
relatively frequently in nature and it has been shown by Rice and others
that if the processbehaveslinearlyand hasa Gaussianfirst order probability
density function then the process is more or lesscompletely described by
means of its mean square (powerJ spectra/density hmction (or its correfa.
tion function). It is therefore of considerablepractical interestin the study
of random processesto be able to measure the first order probability
density function. If this turns out to be Gaussian,only very few further
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measurements are necessaryfor a satisfactory description (assuming, of
course,that theprocessbeing investigatedIsstationary).

in caseswhere oneknows that the processbehavesgnearly, i+o+where no
selectiw amplitude non.linear element Inon-linear resonance) ispresent, a
measurement of the mean square spectral density function only, will
normally suffice.

Should it not bepossible,however,from boforahandto judge whether or
not the processbehaveslinearly, a check on this m_y be obtained for
instance by simply integrating the time function once and repeating tho
measurement of the first order probability density function, in this caseon
tbe integrated time function. An example Qf such a case Is a randomly
excited resonant systemcontaining a non+linearstiffness element {seealso
Chapter 3, section3.2).

From measurementson these kindsof systems,it is found that the first
order probabglty density function of the relativeverocity+vr In Fig,8,21a),
has a perfect Gaussianshape, Fig.8.22a). (This can also be confirmed
theoretically). However,if the velocity signalis integratedonce wFthrespect
to time, i.e. turned into a relativedisplacementsignal,the non.JInearlty wgJ
showitself clearly inthe probability density characteristic,Fig.8.22b).

Vel_.J:y. v,

FIMI F d o _, v+ [4+1 131_

.°

(a) Ibl +"_'

Fig.8,21. Example of a single degree.of-freedomsystem containin9 a non.
linear suspensionelement of the hardening spring type
aJMechanicalmodel
bJ Static force versus displacement characteristic of the spring
element

AJthough the non.linearity may a{so be detected by other means, for
instance by probability density measurementson the differentiated velocity
signal, integration has beenchosen hero, becauseit is a re{atlvaly simple
operation to performelectronical{y+seeAppend}x E.
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F/_,8.22. Examples of f/rst order probability density fu_t/ons
a) Probab///_ dens/ty p/or for the Instantaneous m/at/_
_/oc/ry of the mass
b_ Probability dens/r_ p/ot fo_ the/ns_anraneou_ m/ati_ d/_.
placement of _as_

An instrument which arrows the measurementof probability density
functions is shown In Fig.8.23 and Fig.8,24 shows the schematic block
diagram of its operation when switchedto measure first order probability
den_ities,Briefly, the functioning of the arrangement Is as follows,The
signal to be artaJyzedis fed to the input of the instrument, whareaftorits

! actual revel is "normalized" (to 1 Volt RMS) by means of the input
potentlometer. A variableDC signalis then addedin the input amplifierand
the resultingsignal (Input + DC) led to two measuring"window" detector
circuits (electronic flip.flops), The measuring"window" is hereadjustedto
0.f o'(0,1 timesthe normali;!edinput signal RMS.valuo= 0.1 Volt).

By retting the outputs of the "window" detectors control a gating
circuit, it is possibJeto measure the time Intervalsduring which the input
signalstayswithin the "window" (r_. also Fig,2_8).

I I

,,'_'Y IU

Fig,8.23. Photograph of an analog probability density analyzer
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Fig.8.24. Block diagram illustrating the principle of operation of the
probability density analyzer silown in Fig,8.23 when switched
to measurefirst order probability d#nsities

Tba sTgnalfrom the gating circuit is either used to control a 1 MHz (or
10 MHz) built-in oscillator, or fed to an averagingcircuit and instrument
meter. When properJy calibrated the instrument meter indicatesdlrectly the
probability density, and by varying the DC addedto the signal in the input
amplifier the probability density can be measuredat various amplitude
levels (from -5 0-to + 5 o). If the gadngcircuit is usedto control oneof the
builHn precisionoscillatorsa digital output isalsoobtained.

The DC-signal can be varied either manually or by meansof a built.in
steppingmotor whereby automatic recordingof the measurementdata is
possible.An example of such a recording is shown in Fig.8,25 and the
¢orrespondingmeasuringarrangement in Fig.8.26. As the recordingInstru.
ment, a Br_el & KjaerLevel RecorderType 2305 was used.switched for DC
recordingand supplied with a 50 dB logarithmic rangepotentiometer. The
use of Jogarithmlc recording bears some advantagein that the samerelative
accuracyis obtained in the recording over the full amplitude rangeandthe
very low probability densitiesobtained from measurementsof high ampli-
tude levelsare moreeasily read from the curve.

it should in thisconnection be mentioned that very longaveragingtimes
are required to obtaln a reasonable measurementaccuracy at very low
probability density revels.This may in somecases(narrow band random
signalsand sharpInfrequent pulses)make measurementsat theseprobability
density levels rather tedious, because the "built.in" averagingtimemay not
be sufficiently long to produce the requiredaccuracy. It is therefore often
convenient to automaticaPy record the probability density curve with a
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Fig.8,2E. Example of automatically recordedprobabifit_ density data

relatively short averagingtime and then specifically Investigate regionsof
low probability density by manual measurementsusblg the digital output
from the instrumentin conjunctionwith an electronic counter.

The instrument _hown in Fig.8.23 is capableof measuring severalother
statistical quantities apart from the first order probability def_sity of
randomtime functions. This will beexplainedbelow.

In caseswhere the resultsof first orderprobabiliW densitymeasurements
Indicate that the processbefnginvestigatedisnon-Gaussian,an experimental
determination of trs mean squarespectraldensity function is normally not
sufficient for an adequatedescription.

Plob _¢nti[y

I *,,,° 0 °

Fi#.8.26, Mea_lring arran#ement used to record _m curves shown in
Fi_.8.25
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One way of obtaining further relevant information about the statistical
behaviour of the processis then to determine somehigher order probability
characteristics. A higher order probability characteristic is a characteristic
which does not depend only upon theaveragebehaviour of a random signal
when it is fnsldaa narrow amplitudewindow, _x in Fig.2.8, but it defines
c_rtain restrictionsas to the behaviourof the signalalso when it isoutside
Ax. A great variety of higher order probability characteristics can be
formulated, amongwhich isthe probabilitydensity functfon for tbo process
maxima, Fig,8.27.

V4b_lt _on r_4 lint a r let =t le*,d

//A'\ \, \, /
w;_.'--'-'7-, fG- \ _ , A [ l_x

Fi#,8.27, Skotch illusfrating _hoprinciples involvod in measuremont of tho
probability density of random vibration maxima (peak
probabifity densities)

That this is a higherorder probability densityfunction isclear becauseit
restricts the observations on the signal inside L_x to caseswhere the
magnitude of the signalissmaller than x both immediately before the signal
enters the window and immediately after it leavesit again. By plotting the
number of maxima insideAx par unit time asa function of signallevel, x, a
curve proportional to the pi-obabtlity densitycurve for the processmaxima
is obtained. When this curve is normalized to unit area it is commonly
termed the peakprobability density curve.

To illustrate the use of peak probability density data consider first a
completely linear, single degree,of.freedom system excited by Gaussian
random vibrations. The peak probability density curve for the relative dis-
placement of the masscan In this casebe shown,both theoretically and
experimentally, to follow a so-called Ra,/lelgh distribution function
(Fig.8.2Ba) :

x2
= x e-_pix) -_"

if now the singledegree-of,freedom systemcontainsa non.Nnoarstiffness
e{erneat of the hardening spring type, Fig.8,21, the shape Of the peak
probability density function of the refaNvedisplacementof the masswill
depend upon the level of excitation, The limitation in displacementcaused
by the hardeningof the springlsclearlynoticed,
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Fill.8.28. Example of peak probabi/itv density data

a) Peak probability density curve valid for the relative displace.
meat of the mass in a linear tin/lie degree.of-freedom system

excited by Gauss/an random vibrations
b) Peak probability density curves valid for the relative displace.

meat of the mass in a tingle de//tee.of.freedom system, contain-

ing e non.linear suspension element of the hardening spring
type, oxcited by Gauss/an random vibrations

To further irJustrate (he dispracement limiting effect of the hardening

spring Fig,8.29 shows some osoiJIographic samples of the displacement
w_veshape. (The osciJloscoplc record has been obtained from analog model
studies m_de at BriJel& Kja_r),

Even though the records shown in Fig.8.29 are very illustrative, they do

not lend themselves easiJy to quantitative descriptions. On the other hand,
probability density data, such as shown in FIgs.B.22 and 8.2g, do allow for
quantitative descriptions of the vibrations behlg studied, These data are

therefore of considerable value in obtaining measures for, for instance, the
damagirlg effects of vibrations, see also Chapter 4, section 4.1,
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Fig,8.29. Samplesof the relative displacementsignal in a singledegree.of*
freedom system containing a hardening spring type non,
linear#y, (Seealso Appendix C)

It was nlentionedabove that the instrument shownin FIg.8,23 fscapable
of measuring other statistical quantitfes apart from the first order
probabilfty density function. One of thesequantities fs the peakprobability
density function, and Ffg,B.30 ilJuslratosthe prfncipJe utilfzed. The
"norntallzatlon" of the input sfgnal Ipvel as well as the settfng of the
"window" level (DC} are excactiy the sameasdescribed earlier in connec,
tlon wfth Fig.8,24, However, to produce an output proportionaJ to the
number of peaks (signal maxfma) which occur irzsidethe measuring
"window" it fs necessaryto "block" the detecting circuit when the signal

Fig.8.30, Block diagram illustrating the principle of operation of an
analog probability density analyzer switched to measurepeak
probability den_tie$
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passesthrough the "window". This is accomplishedby meansof electronic
logiccircuitry and canbe basicallyunderstoodby a studyof Fig,8.30. If the
signalpassesthe upper limit of the "window" a pulse is produced which
blocksthe peak detector circuitry so that no output isobtained.

On the other hand, if the signalpassesthe lower limit of the "window"
but does not pass the upper limit before it leavesthe "window" again,the
peak detector circuitry producesan output pulse. The pulsesproduced by
the peak detectingcircuitry caneither be measuredassuch (digital record-
ing) or they are fed to an integratingand averagingcircuit which produces
ananalogoutput proportionalto the peak rate (maxima per second).

Automatic recordingof the analogdata can be made in the sameway as
shownIn Fig.8.26. If desiredthe measuredpeak "rate" can alsobe readoff
theinstrumentmeter,

By combiningtwo of the instruments,Fig.8.23, higher order probability
densitiesother than the peak probability densityfunctionmay bemeasured,
such as the function commonJy termed the joint probability density
function.

/#=>J

Fig.8,3I, Illustration of joint probabillty density data presentations
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The joint probability density function describesthe probabglty tbat the
data at two points of observationassumevalueswithin some defin0d pairs
of amplitude "windows" at any instant of time, divided by the productof
the "window" widths:

lira tim IP (x)- P (x +Z_x);.P(y)- P (y +Z_y)]
p(x;yl = /kx..,O Ay.._O Ax_y

This is a much more complicated fur_ctionthan the other probability
density functions discussedin this section of the book and although it
contains a rather large amount of information It has, to the author's
knowledge,very rarely boonused in practical applicatio0s.

A very important reasonfor this might bethe time requiredfor itsanalog
measurements.That the time required to measure the joint probability
density function is rather large, fogows from the fact that all combinations
of amplitude valuBs, x and y, must be considered. The result of such
mea;urements is therefore no longer a curve,but a surface, Fig,8.31,

The firstorder probability density curve and the peakprobability density
curve,are on the other hand relatively easy to measure,and are,therefore,
especlafly attractive to usein the descriptionof complexrandomvibration,
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APPENDICES

Appendix A

On the Stati=ticalInterpretationof the RMS-value

In conjunctionwith the brief discussioncarriedout in Chapter2, section
2,2, on the probebilisticdescriptionof randomvibration signalsit might be
of considerableinterestto reJatothe concept of the signalRMS-valueto this
kind of data.

The definition ofprobability density given in section2.2

Jim P(x) -P (x +Zlx)
p(x) = z3x.+O Zlx

immediately leadsto the following expressionfor thaprobability of finding
instantaneousamplitudevalu0swithin the (small)amplitude Interval,A x:

P(x)-P(x+Z_x) = P(x;x+L_x)= x_&x p(x) dx
x

When x is a function of timeasIndicatedin FIg.A.1. then

p{x;x+_x) =xj_&x P(X) dx= _A, tn =
_t

x T T

Definingnow the statisticalquantity

02= _x 2p(x) dx

thismay beexpressedas follows:

lira _ 2 •
02= Tx2p(xIdx = Ax_O.__ x P(x, x+Ax)=

= _t-_O o X _ = dt ="_ X2dt

a2 'iS, in the literature on statistics,commonly t0rmed variance and the
square-root of the variance is called the standard deviation, a. However.
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Fig,A, 1, Example of a stationary random time function (vibration)

when the statisticalphenomenonbeingstudied isa stationary tim_-functi_n
as shownin Fig.A.1, then

o=
which is nothing but tb0 expressionused ]n engineeringdynamics for the
signal RMS.value,Thus, besidesbeingrelated to the power involved in th0
process,the RMS.value is also directly related to the processstatistics.This
m_y be best appreciated by considering the fact that most probability

Jr,_J

Fig.A.2. Illustration of the relationship between the instantaneous magnh
tude values in a Gaussian(andorn vibration signal and the Gausdan
probability density curve
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density curves are expressedin termsof standard dev[ations {RMS-devia.
' tions), seealsoFig.2.9,

Finally, FIg.A.2 illustrates the relationship between the instantaneous
amplitude valuesin a Gaussianrandom vibration signaland the Gaussian
probablJltydensitycurve.

Appendix B

ResponseversusExcitation Characteristicsfor LinearSingle Degr_of-Ftee-
domSystems

rn Chapter 3, section 3,1, the differentia] equation of motion for a
forc_excited, linear, singledegree-of.freedom systemwas formulated (see
also FIg.3.1b)and Flg,B.la) below):

d2x dx
m d-d_+C-_-+kx=f(t)

lltql

..._, _: Lt]p,._-, >
] ,_

a) / hi // A..,

Fig.B,1. Models of a single degree.of.freedom _ystem
a) System excited by a force acting upon the ma_s
b) System excited by motion of the fo_//xlation

By Fourier transformation it Wasshown, furthermore, that the displace,
ment response,x, of the mass,m, to a sinusoidal exciting force can be
written:

x = H(_.') Fo eIwt

where 1/m=
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H(uJ} was termed thecomplex frequency'response function.

_-'k =
Remembering that oJo = _]_-- 2_rf o thecomprex frequencyresponse

function canbe rearrangedto yield

I
H(f) = f 2 J f

k[1-(To I ]+-_(_)

or 1

IHcfll -- k_r_ f 22 1

_(fj = tan_ I 1

o¢3- ±_fo

whore IH (f) l is the absolutevalue of the displacement frequencyresponse
function and

_(f) is the phase lag between the displacementof the mass,m, and the
exciting force,

By utilizing the relationships

= dx d t = d2x
v(t) --_-an a() "'dt2

th0 velocity and acceleration frequencyresponse functionscan be readily
found. The resultsare tabulated belowand the correspondingfunctions are
graphicallyillustrated in Fig.B,2,

Force,excited,lil_ear,dngrodeoree,of,freedomsystem

Responsequantity I Frequencyresponsefunction

Oi'=placemo_tof masl_m_ Hx I_l =
Fig.B,la) mI_o2 - ¢_2+ I -_J

Fig.B.l_)Vel°city°fmas_'m, Hv (_JJ = m (_o2 _ W2 +j_.w)uJ

-_J2
Accoleratlon of mas_, m, H_ (u_ =

FIg.B.ta] m (_o 2 - _2 + j _j)
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If the excitation of the system is not a force, but a motion of the
foundation Fig.B.Ib) a largenumberof responseversusexcitation functions
can be formulated, The responseof interest may, for instance, be the
absolute motion of the mass,m, or it may be the relativemotion between
the massandthe foundation (the loading on the springelement).

Responseversusexcitation functionsfor the absolutemotion of the mass
are tabulatedbelow.

Relpome ExcitationQuantityFig.B,lb)
Quantity,
Fig,[3.tbl DJmlacement Velocity Accoleratlon

Displacement IH(ill- k IH(f)_"2 _Df_D_ IH[fH=4n-'_IND'x (tl

v=Vol°cltYlt} JHif)l=_. D2 IH(fll "DD2_--" IH1fit=2_-_%D_"2

.=o,or.lion,.,t.,-_ ,Hl,,I-_;_2_,Hl,,,-__, (t)

where

\l I fD I = . I+_(T_)=
and

f 22 1 f 2
_2 = _[_-(To) ] + Q-_(To)

Similarly responseversus excitation functions for the relative motion
between the massand the foundation can b0 tabulated:

ExcitationQuantityFig.B.Ib)
Romon_e
Quantity, Displacement, Velociw, Acceleration,
FIg.B,Ib) xe (d vxob) axe(t)

Relative = 4tt2f 2 2rrf
Displacement IHIfll _-__=fo'_o_ IHPIi-_ IRlfil=_x (tl - xa ill

Relative Bff3f3 4'¢212 H [ = 2ttf
Val_ity IHlf)l'4_2fo2_" 2 IH(lfl=4_-_-_-fo2D= I Illv=;(tI - vxo(11

Relative 16_ 14 lit (f)l" _8-_f-_02 4 tr2 f2Acceleration, IH (f}l=_ IH {f)l _ 4 Tr2fo'--_ O2ax (t) -axe (t)
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whore D 2 has the same meaning as before,

By studying the above tables it is readily noticed that when one of the
desired response versus excitation functions, [H (f)l, I_as been formulated

the other follows immediately by manipulating with the quantity _J= 2 _ f,

see also the cur_s, Fig.B.2. That this must be so follows Immediately from
the mathematical relationships between the displacement, velocity and
acceleration**)

-_0-"-"£_"°°_:_;;-°°_°_;_-°;,;,".°4--"._:L;L"-_°;_°",;_:.....:°:

o°.=,.: o. °°° Lo_............ _,:=............. _,=........

/ /

Fig.B.2. Curves showing the displacement, velocity and acceleration
response of a force-excited cing/e degree.of.freedom system. Note

that the curves for velocity and acceleration response can be found
simply by adding respectivo/_ 6 and t2 dB/octavo to die di_o/ace.

men t response

D1

*) For the specialcas0IH (f)l = "_2" See aim F_0.7.2of the text.
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Appendix C

On the Wave.Shape Distortion In Non-Linear Mechanical System=

While a linear resonance system may act as a signal "wave filter"

suppressing possible harmonic distortion a non.linear resonance system
actually produces waveform distortion. The degree of distortion depends on

the type of non-linear[ty and upon the excitation of the system.

As a first example consider a non-linear, s[ng(e degree-of.freedom system
of the hardening spring type, F[g.C.1 (see also Chapter 3, section 3.2).
Assume further that the foundation of the system moves s[nusoidally at a

frequency close to the system resonance. The waveform of the disptac0ment

of the mass may then look as shown in Fig.C,2a).

• .°, . !.

Fig, C. 1, Model of a single degree-of.freedom _lstem contalnlng a nom/inear
spring element

Ely differentiation of the displacement signal with respect to time one

finds that the correspondlng ve(oclty of the mass will have a wave-shape as
indicated in FIg.C.2b), Finally, a second differentiation yields the accelera.

tion wave-shape shown in Fig.C.2c).

As a second example of non, linear resonance distortion, _ssume that th0
system, Fig, C.1 is of thosoftetdngspring type, Under the same excitation

conditions as stated above the motion of the mass thee produces wave-

shapes as shown in FIg.C.3. Although the wave-shape distortion is here not
nearty as heavy as in the hardening spring case it can be clearly noticed,

Wave-thope distortion wgl also be produced when the non-linearlty is

situated in the damping element of the system. It seems, however, that the
most pronounced distortion effects are produced by the hardening spring

type resonant non.linearitles, This Is Irnpor_ant to remember as the use of
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m m
a) b)

m
C) _rJ

Fig.C.2. Typical resonant wavPshapesfor the motion of the massin a ;ingle
d_Jree.of.freodom system containing a hardening spring type stiff.
heSSelement
a) Displacement
b) Velocity
c) Acceleration

a) b)

m
Fig.C.3. Similar to Fig.C.2, the stiffness element in Lhiscase being of the

softening spring typ_
a) Displacement
b) Velocity
c) Acceleration
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hardeningsprings in practice is not at all uncommon (Chapter 7, section
7,1).

Before closing this brief discussion on wave-form distortions in mechani-
cal systems it should be mentioned that non.finearItios in one or more
elements tn a multi degreo.of-freedorn system may cause many "un-
expected" effects tn the response, As an example of such effects the
responseof the secondmassin a two degree-of-freedomsystem, Fig.C,4. to

=,,° _ I.....
..... . .. • . %

Fig,_4, Mode/ of a two degrees.of,frcedom sVstcrn containin9 one non.
//near stiffne_ element of the hardeningspring type

Fig,C.5. Frequency response curws for ttle motion of the second massin
the system sketched in Fig,C,4, Curves are shown for different
/evelsof excitation of the foundation
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a sweepingsinumida]excitation of the foundation is illustrated in Fig.C.5.
The sweep w_s here carried out with increasingfrequency and both the
change in wave-shapeand the "jump" phenomenon,described in section
3.2, aredemonstrated.

Appendix D

Connection Between the Fourier Spectrum of a _lock Pulse and the
Ran]dualShock Spectrum

To demonstrate the relationship between the Fourier spectrum of a
shock pulse end the undamped residual shock spectrum consider the

i following.

I Fig.D.1 showsan arbitraryaccelerationshockamplitudeasa functionof
time.

I

Fig.O. 1. Example of a shock excitation waveform illustrating the principle
of superposition in the time domain

Assuming a linearresonancesystem, its responseto sucha shockcanhe
calculated as the superpositlonof the responsesto a numberof step func-
tions approximating theshock pulse.

The changein excitation velocity per step is

Av = a(dZ_"

where a (_) is th0valueof the accelerationexcitation at time 7 and AT isthe
width of the step.
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The partial veracity response at some time t after the step has occurred is

Av R = h(t-¢) a(¢)A¢

wilore h rt -- _) i8 the velocity response to a unit velocity step, The total
response at a time t after the shock bas occurred is then

vn = _ h (t- _-)a (,r) A 7

Lotting the width of the steps, L__, approach zero, the sum turns into an
integral

vR = / h(t-7) a(T)dr

Now, the vaJoclty response to a unit velocity step can be found by
solving the linear differential equation for the system under consideration

(slngJe degree-of-freedom, undamped system), utilizing the boundary

conditions given by the unit velocity step. The solution is dmpfy:

h{t--T) =1--cos[27rf(t--'r)]

thus:

vR : J_ [f-cosl2_'rflt-r)lJa(rld/"

I.I oosI2.f,-, odr

v R = v(t)- _ a(T) cos[2_rf(t-T)JdT_Q=

Letting t "*co(residual spectrum) then v (t) = Const. (see FIg.D.1) and

vR : - J_ a(: r) cos[2/rf(t-l')]d_'÷Const.

This is also the expression for the Fourier spectrum of the acoelemtion
shock pulse except for the phase (sJe Chapter 2, section 2.3). Thus

Max. vR = JF. {f)J

For each frequency component in the response "spectrum" the reration-

ship aR = 2 _ f vR is valid, whereby

Sa(f)= 2#flF o(f)l
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Appendix E

Ehlctronic Integrationof AcceloromctarOutput Signal=

It was statedin Chapter5, section5.1 that it doesnot normally matter
which of the three quantities acceleration, velocity or displacement Is
actually measuredin an experimental vibration study,becausethey are all
Interrelated by simple differentiating and integratingoperations. It was
furthermore mentioned that these operations can be readily performed
electronically on tile output signal from the transducer.

There are, hewever, certain practical restrictions imposedupon these
statements.

Firstly, as will be obvious from the succeedingdescriptionof electronic
integration, this cannot include zero frequency (D.C), and a certain /ow
frequency doestherefor0 always exist in practice belowwhich no integra.
tion takes place. Similarly, electronicd]fferentiators mustexhibit a certain
upper frequency limit.

Secondly, electronic dlfferentlators are very sensitiveto high frequency
noise, and to the high frequencyperformanceof the transducerused for the
actualmeasurement.

Due to the preferencegiven to.day to accelerationsensitivetransducers
only the problem of electronic integratlon is considered in detail in the
following.

If an arbitrary Fourier component, a = Aoeiw¢, of anaccelerationsignal
spectrum is integrated the result will be the correspondingFourier com-
poeent of the correspondingvelocity signalspectrum:

v = fadt=FA eJC°tdt= A°el°_t=V ei_t

Thus:

A0
Vo = j_ (1)

Similarly, a second integration of the accelerationsignal component
yields the displacementsignalcomponent:
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Thus:

vo = _ A..A_
X° = Jco _2 (2)

Now, if the output signalfrom anaccelerometer(or ratheraccelerometer
+ preamplifier), %, is fed to an electronic circuit of the type shownin
Fig.E.1. the voltage 0crossthe capacitorC, i.e. the circuit output voltage,ec,
is:

1

ec= I+jwRC %

Thus when _ RC_f then

~ I eL
ec = _ x j_ (3)

By comparing the expressions(1) and (3) it is readily soonthat when e_
representsa particular accelerationsignalcomponentthen e©mustrepresent
the correspondingvelocity signalcomponent, I.e. an electronic integration
has taken place in the network, Fig.E.1. (The multiplying factor 1/RC Is
taken careof In the Internalcalibration of the integrator).

R

T .,,i!
Fig,E.f. Typical electrical integration network of the simple RC.type

The absolutevalue of the expression

is plotted in Fig.E.2 and demonstratesclearly the meaningof the condition
RC_" 1 statedabove. It alsoillustratesthe fact that a certain low frequen-

cy limit, fL exists below which no integrationtakes place. Between fL and
fT. i.e. in the frequency region around fn = 1/2 7rRC, the signal is only
"partly" integrated.

The low frequency limit for "true" integration, fT. is in the integrators
producedby Br_el & Kjmr taken to be the frequencyat which an integra-
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, _,o_ _ ._. _._bC_,iLq_I

.21 R_b_no__ ml_

-40"
I iHS_k

_tp.=a

Fig.E.2, Graphical illustration of the hmcdon I_al = ,-ci . .I_ Ilndrcatmg

the frequency region where true integration of the (nput signal,ea,
takesp/ace

tlon error of 1.5 dB (_ 15%i exists.To ensuretrue Integrationof the signal
it must therefore not contain frequenciesbelow fT"

]f frequency components lower than fT exist in the signal to be into.
grated the problem can sometimes be solvedby the use of magn0tie tape
recordingendtape speedtransformer[am, seealsoChapter5, section5.2.

Appendix F

Lowe=tMeasurableVibration Love]=

The lowest vibration signal level that can be usefurJydetected by a
particular measurement system Isdetermined by randomly varyingvoltages
and currents existing ]n the circuits of the preamplifier. Here the major
source of noise is normally the amplifying element, I.e. the transistor (or
tube) in the first stage, However, in the measurementof Jew ]ovalsignals
picked up by eccelerometers,additional noisemay be Introduced,eitherdue
to pick-up from nearby electricalor magneticfields, or by internal noise
generationdue to cable motion.The primarycauseof generatedcablenoise

,iis the trlboelectric effect" which is, however,minimized by a specialtreat-
mant of the coaxial cables.
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LOWESTMEASURABLE VIBRATION LEVELS (WORST CASE)

_|L|R, pR_AMPLI_t(H_
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LOWEST MEASURABLE VIBRATION LEVELS (WORST CASE)

pRE_MpLIFI[R$
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The lowest measurablevibration levelshave beendeterminedexperimen-
tally at Br_el& Kj;er for a number of measurementconfigurations and the
results are tabuJated_bove. rt should be noted that the figures given re-
present the "worst cases"and are 5 dB above the "noise floor" (JEC Rec-
ommendation 179)_

Further details as to the measured spectra are given in "K. Zaveri:
Measurementsof Lowest Vibration Levels. Br_el& Kja_rTechn. Roy. 1 -
1970, p. 31 - 38".

Appendix G

FrequencyAnaly=isof S_ockPulses

In Chapter 2. section 9.3 the frequency (Fourier) spectraof various
shockpulses were iJlustrated.Thosespectrawere obtained theoretically by
applying the Fourier transform

=

F(f) = J" f(t}e-J_tdt

to the shockpulse time function. Now, how could suchspectrabe measured
experimentally?

To obtain an answerto this question let the pulseconsideredbe applied
to a very narrow band filter centeredat the frequency fo. Fig.G.I. If the
filter Is "ideal" it will only transmit frequencycomponentsinsidethe fgter
pass-band,A f. as indicated in the figure. (Here the Fourier Spectrum of a
rectangularpulsets usedasexample}.

It is clear that what is measured at the output of the fiber must be
dkectly related to that part of the puls0frequencyspectrumwhich is inside
L_f. i.e. it must be a measureof the pulse Fourier transform (spectrum)
value at the frequency re. To obtain the appropriateanaJyticalrelationship
between the filter output signal and the Fourier spectrum valueuse can be
madeof the hwersaFourier transform:

f(t) = _F(f) eI_tdf

For the caseof a rectan0ularpulseandan "ideal" verynarrow band fiber
the fodowing expressionis thenobtained for the filter output signal:
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Freely la_ _

Fig.G. 1. Ilustmtion of narrow band filtering of the Fourier spectrum
produced by a rectan_ular pulse

F(t) _2AT sln._'foT, z,,fft sin[(_L_f(t--tL) ] c°s(2rtfot)fo T _/'.f (t - tL)
where

A = Heightof the rectangular pulse
T = Impulseduratton

Af_ = Centerfrequencyofthenarrowfilter= Filter bandwidth
t L = Transmissiontime of the filter (dependson the filtur phase-

shift).

Thisexpressionis plotted graphically in Fig.G,2,

From the figure it can beseenthat as long asthe filter center frequency,
fo, remains unchangedthe output signal consists of a rapidly varying
"carrier signal" (cos2 nfot) envelopedby the function:

2AT= sln(/rfgT)_f sin[(nL_f(t--tL)l
Efo T _Z_f (t- tL)

Themaximum of this function occurswhen t = tL and is:

F (t)max =2AT sin (/rf o T) Z_frrfoT
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Fig. G,2. Responseof an "idea/" narowband filter to a rectangularpulse

As the anatytlcalexpressionfor the Fourier transform (spectrum)value
of a rectangularpulse at the frequencyis:

AT sin(tr fo T)
F(fo) = _foT

then

F(t)mnx = 2F(fo) Af

Thus by measuringthe maximum (peak) valueof the filter output slgnaJ
(F(t)max) Chisis related to the thearatlcal Fourlar spectrumby the simple
relationship:

F (t)ro__
F(f) = 2L_f

It is therefore a simple matter to obtain an estimate of the Fourier
spectrumby measuring the peak value of the output signal from a set of
very narrow band fitters, centeredatclosely _pacedfrequencies(or usemay
be made of repetitive application of the purseto a continuoudy tunable
filter).
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However, not only peak measuringdevices can be used to relate the
output slgnalfrom the filter, Fig.G.2, to the Fourier spectrum.Also avera#e
absolute and RMS detection circuits can he utilized provided that their
averaging (integration) time and crest-factor capabilities fulfill certain
requirements:

[

Firstly, their averaging(integration) time, Ta, must be longerthan the
response time of the filter, i.e. Ta _>2/Z_f, see also FIg.G.2. This is
necessaryto ensurefull integration of the filter response.

Secondly, the averagingtime mustnot betoo long,otherwiselimitations
in the crest-factorcapability of thedetector circuit will distort themeasured
result, as the crest-factor may be defined as _I"JT'R, where TR is the

responsetime of the filter. _:
For normalpracticaldetectorcircuitsa requirementof the orderof

Ta _f _-3 - 10

would constitutea reasonablecompromise.

The problem of relating the measuredvalueto the Fourier spectrum is,
however, somewhatmore complicated in the caseof averageabsolute and
RMS measurementsthan inthe useof peak measurements.

A further method of obtaining an estimate of the Fourier spectrumof
the pulseis to squareand integratethe output from the filter, i.e.:

E&f = T F2(t) dt

By some mathematical computation it can be shownthat this integral,
for the caseof the rectangularpulse,is:

g sin (Trfo T) 2
Et,f = 2A2T [---_T_oT ] Af

That is

Eat = T F2(t) dt=2[F(f)l 2 _f

Now, what happensif the filter is no Jongora very narrow band filter?
Such a caseis illustrated in Fig,G.3, and the correspondingfilter input and
output signalsaresketched in FIg.G.4.It is seenthat insteadof one(oscillat-
In9) responsetransientthe filter output signalhere consistsof two ascii/at.
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Fig.G,3, Illustra t/on of the effect of broad band filtering

f,l=.rir_t

z 1

i #=iLl[HI_a_
I

Fig. G.4* Broad.band filter response to a rectangular pulse
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ing transients. One of these transients is caused by the response of the filter

to the "start" of the original (input) pulse and the other is due to its sudden

ceasation. In other words: the filter responds no longer to a pulse, but more
or less to two step functions, the distance between the two steps being equal

to the original pulse duration. It is also readily seen from Fio,G.3 that the
detailed shap0 of the analytical Fourier spectrum cannot be obtained frem

measurements with such wide band filters. On the other hand, the squared

and integrated output from the filter still giv0s an Indication of Ihe
"energy" spectrum value in that:

/E_,f = F2 It) dt = 3 IF (flJ2 df

-oo Jt O -

The exact shape of the measured "energy" spectrum will. however, in

this case depend upon the absolute bandwidths used in the m0asurements.

Appendix H

CONVERSION CHARTS, TABLES etc.

Converdon of Length

m cm mm ft in

1 100 1000 3.281 39.37

0.01 1 10 0.0328 0.3937

0.001 0.1 1 0.00328 0.03937

0.3048 30.48 304.8 I 12

0.0254 2.54 25.4 0.0833 1
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Conversionof Velocity

m/s km/h ft/m mph

1 3.6 196.85 2.2369

0.2770 1 54+68 0.6214

5.08, 10-3 1.829,10 -2 1 1,136,10 -2

0.4470 1,6093 80 1

Convor_ionof Acceleration

g m/sec2 cm/_c 2 ft/sec2 in/sec2

1 9,81 981 32.2 386

0.102 1 100 3,281 39,37

0.00102 0.01 1 0.0328 0,3937

0.03109 0.3048 30.48 1 12

0.00259 0.0254 2.54 0,0833 1

Conversionof Area

m2 cm2 sqft sqin sqyd

1 104 10,764 1550 1,196

10-4 1 1.0764' 10-3 0.1550 0,0011

9.29' 10-2 929 1 144 0.1111

6.452.10 -4 6,452 6.944 ' 10-3 1 0.0008

0.0361 8361 9 1296 1
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Conversion of Volume

m3 I=dm3 cult gal(brit)I gaI(USA)Jcuvd

1 103 35,315 219,95 254,25 ' 1,308

10-3 1 0,035315 0,21996 0,25428 0.0013

2,8317' 10-2 28.317 1 6.2200 7,4805 0.0370

4,548' 10-3 4.546 0.1605 1 1,2011 0.0059

3.785 • 10-3 3.756 0,13368 0.8326 1 0.0060

0,7640 704,56 27 160,16 201.97 I

Conversionof Weight(Mass)

kg tekma I gram Ihs oz
1 0.102 1000 2.2045 35.274

0,807 1 9607 21,6205 345.93

10-3 1.02, I0 -4 1 2.205.10 -3 3.527,10 -2

0,46350 4,625. 10-2 463,59 1 16

2,865.10 -2 2.8908.10 -3 28.35 6,25. 10-_ 1

Conversionof SpecificWeight(Mass)

kg/m3 fb/ft 3

1 6,243 • 10-2

16,0185 1

Conver=ionof Force

N kp Ib ftJs2

1 0.102 7.2329

9.807 1 71,0

0,1379 1.405 • 10-2 1
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Conversion of Prosz_ro

I N/m_ mbar rnm H20 _lm in WG psl

1 10-2 0.102 0.869• I0 -el 4,02 ' 10-3 1.4504. 10-4

IOD I 10.917 11_69.10 -4 0.402 1.45D4, 10-_

9,807 9.807 - I0-_ I 9¸(]78. ID-5 3,937. 10-2 1,4223• TO-3

1,013.105 I 1D13 1.0332.104 I 406.77 14,696
249.10 2,491 25.4 2.453. 10-3 I 3,6C5 • 10-2

6008,9 69,089 704.49 6,805. 10*2 27.736 I

Convorsion of Work, Ener9y and Heat

J. Ws kWll kpm kcal Btu fz Ib

1 2.77B, 10-7 0.1030 2,39.10 -4 D,48, 10-4 0,7376

3,6' IO5 1 3,(]710, 105 860 3413 2.655.106

9,807 2.7241. 10-6 1 2,3423, 10-3 9,2940 • 10-3 7,233

4187 1,163, 103 427 I 3,9685 3087,4

1.055 2,93, I0 4 107.50 0.25101] 1 777.97

1.3658 3,761]. I0 -7 0,1383 3.239.10 -4 h285,10 -3 1

Conversion of Power

kW kpm/s hk kcal/h ft Ib/s hp

1 102 1.36 850 738 1.34

9.81 ' 10-1] 1 1,33, 10-1] 8.44 7.23 1.32. 10-3

0.735 75 1 632 542 0.985

1,10' 10 -3 0.119 1,59. 10 -3 1 0.858 1.50. 10-3

1.36 9.138 1.84, 10 -3 1.17 1 I 1.82. 10-3

0.745 75 1.014 642 550 I

2,93' 10 -4 2.99. 10 -2 3.99. 10 -4 0.252 0,210 3.93. 10-4

3.52 35.9 0.479 3024 259 0.471
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_iI_ 'i- _

Temperature:

F = 9C+32 C =-_{F-32)

Single Degreeof FreedomSystem

M = mass(kg)
K = Stiffness(Newt/m)

KI_K
_o = ,J_= 2 _rx resonant frequency

= , _whero Z_st= staticdeflectionof the mass.

For SingleFrequent, (Sinusoidal)Vibration

Accelorotion Velocity Dispbcement

1 1
acos_t -_ as[net -'_ acos_t

-_v sin_t vcos_t 1-- Vsin_t

--_2 dcos_Jt -_ d sin_Jt dcos¢_t

RMS Valuel

A A/_ A/_ 2

_V V V/_

c_2D _D D
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Appendix I

Ontho Useof Decibels

Modern day engineeringrequires that accuratemeasurementsare made
over wide dynamic ranges.

When the dynamic range consideredcovers more than one or two
decades the graphicalpresentationof the measuredresultsto linear scales
often becomesImpractical. The major reasonfor this is that the accuracyof
the graph near the zero axis becomesextremely difficult to [nterprete. A
commonly usedsolution to the problem is then to present the data in terms
of Iogaritbmic sca/es, One such logarithmic _cale which is becomming
Increasinglypopular [nvariousfields of engineeringIsthe decibel (dB) scale,
Although the decibel scaleoriginates from transmission line theory and
telephone engineering it is at present widely used not only in the general
field of electronic engineeringbut also in the fields of soL=ridandvibration
engineering.

The originaldefinition of the decibelis basedonpower ratios:

dB = fOIOgl0 {W_)

where Wo [s a referencepower. However, as the power measuredacrossa
certain fmpedance is refaled to the square of the force acting upon ibis
Impedance,Z, a more commonly us0ddefinition is

F2/Z F

da = lO]oglo (FQT/Z) =201Oglo (_-_o)

whore F andFo arethe RMS (root meansquare)valuesof the forces.

Actually, as long as tile measurements are related to one and the same
impedance the decibehnotation in the form 20/ogre (X/Xo) may be usedas
a conveninet relative magnitude scale for a variety of quantities, not only
forces. X may, for instance, be an RMS displacement, a velocity or an
acceleration. Xo, however,must always be a referencequantity of the same
typ0 as X, That is when X representsa displacement then Xo representsa
referencedisplacement,and when X representsan acceleration then X o
representsa referenceacceleration.

A useful application of the decibel scare is evident in the frequency
analysisof mechanicalvibrationswhere large changesin amplitudesoccurat
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,resonance.The usa of decibels(d6) compressesa ranuoof displacementor
acceleration magnitudes of I : 1006 to 0- 60dB, at the same time
attainingconstant relative accuracyin the graphrealpresentation,A further
consequencethat arisesfrom the decibel scaleis that multiplicativefactors
becomeeddltive terms in their Iogarithmlc equivatents.

Also, when the ratlo X/X o is smallerthan I+0 the logarithm to the base
ten of the ratio, and thus the decibel value,becomesnegative,In thetable
givenbelow only ratios X/X o larger than one have been considered.The
same table can, however,also be used in caseswhereX/X o is smallerthan

x 1
one rememberingthat 20 Io01o (_) = 20 Io9t o (_--X) = -20 logI 0 ( X )

o oX
i,e. by finding the decibel valuefor the inverse ratio (:_) and assigningto it
a negativevalue.

Example

X

-_o = 0.5

ASX_ issmallerthan one it isnecessaryto calculatethe inverseratio:

X -0.5 2

From the table the correspondingdecibelvalue is found to be6,021 dB,
and becauseof the invertingoperation the actualdocibeJvalueis-6.021.

To find X/X o when the decibel value is given, the nearestdB-valueis
soughtin the table and the correspondingratio roadoff the left handand
top columns,

Example=

a) Find the ratio corresponding to 3.o dB.
From the table it is seen that the nearestdB.value tabulatedis 3,502,
correspondingto a ratio of 1,5.

b) Find the ratio correspondin9 to -3 dB,
The nearestdB-value givenin the table Is 2.964 correspondingto a ratio
of 1.41, However, as the dB-valuestated abovehas a negativesignit is
necessaryto invert the ratio 1.41, i.e. -3 dB correspondsto a ratio of

1
= 0.706.
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Appendix J

StandardsRelatedto Vibration and ShockMeasurements

Country Identification Contentsof Standard Issuing
of Standard Institution

C.S.S.R. CSN 01 1390 Methods of Measurements Office for
of mechanicalvibrations, Standards

CSN01 1391 Mechanicalvibration and
measuringequipment, Measurements,
General terminology, Vdclavsk_

NSmesti19,
CSN01 1401 Balancingof rotating Praha 1.Nov_

machineel0ments, Mesto.
Term}nolo0y.

CSN 01 1410 Permitted limits for
unbalanced solid machine
elements,

CSN 02 8902 Characteristic data for
design of elastic
bearingeJements.

CSN12 3062 Measurem0ntof noise and
vibration from ventilators,

France S 90`200 Graph for plotting the L'Assodation
characteristicsof vibration Fran_aisedo
generatorsystems. Normalisation

E 90,210 Characteristicsof electro. 19, rue du
4, Septembre,

dynamic vibration Paris2e.
generator systems.

E 90,211 Characteristicsof electro,
dynamic vibration
generators,

E90,213 Characteristicsof power
amplifiers for use with
electrodynarnicvibration
generators,
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Country Identification Contents of Standard Issuing
of Standard Institution

-i
Germany DIN 1311 $chwingungslehre, Bl. 1 Beuth-

(D,B,R,) Kinematische Bogriffa. Vertrieb

DIN 45661 Schwingu ngsmessgerSte, GmbH.
Begriffo, Kenngressen, Berlin W 15 i
StergrSssen, und K_ln,

DIN 45662 Eigonscha ften van
5chwlngungsme ssger_ten,

Angabon in Typenbl_ittem,

DIN 45664 Ankopp]ung van $chwin.
gungsmessgor_ten und 0bar,
prQfung our StSrgrSssen,

DIN 45665 Schwingst_rke van rotieron-
den olektrlschen Maschinen

der BaugrSssen 60 bis 315.
Messverfahren und Grenz-

werte.

DIN 45666 Sehwingst_r kemessger_t,
An forderungon,

DIN 45667 Kiassierverfahren fSr das

Erfassen regelloser

Schwln0ungen,

DIN 45668 Ankopplung f,",rSchwin.
(Entwurf) gungsaufnehmer zur

0berwachung van
Grossmaschinon,

DIN 40046 Klimotischo und mechan[,

sche Pr/ifungen f_r elektrl-
sehe Bauelemonte und
Ger_to der Nachrichten-
technik.

BI, 7: PrOfung, e: Stossen,

BI. 8: PrLifung, f: Sch_ttoln.

JDIN 501 O0 Dauerschw[ngversuch e,

Begriffe Zeichen, Durch-
fShrung, Auswertung,
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Country Identification Contentsof Standard Issuing
of Stnndard Institution

DIN 51228 Dauorschwingpr_fmaschinen
Begriffe,allgemelne
Forderungen.

DIN 52214 Bauakustischeprafungen.
Bestlmmungder dyna-
mischenSteifigkeltyon
D_mmsch[chtenf_r

I schwimmende55den.

VD12056 t Beurtelrungsmasst{Jbef_r
mechanlscheSchwin_ungen
yonMaschlnen.

VB12057 BeurteiJungder Einwlrkung
mechanischenSchwingungen
auf donMensch_n.

Germany TBLO- 1311 BchwJn0unosJohro. _,mtf[ir
(D.D.R.) 1. Benennungon. Standard{sie-

2. EJnfache5chwJnger. rungder
3.6chw[ngungssystemomit D.D.R.

ondlicbvielenFroiheits- Mohrensstr.
graden. 37a,

108 Berlin,TGL 22747 Ger_te undEinrichtungen
zur Messun9 nlchtoJek-
trischer Gr6ssen,
Schw[ngungsmossger_to.

__i

Groat BS 2011 Methods forthe environ- Bri¢ish
Brituln mentaltostingof electronic Standards

componentsandefcctronic Institution,
equipment. 2 Park Street,
Part 2 Ea:Shock. LondonW.1.
Part 2 Eb:Bump.
Part 2 F: Vibration.

56 3015 Glossaryof termsusedIn
vibrationandshock
testing,
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Country Identification Contents of Standard Issuing
ofStandard Institution

BS4675 A basisfor comparative
evaluation of vibration
in machinery.

Japan JIS C0911 Vibration Testingproce- Japanese
(1060) duresfor electricmachines Institute of

andequipment. Standards,

JIS C0912 Shock testingprocedures Hitotsug[.cho,
(1_0) for electric machinesand Akasaka,

equipment. Minato-ku,
Tokyo.

JIS 1601 Vibratile testingmethods
(1959) for automobilu_ccessori0s.

JIS W 6053 Shocktestingmethods for
(1955) aeronauticalinstruments.

Roumania STA$7536-65 I Measurementofvibration Ofleiuldo
(1966) from electricalrotating starpentru

machines. Standarde.

STAS 8048.67 Measurementof dynamic Sir. Edgar
(1967) stiffnessof vibration Quinet6,

absorbingmaterialsIn Sucarest 1.
buildingacoustics.

U.S.A. $2.1-1961 Design,constructionand United States
operation of variable- of America
duration,medium.impact, Standards
shock testingmachinefor Institute,
light-weightequipment. 10 East40dl

$2.2-1959 Methodsfor thecalibration Street,
of shockand vibration New York,
pick.ups. N.Y. 10016.

I $2.4.1960 Method of specifyingthe
characteristicsof

auxiliary equipmentfor
shockandvibration
measurements,
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Country Identification Contontl of Standard Issuing
of Standard Institution

$2.5,1982 Recommendationsfor
specifyingthe performance
of vibratingmachines.

$2.6.1963 Nomenclatureandsymbols
for specifyingthe mechan-
icalimpedanceof
structures.

B2.7-1964 Terminologyfor balancing
rotatingmachinery,

Z 24.21-1957 Methodsfor specifyingthe
characteristicsof pick-ups
for shock and vibration
measurements.

U.S.S.R. GOST Mechanicalvibration. Komitet
3731-6B Generalrequirementsfor Standartov,

nent performances. Leninsky
Prospekt9b,
MoskvaM-49.

Inter. _EC68-2 BasicEnvironmental testing Internafiona_
national Procedures. Organization

68-2-6:Test Fc:Vibration for Standard.
(BInusoidal) izatlon,
Draft: Test Fd: Random 1. Renode
Vibration )wideband). Varamb6,
68-2-27:Test Ea:Shock. Geneva,
68.2-29:Test Eb: Bump, Switzerland,

IEC 184 Methodsfor specifyingthe
characteristicsof olcctro-
mechanicaltransducersfor
shock andvibration
measurements.

IEC 222 Methodsfor specifyingthe
characteristicsof auxiliary
equipm0nt for shockand
vibration measurements.
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CountW IdantHicatlon Contentsof b_andard Issuing
of Standard IInstitution

Or_ft ISO 5aJancingterminology.
No. 1925

Draft ISO B01ancoquality of rotating
No, 1940 rigid bodies.

Draft ISO Vibrationand shock-isala-
No, 2017 tars - specifyingcharacter.

Istlcs.(Guido for seJecting
andapplying resilient

Draft ISO devices),I Vibration and shock-

No. 2041 ' terminology.
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Index

absorbertuning .......................................... 171
acceleration-timeintegral ................................... 129
accelaromoter............................................. 90
accalerometeradvantages.................................... 79
acce[erometercharacteristics ........................... 92, 95, 96
acceleromatermounting ................................ 119-123
accelarometarsealant ...................................... 126
accelerometersensitivity,charge ........................... 96-98
accelerometersensftivlty,environmental ..................... 94, 96
accelerometersensitivity,transverse ......................... 92-94
accaleromate_sensitivity,voltage ........................... 96-98
accaterometertable ........................................ 93
amplifier cha_ge ........................................ 96, 99
amplifier voltage ........................................ 98, 99
amplifier table ........................................... 101
_nalog.digitalconverter .................................... 142
analyzers ............................................... 162
analyzersfrequency ................................. 64, 67, 104
analyzersHeterodyna ................................. 87, 136
angular stfffnoss ......................................... 44
apparentmass .......................................... 240
Ar tiflcfal Mastotd ....................................... 239
autocorrelatlon function ......................... 22-25, 46, 47
averagevalue ....................................... 15, 137
averagingtime ................................... 108, 109, 111

back-groundnoise ........................................ 126
balancing .................................... 63-98, 220-233
bolanclngquality ....................................... 66-68
bandwidth reflection time .............................. 260, 251

cabin noise .............................................. 123
calibrators(vibration) .................................. 116-118
centrifugal balancingmachines ............................... 228
chargeamplifiers ....................................... 98, 99
chargesensitivity ....................................... 96-99
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cinetosls ................................................. 73
coherencefunction ........................................ 255
comfort boundary ......................................... 73
complex frequencyresponse ........................ .36, 37, 46, 47
comprexshock ........................................ 27, 216
complexsignal ............................................ 26
complex transfercharacteristics .......................... 252, 253
comopexvibrations ......................................... 15
compliance.............................................. 240
compressionalvibration ..................................... 56
computerprogramfor balancing ......................... 231,232
constantbandwidth analyzer ................. 87, 104--106. 141,195
constant%bandwidth analyzer ............... 87, 104-106, 141,195
;ontinuousprocesses ....................................... 21
:ontinuousspectra ................................ 18,20,26,28
correlationcoefficient ..................................... 254
corretogram ............................................. 250
co.spectraldensity ........................................ 249
Coulombdamping ........................................ 175
Coulombfriction .......................................... 44
couoledmodes ........................................... 250
coupling ............................................. 39, 168
crestfactor ............................................... 16
critical speed ............................................ 221
crosscorrelation ...................................... 246-254
crossspectraldensiW .................................. 247-254

oecay ratemethod .................................... 180-182
digital processing ................................. 114, 115, 142
dislocations .............................................. 58
distortion ........................................... 132, 195
drop testmachine ......................................... 216
dwelling ................................................ 205
dynamicabsorber ..................................... 166-168
dynamicbalancing ........................................ 221
dynamicstiffness ......................................... 240

electrodynomicvibrator ................................ 186-190
electrohydrauficvibrator ................................... 187
ensembleaveraging......................................... 30
enveloping .............................................. 202
equalizer,peak-notch ...................................... 198
excitercontrol ............................................ 87
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Fast Random ............................................ 114
fatigue .................................................. 58
fatigue.decreasedproficiency .............................. 73, 75
first.orderprobabilitydensity ............................... 296
floating floor ............................................ 152
force gauge .............................................. 242
form factor ............................................... 16
foundation reaction ....................................... 148
Fourier frequencyspectrum ......................... 17,23,29,90
Fourier Integral ........................................ 24,27
Fourier transform .................................... 27, 36.47
frequency analysis ......................................... 17
frequencyanalysisgmitations ............................... 139
frequencyanalysis,shock ................................... 136
frequencyanalyzer .................................. 84, 97, 104
frequencydomain ......................................... 19
frequency limit of systems .................................. 103
frequency rangerequirements ............................... 129
frequencyresolution ...................................... 105
frequencyresponse.................................. 34, 40, 129
frequencyspectrum(continuous) ..................... 18, 20, 26, 28
frequencysweeptest .................................. 192-197
frequencytransformation .................................... 84

gamrnafunction ........................................... 62
Gaussiancurve ............................................ 22
Gaussianrandomprocess ............................ 46, 290, 261
Geigertest .............................................. 181
groundloops ........................................ 123, 124

half-power points ...................................... 38, 178
hardeningspring .......................................... 192
harmonicmotion ....................................... 14, 15
harmonics ......................................... 43, 44, 105
Heterodyne Analyzer ................................... 87, 136
HeterodyneSlaveFilter ......................... 97, 195,243, 254
histogram ................................................ 59

impedance .............................................. 235
impedance_naJogy .................................... 236-239
impedancehead ...................................... 241,242
indifferent equilibrium .................................. 64, 221
inertance ............................................... 840
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infinite degreesof freedom ................................ 51,93
interchangeableheads ...................................... 192
interfacedampln9 ......................................... 175
isolation, _hock .......................................... 156
isolationvibration ........................................ 144
fsolatortablo ............................................ 163

jaw-skullsystem ........................................... 70
joint probability density ................................ 264, 269

lateral stability ........................................... 147
levelrecorder ........................................ 109, 111
lossfactor ............................................... 178
low frequencymeasurement............................... 84, 85

master-slavearrangement ................................... 197
masticdeadeners ......................................... 179
material fatigue ........................................... 58
material slip .............................................. 58
maximax spectrum .............................. 49. 50, 156, 210
mean squarespectraldensity ............. 29, 23-27.46, 47, 106, 256
measurementscheme(vibrationJ ......................... 125, 126
mechanicalimpedance ..................................... 235
mechanicalmodel ............................... ; .......... 34
microphonic noise ........................................ 123
mobility ................................................ 235
mobility analogy ..................................... 235-339
mode ................................................ 51-54
momentof inertia ......................................... 44
motion analyzer ...................................... 221-223
moving _lement .......................................... 199
multibandequalization ..................................... 199
multi-degreeof freedom .............................. 39, 43, 147

negativedamplng .......................................... 44
noise floor .............................................. 129
non-linearisolators ........................................ 162
non.linearsUffness ........................................ 291
non.linearsystems'. .................................... 40, 257
non.stationaryvibrations ................................. 29-31
non-stationaryvibrations analysis ............................. 113
normalizedGausslanCurve ................................... 22
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overall spectrum .......................................... 156
overtestlng .............................................. 195

parallelanalysis .......................................... 113
peak.notch equaliser ....................................... 198
peak probabilitydensity ................................ 261,263
periodic vibrations ......................................... 14
phasedistortion ...................................... 102, 129
phaseresponse ....................................... 102, 129
point impedance...................................... 240, 242
point mobility ....................................... 240, 242
powerampfifler .......................................... 159
preamplifier .............................................. 97
preamplifier table ......................................... 101
probability definition .................................... 20, 22
probability density ...................................... 20-22
probability densitymeasurements ........................ 256-265
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sandwich structures ....................................... 177
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shock isolation ........................................... 155
shockmachine ....................................... 216-218
shockresponse ............................................ 45
shockspectra .......................................... 48-50
shocksynthesis ........................................... 215
shocktesting ............................................ 210
shockwave ............................................... 29
signalaverager ........................................... 197
singledegree of freedom .................................. 35, 38
six degreeof freedom ...................................... 147
slip bands ............................................. 5B,59
Slow Random ............................................ 114
S.N curve ............................................. 59,60
:oftenlng spring .......................................... 162
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spectral line .......................................... 29, 139
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standingwave ............................................. 51
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time delay .......................................... 2,16,247
time history .............................................. 22
torque .................................................. 45
torsional vibrations ......................................... 44
trackingfilter ............................................ 195
transfer Impedance .................................... 240, 243
transfer mobility ..................................... 240, 243
transient phenomenon ................................... 27-29
transmissfbility, displacement ................................ 154
transmissibility, force ...................................... 145
transmissibllity machine Isolator ......................... 168-171
transversevibrations(beams) .............................. 52, 53
transversevibrations (plates) .............................. 53, 54
tribe.electric effects ....................................... 123
tuning, absorber .......................................... 171

unbaJanco.................................... (]3-65, 220-233
undershoot (amplitude) ................................ 130, 131
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vibration calibrator .................................... 116-119
vibration exposurecriteria ................................... 72
vibration measurementschema ........................... 125, 126
vibration meter ..................................... 80-82, 225
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waveshapedistortion ................................... 42, 103
wide bandtest ....................................... 198-203
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